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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

 

How can consumers be driven into a more sustainable consumption behaviour? - My thesis 

takes the consumers' point of view, specifically that of a sustainability-involved consumer. In 

four research papers, I investigate four different research questions that all add to a better 

understanding of what consumers who care about sustainable behaviour and want to adjust 

their consumption behaviour can do themselves. However, empowering consumers in 

individual sustainable consumption is not solely up to the motivated consumer. Also, 

governments and businesses play a crucial role. Governments and businesses are critical in 

providing the conditions, so that motivated consumers can achieve the abilities and make use 

of opportunities required to change their consumption behaviour. To emphasize the three 

players' interlinking, I exemplarily connect each paper with one of the three actors supporting 

consumers’ empowerment: consumers, businesses, and governments.  

Consumers empowering consumers - Paper 1 offers a variety of coping strategies 

stemming from a specific group of sustainability-involved consumers. Consumers can adopt 

the strategies to drive their sustainable consumption behaviour further and learn how to tackle 

perceived tension along the way. 

RQ1.  How do Pro-Environmental Behaviour Experts cope with the perceived tensions 

associated with un-sustainable consumption? 

In Paper 1, I interviewed 31 international experts on sustainable consumption to explore 

how they deal with un-sustainable consumption decisions in their everyday lives. The 

assumption I made was that experts on sustainable consumption are close to the type of 

consumers that many policy information campaigns are targeting to achieve consumers that 

know and understand the pressing needs of climate change topics. Such interventions aim to 

explain how current climate change topics are connected with individual consumption 

behaviour and want to motivate individuals to the extent that they care and contribute to a 
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sustainable transformation. Based on the in-depth interviews, I found two general strategies: 

contributing to maximize sustainable consumption and accommodating to minimize perceived 

tension. These strategies offer important insights into how individuals can cope with the 

challenge of driving their own consumption behaviour in a more sustainable direction but 

facing barriers and experiencing tension along the way. 

Businesses empowering consumers - Paper 2 highlights how consumers themselves can 

design their choice architecture differently when appropriate products and services are 

available on the market. Without such products and services, even motivated consumers lack 

the opportunity to change their consumption decisions.  

RQ2.  Whether and how do consumers engage in conscious strategies to drive their 

own sustainable consumption behaviour? 

In Paper 2, I interviewed ten Danish consumers that were customers of an organic box 

scheme subscription. The general assumption was that consumers experience daily grocery 

shopping as demanding when aiming to be in line with their intentions to consume more 

sustainably. I found such consumers would like to take the opportunity to change their shopping 

environment from many small daily choices of what to buy and what to eat in a supermarket to 

a higher, long-term decision on getting exclusively organic groceries delivered to their 

doorstep. Besides other reasons for signing up for such an organic box scheme, consumers 

narrated how the subscription supported them to avoid temptations in regular supermarkets and 

supported their intention to consume more organic; in line with their pro-environmental 

intentions. This phenomenon I introduce as self-nudging because consumers made an active 

change of their choice environment to set their default consumption option to “organic” in the 

long run. Therefore, specific products and services have the potential to support consumers 

who want to drive their sustainable consumption behaviour and are aware of the everyday 

challenges in doing so.  

Governments empowering consumers - Paper 3 and 4 focus on sustainability labelling 

on products, enabling consumers at the point of purchase to easily and quickly identify 

sustainable products. The papers specifically deal with a higher-order label – a meta 

sustainability label that takes the multidimensionality of sustainability into account. This 

approach can offer governments an opportunity to empower consumers on how to tackle the 
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growing number of single-issue sustainability labels and potential threats of greenwashing and 

waterbed effects by means of rules and regulations. 

RQ3.  What do we know and what is still to be explored regarding the concept of meta 

sustainability labelling? 

In Paper 3, I systematically stock and synthesize what is known and what is yet 

unknown about a higher-order sustainability labelling compared to common single-issue 

sustainability labelling. I argued that the current sustainability labelling landscape is up against 

the challenge of too much, too complex, too similar, and too ambiguous information. Hence, 

the essential task of sustainability labelling schemes to support sustainability-involved 

consumers in their decision-making at the point of purchase can be questioned. One promising 

means to reduce these challenges and strengthen the benefits of sustainability labelling is to 

introduce a meta sustainability labelling scheme. For policymakers to develop and decide on 

such an instrument, this systematic literature review sets the ground on what a meta 

sustainability label is and compares its benefits and disadvantages as well as its facilitators and 

impediments for implementation with existing, single-issue sustainability labels. There is no 

consensus in the identified literature about the likelihood of a meta sustainability label doing a 

better job than existing sustainability labelling schemes. Perhaps the most critical finding is 

that the debate regarding meta sustainability labelling lacks a proper evidence base.  

RQ4.  Can a meta sustainability label facilitate more sustainable product choices?  

In Paper 4, I build upon Paper 3, where I introduced a meta sustainability label as a 

potential tool to drive sustainable consumer choices but found a lack of empirical investigation 

on the topic. I introduce and discuss the continuum between consumer clarity and confusion 

and how a meta sustainability labelling scheme might be able to shift consumers' perception of 

traditional, single-issue sustainability labels from more confused (less clear) to less confused 

(more clear). There are three ways introduced to do so: One by changing the existing design of 

stand-alone single-issue sustainability labels into a new labelling in a family design line. 

Another by adding a new meta label to the stand-alone single-issue sustainability labels. 

Moreover, a third by combining both, a new labelling of the stand-alone single-issue 

sustainability labels in a family design line with an accompanying meta sustainability label. To 

study if these conditions are perceived to offer more utility for consumers compared to 

traditional labelling and to see which condition is perceived more valuable, I study the effect 
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of the conditions on sustainable consumer choices in an online survey with an integrated 

choice-based conjoint experiment. The study took place in two countries, the US and Germany. 

In the US sample, the new design condition (changing the existing design of stand-alone single-

issue sustainability labels into a new labelling in a family design line) showed the most positive 

effect, whereas adding the meta label reduced the effect. In the German sample, respondents 

had no preference for any of the different label conditions. Being the first study to contribute 

empirically to a meta sustainability labelling scheme's potential benefits, I provide first insights 

on how it affects consumers’ sustainable choices. However, more research is needed to 

investigate a meta sustainability labelling as a potentially useful tool for sustainability 

transformation. 

Together these four research papers give rise to an idea involving the framework of the 

planetary boundaries and the so-called doughnut model, which takes a societal perspective on 

what defines a safe and just space for humanity. In an integrative discussion, I will introduce 

and elaborate on how I turn the societal perspective of these frameworks into an individual 

perspective, which I call the fair contribution space. In this integrative approach, all papers of 

my thesis illustrate a perspective on how to contribute to the same problem: How to support 

sustainability-involved consumers’ attempts to drive their own consumption behaviour into a 

more sustainable direction. 
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DANSK RESUMÉ 
 

 

Hvordan kan man fremme en mere bæredygtig forbrugsadfærd blandt forbrugerne? – Min 

afhandling ser det fra forbrugernes side, specielt en bæredygtigheds-involveret forbruger. I fire 

forskningsartikler undersøger jeg fire forskellige forskningsspørgsmål, som alle føjer til en 

bedre forståelse af, hvad forbrugere, der går op i bæredygtig adfærd og ønsker at tilpasse deres 

forbrugsadfærd, kan gøre selv. At styrke forbrugere i individuelt bæredygtigt forbrug er 

imidlertid ikke alene op til den motiverede forbruger. Regeringer og virksomheder spiller også 

en afgørende rolle. Regeringer og virksomheder er vitale for at tilvejebringe de forhold, der gør 

det muligt for motiverede forbrugere at opnå de evner og gøre brug af påkrævede muligheder 

for at ændre deres forbrugsadfærd. For at understrege hvordan de tre spillere er kædet sammen, 

forbinder jeg eksempelvis hver artikel med en af de tre aktører, der understøtter styrkelsen af 

forbrugere: forbrugere, virksomheder og regeringer.  

Forbrugere der styrker forbrugere – Artikel 1 tilbyder en række håndteringsstrategier, 

der stammer fra en specifik gruppe af bæredygtigheds-involverede forbrugere. Forbrugere kan 

adoptere strategierne for at fremme deres bæredygtige forbrugsadfærd yderligere og undervejs 

lære, hvordan man kan takle en oplevet spænding. 

RQ1. Hvordan håndterer Pro Miljøadfærdseksperter de oplevede spændinger, der er 

forbundet med bæredygtigt forbrug?  

I artikel 1 interviewede jeg 31 internationale eksperter inden for bæredygtigt forbrug 

for at undersøge, hvordan de håndterer beslutninger vedr. bæredygtigt forbrug i hverdagen. Jeg 

antog, at eksperter inden for bæredygtigt forbrug er tæt på den type forbrugere, som mange 

politiske informationskampagner er målrettet for at nå forbrugere, der kender til og forstår de 

presserende  behov vedr. emner inden for klimaforandringer. Sådanne indlæg har til formål at 

forklare, hvordan nuværende emner inden for klimaforandringer er forbundet med individuel 

forbrugsadfærd og ønsker at motivere individer i en sådan udstrækning, at de bekymrer sig om 

og bidrager til en bæredygtig transformation. Baseret på dybdegående interviews opdagede jeg 

to generelle strategier: bidrage til at maksimere bæredygtigt forbrug og imødekomme at 
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minimere oplevet spænding. Disse strategier giver vigtig viden om, hvordan individer kan 

håndtere udfordringen med at drive deres egen forbrugsadfærd i en mere bæredygtig retning, 

samtidig med at de står over for barrierer og oplever spændinger. 

Virksomheder der styrker forbrugere – Artikel 2 fremhæver, hvordan forbrugere selv 

kan designe deres valgarkitektur anderledes, når passende produkter og ydelser er tilstede på 

markedet. Uden sådanne produkter og ydelser mangler selv motiverede forbrugere muligheden 

for at forandre deres forbrugsbeslutninger.  

RQ2.  Om og hvordan tager forbrugere del i bevidste strategier for at fremme deres 

egen bæredygtige forbrugsadfærd? 

I artikel 2 interviewede jeg 10 danske forbrugere, der abonnerede på en økologisk 

måltidskasse. Den generelle formodning var, at forbrugere oplever det daglige indkøb som 

krævende, når de forsøger at være på linje med deres hensigt om at forbruge mere bæredygtigt. 

Jeg fandt, at sådanne forbrugere gerne ville benytte lejligheden til at ændre deres indkøbsmiljø 

fra mange små daglige valg om, hvad skal vi købe i supermarkedet, og hvad skal vi spise, til 

en vigtigere og langsigtet beslutning om udelukkende at få økologiske dagligvarer leveret til 

døren. Ud over andre grunde til at abonnere på sådan en økologisk måltidskasse, berettede 

forbrugere, hvordan abonnementet understøttede dem i at undgå fristelser i almindelige 

supermarkeder og understøttede deres hensigt med at forbruge mere økologisk; på linje med 

deres pro miljøintentioner. Dette fænomen introducerer jeg som selv-nudging, da forbrugere 

foretog en aktiv ændring af deres valgmiljø til på den lange bane at sætte deres forbrug til 

”økologisk” som default. Derfor har specifikke produkter og ydelser potentialet til at 

understøtte forbrugere, der ønsker at fremme deres bæredygtige forbrugsadfærd og er bevidste 

om de daglige udfordringer i at gøre dette.   

Regeringer der styrker forbrugere – Artikel 3 og 4 fokuserer på 

bæredygtighedsmærkning på produkter, der gør det muligt for forbrugere let og hurtigt at kunne 

identificere bæredygtige produkter i indkøbssituationen. Artiklerne drejer sig specielt om en 

overordnet mærkning – en meta bæredygtighedsmærkning, der tager højde for 

multidimensionaliteten inden for bæredygtighed. Denne tilgang kan give regeringer en 

mulighed for at styrke forbrugere i, hvordan de skal takle det stigende antal af enkeltstående 

bæredygtighedsmærkninger og mulige trusler om grønvaskning og waterbed-effekter ved 

hjælp af regler og forordninger.  
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RO3. Hvad ved vi, og hvad mangler at blive undersøgt angående begrebet meta 

bæredygtighedsmærkning?  

I artikel 3 lagrer og sammenfatter jeg systematisk, hvad der er kendt, og hvad der fortsat 

er ukendt angående en overordnet bæredygtighedsmærkning sammenlignet med en almindelig 

enkeltstående bæredygtighedsmærkning. Jeg argumenterede for, at det nuværende 

bæredygtighedsmærkningslandskab udfordres af for meget, for komplekst, for ens og for 

tvetydig information. Den essentielle opgave med bæredygtighedsmærkningsordninger til at 

understøtte bæredygtigheds-involverede forbrugere i deres beslutningstagning i 

indkøbssituationen kan der således sættes spørgsmåltegn ved. En lovende måde at reducere 

disse udfordringer på og styrke fordelene ved bæredygtighedsmærkning er at introducere en 

meta bæredygtighedsmærknings-ordning. For at politiske beslutningstagere kan udvikle og 

tage beslutning om sådan et instrument, danner denne systematiske litteraturudredning 

grundlaget for, hvad en meta bæredygtighedsmærkning er og sammenligner dens fordele og 

ulemper såvel som dens katalysatorer og hindringer for implementering med eksisterende, 

enkelstående bæredygtighedsmærkninger. Der er ikke konsensus i den identificerede litteratur 

om sandsynligheden for, at en meta bæredygtighedsmærkning fungerer bedre end eksisterende 

bæredygtighedsmærkningsordninger. Måske er den mest kritiske konklusion, at debatten 

vedrørende meta bæredygtighedsmærkning mangler en ordentlig evidensbase.  

RQ4.  Kan en meta bæredygtighedsmærkning facilitere flere bæredygtige 

produktvalg?  

I artikel 4 bygger jeg på artikel 3, hvor jeg introducerede en meta 

bæredygtighedsmærkning som et potentielt værktøj til at fremme bæredygtige forbrugervalg, 

men fandt at der manglede empirisk undersøgelse af emnet. Jeg introducerer og diskuterer 

kontinuummet mellem forbrugerklarhed og –forvirring, og hvordan en 

bæredygtighedsmærkningsordning eventuelt vil kunne ændre forbrugeres opfattelse af 

traditionelle, enkeltstående bæredygtighedsmærkninger fra mere forvirret (mindre klar) til 

mindre forvirret (klarere). Der er tre veje introduceret til at gøre dette: En ved at ændre det 

eksisterende design af separate, enkeltstående bæredygtighedsmærkninger til en ny mærkning 

i en familiedesignlinje. En anden ved at tilføje en ny meta mærkning til de separate, 

enkeltstående bæredygtighedsmærkninger. Yderligere en tredje ved at kombinere begge, en ny 

mærkning af de separate, enkeltstående bæredygtighedsmærkninger i en familiedesignlinje 
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med en ledsagende meta bæredygtighedsmærkning. For at studere om disse forhold opfattes 

som værende til større nytte for forbrugere sammenlignet med traditionel mærkning og for at 

se, hvilket forhold der opfattes som værende mest værdifuldt, studerer jeg effekten af 

forholdene vedrørende bæredygtige forbrugervalg i en online spørgeundersøgelse med et 

integreret mulighedsbaseret eksperiment. Studiet fandt sted i to lande, USA og Tyskland. I 

USA-eksemplet viste det nye design (ændring af det eksisterende design, som var separate, 

enkeltstående bæredygtighedsmærkninger til en ny mærkning i en familiedesignlinje) den mest 

positive effekt, hvorimod tilføjelse af meta mærkningen reducerede effekten. I det tyske 

eksempel havde respondenterne ingen præference for nogen af de forskellige 

mærkningsvarianter. Da det er det første studie, der bidrager empirisk til de potentielle fordele 

ved en meta bæredygtighedsmærkningsordning, giver jeg den første indsigt i, hvordan det 

influerer på forbrugeres bæredygtighedsvalg. Der er imidlertid behov for mere forskning for at 

undersøge en meta bæredygtighedsmærkning som et potentielt værdifuldt værktøj for 

bæredygtig transformation.  

Disse fire forskningsartikler giver tilsammen anledning til en ide, der involverer 

strukturen i ”planetary boundaries” og den såkaldte doughnut-model, der viser et 

samfundsmæssigt perspektiv på, hvad der definerer et sikkert og retfærdigt rum for 

menneskeheden. I en integrativ diskussion vil jeg introducere og uddybe, hvordan jeg vender 

disse strukturers samfundsmæssige perspektiv til et individuelt perspektiv, som jeg kalder det 

retfærdige bidragsrum. Med denne integrative tilgang illustrerer alle artikler i min afhandling 

et perspektiv, der bidrager til det samme problem: Hvordan kan man understøtte 

bæredygtigheds-involverede forbrugeres forsøg på at drive deres egen forbrugsadfærd i en 

mere bæredygtig retning.  
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation 

1.1.1. The need for a sustainable transformation 

The concept of sustainable development is still most often referred to from a human-centric 

view as meeting “the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future 

generations to meet their own needs” (Brundtland, 1987, p. 37). Hence, the minimum condition 

to assess our human consumption behaviour as sustainable is given, when we do not use more 

resources than it takes them to regenerate. According to this understanding, human life is not 

sustainable at current state and more imbalance is anticipated (Rockström et al., 2009). One 

indicator to raise attention and quantify the degree of an urgently needed sustainable 

transformation is the so-called “Earth Overshoot Day”. It marks the date of a year at which 

human consumption of resources exceeds the planet’s capability to regenerate. Since it started 

to be measured, the date has been reached earlier every year1 (Global Footprint Network, 2021). 

Whereas the global Overshoot day in the early 70ties was reached in December, in the 90ties 

it was already reached in September, and we recently reached Overshoot day in July, 

confirming the growing problem of unsustainable consumption. Another indicator is the so-

called “anthropogenic mass”, which aims to quantify the human-made mass, such as e.g. 

plastics and building infrastructure. Compared to the overall living biomass on Earth, 

anthropogenic mass has reached the crossover point in 2020 (Elhacham, Ben-Uri, Grozovski, 

Bar-On, & Milo, 2020).  

As an attempt to address the human unsustainable consumption behaviour, different 

goals have been formulated. One goal to achieve a reduction of global warming under at least 

2°C was formulated in the Paris Agreement adopted by 195 member countries at the end of 

2015 (UNFCCC, 2015). Another attempt has been the proposed 17 sustainable development 

goals, formulated by the United Nations in 2015 (United Nations SDGs). The resolution was 

called “Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development” and aims to 

1 2020 being an exception due to the current pandemic. 
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balance human lifestyle and the planets ressources for the greater good of the people and the 

planet.  

1.1.2. Navigating between the environmental thresholds and social well being 

A model that aimed to assess the dimensions of our planet’s resources characterized by e.g. 

climate change, biodiversity loss, ozone depletion, land and freshwater use, is the framework 

of the planetary boundaries (Rockström et al., 2009; Steffen et al., 2015). This model also 

assessed the extent to which each of the planetary boundaries is or will be exceeded, indicating 

a severe and irreversible damage of our planet. If we imaging the planetary boundaries as a 

circle, then the circle line represents the environmental ceiling, staying below with using the 

planetary resources is considered to be ecologically safe, staying above means that we overuse 

our resources and exceed a critical natural threshold. Whereas this model has a clear focus on 

the environmental resources of the planet, it has been extended by a need to consider the social 

perspective of human beings relying on using the planet’s resources to live and prosper. 

Considering the societal foundation of human beings into the framework yielded the so-called 

“doughnut model” (Figure 1).  

Figure 1. A societal perspective on what defines the safe and just space for humanity, as 

illustrated by Raworth (2012), based on Rockström (2009) 

Here, the societal foundation is represented by an inner circle, staying above which means 

using the planetary resources to an extent that is considered to be socially safe, staying below 
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means that we risk critical human deprivation (Capmourteres, Shaw, Miedema, & Anand, 

2019). Together, the social foundation (see Figure 1, marked blue) and the boundaries as the 

environmental ceiling (see Figure 1, marked orange) are visualized as a “doughnut” or a 

“lifebelt”, where the space in between is what humanity should strive for, the “safe and just 

space for humanity”.  

1.1.3. The need for an individual perspective 

Our collective consumption behaviour is a threat for the planetary boundaries, but it is also 

bears the chance of solving it (Clayton et al., 2015). An urgent need for a sustainable 

transformation of our human consumption behavior is unquestioned, yet often discussed on a 

macro level with references to societal actions by governments and businesses (Sachs et al., 

2019). Societal changes are lengthy, which has added to a focus on a micro level, where 

individual consumption behaviour is targeted with a potential for more rapid and widespread 

changes (Wynes & Nicholas, 2017). One reason is that in the same way as a multiplication of 

individual unsustainable behaviour has caused a cumulative negative impact on our planet’s 

resources, a multiplication of sustainable individual consumption behaviour has the potential 

to stop that development and to cumulate to a magnitude of actions that positively impact 

climate change (Dietz, Gardner, Gilligan, Stern, & Vandenbergh, 2009; Steg, Bolderdijk, 

Keizer, & Perlaviciute, 2014). Another reason is that individuals’ consumption behaviour can 

catalyze societal changes by demanding more sustainable consumption opportunities (Creutzig 

et al., 2016; Sheth, Sethia, & Srinivas, 2011) and policy changes (Clayton et al., 2015). 

Furthermore, supporting the empowerment of consumers is important for one’s wellbeing 

when increasingly feeling tension and stress due to climate change as a threat. “Eco-anxiety” 

(Gifford & Gifford, 2016) and related “ecological coping” (Helm, Pollitt, Barnett, Curran, & 

Craig, 2018) indicate a recently growing attention on questions of how to deal with individually 

perceived tension related to climate change. By experiencing the mastery of driving one’s own 

sustainable consumption behaviour, individuals can experience self-efficacy in contributing to 

solving climate change and thereby add to their own well-being. In this thesis, I focus on a 

better understanding of how to drive sustainable consumption behaviour from an individual 

point of view. 
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1. 2. Theoretical background

1.2.1. Sustainable consumer behaviour and the sustainability-involved consumer 

In the field of behavioural research, my thesis contributes to the field of consumer behaviour 

and sustainable behaviour. Whereas the term consumer behaviour takes an agent-based view, 

sustainability behaviour takes an activity-based view (Kwon & Silva, 2020). Under the term 

sustainable behaviour I refer to research - where besides the term sustainable - also sub terms 

such as pro-environmental (Kollmuss & Agyeman, 2002; Steg & Vlek, 2009) or ecological 

(Kaiser, Doka, Hofstetter, & Ranney, 2003) are referred to. Whereas the latter focuses mostly 

on the environmental aspects of sustainability, I prefer the former term to capture the holistic, 

interconnected, and more future-oriented understanding of sustainability for the planet and the 

people (Rockström et al., 2009). This more broad approach is reflected in the UN's Sustainable 

Development Goals' sustainability framework, where environmental, social, and ethical aspects 

are taken into account to reach a sustainable society in the long run (United Nations, 2015). 

The cumulative effect of our everyday decisions on what, where, and how much we consume 

shows how much our consumption behaviour impacts our current environment and that of the 

future (Trudel, 2019). Unsustainable consumption behaviour occurs “when present progress is 

at the expense of future generations” (Brundtland, 1987; Verma, 2019, p. 2).  

Throughout my papers, I use terms such as environmentally caring, pro-

environmentally concerned or sustainability-involved individual or consumer, where the latter 

one is maybe the most appropriate term considering the overall topic of the thesis. Basically, 

being involved in something, describes the individuals’ interest in the matter. In this specific 

case the interest to engage in (more) sustainable consumption behaviour. My research focusses 

mostly on consumers who are sustainably-concerned.  

However, a sustainability-involved consumer is close to the ethically minded 

consumers described by Carrington, Neville, and Whitwell (2010). Ethically minded 

consumers “feel a responsibility towards the environment and/or to society, and seek to express 

their values through ethical consumption and purchasing (or boycotting) behaviour“ 

(Carrington et al., 2010, p. 140). Sustainability-involved consumers are for example concerned 

about a product's environmental or social impact (e.g. workers’ rights, country of origin, fair 

trade, or animal welfare).  
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The specific sustainability focus taken in my thesis is detailed in the respective papers 

and briefly compiled in Table 1. 

Table 1. Overview of the specific sustainability focus taken in the research papers 

No. Short title Agent-based Activity-based 

1 Coping strategies Pro-environmental 

experts 

Sustainable consumption 

choices, any domain, e.g., 

transport, food or housing 

2 Self-Nudging  Pro-environmental 

consumers 

Organic consumption choices, 

food domain 

3 Meta Sustainability 

Labelling  

Sustainability-involved 

consumers 

Sustainable consumption 

choices, no specific domain 

4 Meta Sustainability 

Labelling  

Sustainability-involved 

consumers 

Sustainable consumption 

choices, food domain 

1.2.2. The intention-behaviour gap 

The Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen, 1985) describes how attitudes, subjective norms, 

and perceived behavioural control form intentions, and how they predict behaviour. This 

framework has been applied in the field of sustainable consumption behaviour (Han & Stoel, 

2017). Based on the elements of the Theory of Planned Behaviour, the concept of the attitude-

intention-behaviour gap has been formulated. The gap can be divided into a gap between 

consumers’ attitude and their intention to purchase (attitude-intention-gap) and a gap between 

consumers’ purchase intention and their actual purchase behaviour (intention-behaviour gap) 

(Carrington et al., 2010). In my thesis, I focus on the latter one, because mostly sustainability-

involved consumers already have formed an intention to act more sustainable. The intention-

behaviour gap describes the case of sustainability-involved consumers having expressed 

sustainable intentions, but not having shown behaviour to the same extent (Auger & Devinney, 

2007; Kollmuss & Agyeman, 2002). One line of explanation is that sustainability-involved 

consumers intend to buy more sustainably but are facing different barriers, such as specific 

abilities or opportunities (Carrington, Neville, & Whitwell, 2014). Therefore there is a need to 
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identify more and better ways of how to reduce the intention-behaviour gap, so that existing 

sustainability intentions are more successfully translated into actual behaviour. 

This intention-behaviour gap can also be explained by the co-existing goals an 

individual can have. Depending on the particular situation of an individual, different factors 

can influence the strength of each goal (Steg, Lindenberg, & Keizer, 2016). In goal‐framing 

theory, three goal frames are distinguished: a hedonic, gain, and normative goal frame. Each 

does differently “frame” how an individual will process and act in a specific situation 

(Lindenberg & Steg, 2007). Hedonic goals are related to improvements of one’s feelings. Gain 

goals relate to improvements of one’s resources. Normative goals are related to improvements 

of how appropriate one’s actions would be, of what would be the “right” thing to do. And even 

if individuals have the goal to behave more sustainably, such a goal might be in conflict with 

other co-existing goals, causing a consumer to make trade-offs between sustainability and other 

valued outcomes (Luchs & Kumar, 2017). This can lead to perceived tension, also for the 

sustainability-involved consumers. 

1.2.3. Dual-process theories 

Another explanatory approach for the intention-behaviour gap originates from dual-process 

theories of human reasoning and decision-making (Evans, 2003). One common differentiation 

is into “System 1” and “System 2” thinking. System 1 refers to fast, automatic and unconscious 

processes requiring little computational capacity. In contrast, System 2 refers to slow, 

deliberate and conscious processes requiring high computational capacity (Stanovich & West, 

2000). More recently, Evans and Stanovich (2013) changed the terminology into “Type 1” and 

“Type 2“ processing, roughly distinguished into intuitive or reflective processing. This newer 

terminology emphasizes that many typically mentioned features of the two processing types 

have been misunderstood as defining features instead of typical correlates. Type 1 processing 

is defined as autonomous, requiring no or minimal working memory. Type 2 processing is 

related to high working memory capacity, enabling cognitive decoupling and hypothetical 

thinking.  

Such dual-process theories have shown to be important in understanding humans’ 

reaction towards communication of general sustainability information. It has been argued that 

common information on the need for a sustainable transformation targets “analytical processing 
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system”, thereby underestimating how humans actually make use of their “experiential 

processing system” (Marx et al., 2007). It has also been highlighted, how understanding human 

processing types in regular shopping situations can support a better and targeted 

communication in form of product labelling (Sanjari, Jahn, & Boztug, 2017). Especially, 

because in such situations the type of processing is influenced by contextual factors such as 

lack of cognitive attention or time pressure or by personal factors such as knowledge or 

motivation. 

Dual process theories are consciously termed generically to emphasize that both 

processing types are important and useful (Evans & Stanovich, 2013). However, due to a 

limited workload capacity of the human mind, often heuristics are applied for decision-making. 

Many and re-occurring product decisions in regular shopping situations are considered as low-

involvement decisions, where humans aim to make satisfying rather than perfect choices 

(Hoyer, 1984). In the context of sustainable consumption behaviour, heuristics have been used 

to target downsides of Type 1 processing decisions to support more sustainable consumption 

decisions (Moser, 2016; Thøgersen, Jørgensen, & Sandager, 2012). 

However, referring back to the intention-behaviour gap, intentions often represent 

consumers’ reflections based on Type 2 processing whereas actual behaviour is mostly the 

result of cognitive shortcuts produced by Type 1 processing (Kahneman, 2003). An interesting 

question is whether consumers are actually aware of their intention-behaviour gap. And if so, 

how do they perceive it?  

Based on the earlier definition of a sustainability-involved consumer, I argue that they 

are aware of the gap and perceive tension on overcoming perceived barriers towards a more 

sustainable consumption behaviour. Consumers, for whom achieving a sustainable 

consumption life-style is part of their self-identity (Whitmarsh & O'Neill, 2010), will realize 

and reflect on sometimes not being able to behave according to their intentions. They will 

perceive tension, either due to not having acted in line with their intentions or due to not 

understanding and doubting their capabilities or opportunities. Therefore, there is a need to 

understand how consumers can consciously drive their own consumption behaviour, especially 

in situations where they are typically driven by Type 1 processing rather than Type 2 

processing. 
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1.2.4. (Self-)nudging and choice architecture 

Over the past years, the concept of nudging has received increasing attention (Benartzi et al., 

2017; Lehner, Mont, & Heiskanen, 2016; Ölander & Thøgersen, 2014). Nudging is the careful 

design of consumers’ choice environments in order to steer their behaviour in desired directions 

(Johnson et al., 2012; Lehner, Mont, & Heiskanen, 2015; Mont, Lehner, & Heiskanen, 2014; 

Thaler, Sunstein, & Balz, 2010). Nudging is often used to summarize approaches stemming 

from behavioural economics (Camerer, Loewenstein, & Rabin, 2004). A nudge is argued to be 

appropriate for choices with the following characteristics: when a given choice appears difficult 

or occurs infrequent, when the relation between a choice and its outcome is perceived as 

ambiguous, and the consequences have a delayed effect, and when feedback is poor (Thaler & 

Sunstein, 2009). Several of these characteristics also apply to choices in the context of 

sustainable consumption (Ölander & Thøgersen, 2014). Hence, nudging interventions can 

reduce the intention-behaviour gap by supporting sustainability-involved individuals to 

become more in line with their own best interests and that of society (e.g. Cabinet Office 

Behavioural Insights Team, 2012). 

Especially in the shopping situation, “consumers talk about being driven to buy 

something against their own better judgment, and, as a result, we commonly observe attempts 

by consumers to control their own behaviour” (Hoch & Loewenstein, 1991, p. 493). I argue 

that such consumer attempts to control their own behaviour signal a self-imposed change of 

consumers' choice architecture, and I term this “self-nudging”. In detail, this can mean that 

consumers can “change” their choice architecture by e.g. deliberately choosing a product 

supplier that offers more or exclusive sustainable product choices. In doing so, the consumer 

deliberately avoids suppliers with less or non-sustainable product choices. This is for instance 

the case, when sustainability-involved consumers realize in a reflective moment (Type 2 

processing) that they want to avoid impulsive consumption (Type 1 processing). Consumers 

engage in self-nudging when they consciously and voluntarily change their choice architecture. 

This is an important difference from nudging, where changes in the choice architecture are 

made by somebody else and not meant to be noticed as such. In the case of self-nudging, it is 

the consumer him-/herself that considers and changes the choice architecture.  
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1.3. Research objective 

The overall question guiding my thesis is how individuals can self-drive their consumption 

behaviour in a more sustainable direction. Four research papers add to a better understanding 

of what consumers who care about sustainable behaviour and want to adjust their consumption 

behaviour can do themselves. The specific research papers view this broad question from 

different angles and give insights into how sustainability-involved consumers can, need, and 

want to be supported in engaging themselves in more sustainable consumption behaviour. 

Everyday decision making on what and how to consume sustainably meets barriers and induces 

feelings of tension. Therefore, governments and businesses, and also consumers themselves, 

need a better understanding of what can possibly support consumers in these situations.  

Empowering consumers in the area of individual sustainable consumption is not solely 

up to the motivated consumer. Governments and businesses as well play a crucial role 

(Thøgersen, 2005). My thesis focuses on the consumers’ point of view, however, it emphasizes 

the link to the important role of governments and businesses in providing required conditions 

for consumers to be able to overcome the intention-behaviour gap. Besides motivation, also 

opportunity and ability are important factors that influence individuals' sustainable behaviour 

(Aschemann‐Witzel & Niebuhr Aagaard, 2014; Van Raaij, 2002; Ölander & Thøgersen, 1995). 

Opportunity covers situational factors, such as the society’s infrastructure or availability of 

products and service alternatives. Ability refers to individual factors, such as limited time and 

financial resources or simply limited skills or knowledge. Both, opportunity and ability of can 

be influenced by businesses and governments to empower consumers in striving for more 

sustainable behaviour.  

In the following, I introduce the specific research questions (see Table 2) and how they 

are covered in the related research articles. A more detailed discussion of the relevant literature 

and the reasoning for each research question can be found in the specific paper.  

 Paper 1 reports a study of how consumers can empower themselves by using various 

coping strategies stemming from a specific group of sustainability-involved consumers. 

Specifically, research question 1 is: How do Pro-Environmental Behaviour Experts cope with 

the perceived tensions associated with unsustainable consumption? – This study is based on 

interviews with 31 international experts on sustainable consumption. I argue that such experts 

form an intense and therefore promising case of how individuals, who are highly involved in 

sustainability topics in their everyday life, deal with perceived tension associated with 
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unsustainable consumption behaviour. I assume that experts on sustainable consumption are 

close to the consumers that many policy information campaigns are targeting: Consumers that 

know and understand the need for a sustainable transformation of consumption behaviour. 

Based on the interviews, I identified two general strategies: contributing to maximize 

sustainable consumption and accommodating to minimize perceived tension. I found that 

experts in the field experience challenges to behave and consume sustainably and apply 

strategies to cope with them. Ordinary consumers can adopt the strategies to further drive their 

sustainable consumption behaviour and learn how to tackle perceived tension along the way, 

especially because the challenges faced by ordinary consumers are probably even bigger as 

those of experts in the field. 

Table 2. Overview of the research questions  

No. Short title Research question 

RQ1. Coping strategies How do Pro-Environmental Behaviour Experts' cope 

with the perceived tensions associated with 

unsustainable consumption? 

RQ2. Self-Nudging Whether and how do consumers engage in conscious 

strategies to drive their own sustainable consumption 

behaviour?  

RQ3 Meta Sustainability Labelling What do we know and what is still to be explored 

regarding meta sustainability labelling? 

RQ4 Meta Sustainability Labelling Is a meta sustainability label likely to facilitate more 

sustainable product choices? 

Paper 2 studies an example of how consumers can empower themselves by designing 

their choice architecture differently when businesses offer appropriate products and services. 

Without such products and services, even sustainability-involved consumers simply lack the 

opportunity to change their consumption decisions. Research question 2 is: Whether and how 

do consumers engage in conscious strategies to drive their own sustainable consumption 

behaviour? – This study is based on ten Danish consumers that were customers of an organic 

box scheme subscription. I wanted to explore if consumers are interested in changing their 
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existing choice architecture, (e.g. from typical shopping environments with many small daily 

choices) to a more general and stable decision that limits their choices to a sustainable selection. 

Customers of such box scheme subsriptions can offer an entrance point to detect and explore 

such behaviour. Besides other reasons for signing up for such an organic box scheme, I found 

evidence for the phenomenon of self-nudging. Consumers made an active change of their 

choice environment to set their default consumption option to “organic” in the long run. 

Participants narrated how the subscription supported them to avoid temptations in regular 

supermarkets and supported their intention to consume more organic; in line with their pro-

environmental intentions. Consumers can take advantage of specific products and services that 

support them in driving their sustainable consumption behaviour while avoiding perceived 

tension in regular shopping environments. However, it is obvious that such products and 

services need to be provided by businesses.   

Paper 3 and Paper 4 study how consumers can be empowered to make more sustainable 

product choices when products are convincingly labelled as sustainable. As a visual cue, a label 

enables consumers to identify sustainable products at the point of purchase. Sustainability 

product labels communicate typical credence attributes to the consumer such as organic or fair 

trade in the food sector (Didier & Lucie, 2008). Thereby, sustainability labels offer a heuristic, 

which can be used to make decisions easier and quicker (Asioli, Aschemann-Witzel, & Nayga 

Jr, 2020). However, practically all of the existing sustainability labels are stand-alone, single-

issue labels, the majority having the following characteristics: “consumer facing, focused on a 

single issue, oriented to renewable resources (food, agriculture, or forest products), run by a 

non-profit voluntary organization, does not use life-cycle analysis, is not focused on product-

level processes and production methods, is based in Europe or North America, and has a 

national scope” (Lyon & Montgomery, 2015, p. 240). Such sustainability labels do not take the 

multidimensionality of sustainability into account. Furthermore, the current sustainability 

landscape is accused of too many and/or confusing labels; or even fraudulent or misleading 

marketing – so-called greenwashing. An interesting, but also difficult solution is the idea of 

developing and implementing a meta sustainability labelling scheme. A meta sustainability 

label is a higher order label that takes the multidimensionality of sustainability into account. In 

Paper 4, three ways how to graphically communicate such a meta sustainability labelling 

scheme to the consumers are introduced. 
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Therefore, research question 3 is: What do we know and what is still to be explored 

regarding meta sustainability labelling? – This question is answered by a systematic literature 

review of what is known and what is yet unknown about the idea of implementing a meta 

sustainability labelling scheme. Based on the findings, policymakers can get a profound 

understanding of what a meta sustainability label actually is and how it differs from an 

integrated labelling scheme. Furthermore, a critical comparison of the benefits/disadvantages 

and facilitators/impediments of a meta sustainability labelling scheme might provide an answer 

to the growing challenges of existing sustainability labelling schemes and strengthen them as 

a useful tool for consumers to drive their sustainable consumption behaviour. However, it 

becomes clear that research to date has not yet reached an agreement on the likelihood of a 

meta sustainability label doing a better job than existing sustainability labelling schemes. There 

is simply a lack of a proper evidence base.  

Research question 4 - Is a meta sustainability label likely to facilitate more sustainable 

product choices? - is examined and answered by means of a between-subjects experiment 

involving a choice-based conjoint analysis, embedded in an online survey in the USA and 

Germany. This study, reported in Paper 4, provides the first empirical evidence on how much 

a graphically communicated meta sustainability label influences sustainable consumer choices, 

and how much value consumers attribute to two ways of communicating meta sustainability 

labelling, compared to traditional sustainability labelling. The study can support policymakers 

in their assessment of if and what kind of meta sustainability labelling scheme to consider from 

a consumer point of view. In the US sample, one way of graphically communicating a meta 

sustainability labelling scheme (a new label family design line) was clearly more positively 

valued than the other (adding a meta label).  In the German sample, the differences between 

the different labelling conditions were not significant. It did not matter whether it was a 

traditional or any of the tested new label designs that communicated a meta sustainability 

labelling scheme. This study has delivered important, but not sufficient evidence on a meta 

sustainability label’s usefulness to drive sustainable consumer choices. More empirical studies 

on the usefulness of meta sustainability labels are needed. 

The four papers have very different foci and approaches, i.e., moving from experts’ coping 

strategies over self-nudging for organic food to meta-sustainability labels. Together, the papers 

provide an integrative perspective on sustainable consumption and add to a better 

understanding of what consumers who care about sustainable behaviour and want to adjust 
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their consumption behaviour can do themselves. I focus sustainably-concerned consumers, 

firstly because when investigating how individuals can change their consumption behavior to 

be more sustainable, a prerequisite is that the individual is already motivated to do so. 

Secondly, I see the parallels to the concepts of "innovators" and "early adopters" known from 

the innovation adoption lifecycle. Here, innovators and early adopters represent the category 

of customers highly motivated to take up a new product or new behaviour as targeted by many 

interventions aiming to drive individual sustainable consumption behaviour. At the same time, 

highly motivated consumers face more difficulties than consumers following to take up the 

new product or behaviour. Accordingly, I assume that sustainably-concerned consumers are 

the potentially most promising group to "test" or "adapt to" more sustainable behaviour. 

However, empowering consumers in individual sustainable consumption is not solely up to the 

motivated consumer. Instead, governments and businesses take a critical role in providing 

conditions that enable motivated consumers to achieve and use the required abilities and 

opportunities to change their consumption behaviour.  

Paper 1 focuses on how consumers can empower themselves. In particular, Paper 1 develops a 

taxonomy of coping strategies stemming from a specific group of sustainability-involved 

consumers. Consumers can adopt such strategies to drive their sustainable consumption 

behaviour further and learn how to tackle perceived tension along the way. In detail, some of 

the introduced strategies include individuals’ potential influence on businesses and 

governments, e.g., by changing shopping behaviour and context or by applying individuals’ 

right to vote. Papers 2, 3, and 4 take a deeper look at two specific cases of consumers’ decision-

making in different choice environments. Paper 2 has a specific focus on what kind of products 

and services retailers can offer to support individual consumers to navigate in more sustainable 

choice environments. The chosen case is a sustainable food box subscription scheme that 

allows consumers to limit their shopping context to sustainable product offers deliberately. 

Papers 3 and 4 focus on sustainability labelling as a governmental support service in choice 

environments where sustainable and unsustainable products are offered side by side. The 

chosen case of a meta sustainability labelling scheme investigates the potential of an 

overarching sustainability product label. Paper 4 offers first empirical evidence on the potential 

of such a scheme to facilitate more sustainable consumer choices in regular shopping 

environments. 
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I offer a tabular overview of all papers (Table 4), including their short and full title, the 

research question, the theoretical construct, the aim, the findings and/or contribution, the 

methodological approach and sampling. 
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Table 4. Overview of research papers 

No./ 
Short title 

Title Research question Theoretical 
constructs 

Aim Findings/ Contribution Method/Sample 

1 Coping 
strategies 

How to Cope 

with Perceived 

Tension towards 

Sustainable 

Consumption? 

Exploring Pro-

Environmental 

Behaviour 

Experts' Coping 

Strategies 

How do Pro-

Environmental 

Behaviour Experts' 

cope with the 

perceived tensions 

associated with 

unsustainable 

consumption? 

Coping 

strategies 

Learning from experts who are 

highly aware, motivated, and 

knowledgeable on sustainable 

consumption behaviours on 

how to deal with barriers and 

tensions towards sustainable 

consumption behaviours. 

A typology of the two main 

coping strategies, contributing to 

maximizing sustainable 

consumption and accommodating 

to the minimization of perceived 

tension.  

Qualitative in-depth 

interviews; 31 Pro-

environmental 

behaviour experts 

(academic and business 

positions), worldwide 

2 Self-
Nudging 

I nudge myself 

– Exploring

“Self-Nudging” 

Strategies to 

Drive 

Sustainable 

Consumption 

Behaviour 

Whether and how do 

consumers engage in 

conscious strategies 

to drive their own 

sustainable 

consumption 

behaviour? 

Intention-

behaviour gap; 

Self-nudging 

Describing and exploring the 

phenomenon of “self-

nudging” in regards to more 

sustainable consumption 

behaviour. 

Sustainability-involved 

consumers design their future 

“choice architecture” by replacing 

low-involvement shopping 

behaviour with a high-

involvement decision to support 

themselves to overcome the 

intention-behaviour gap. 

Qualitative in-depth 

interviews; 10 

customers of an 

organic box scheme; 

Denmark 
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No./ 
Short title 

Title Research question Theoretical 
constructs 

Aim Findings/ Contribution Method/Sample 

3 Meta 
sustain-
ability 
labelling 

A Systematic 

Literature 

Review on Meta 

Sustainability 

Labelling– 

What do we 

(not) Know? 

What do we know 

and what is still to be 

explored regarding 

meta sustainability 

labelling? 

Sustainability 

labelling as 

choice 

architecture 

To systematically synthesize 

what is known and what is yet 

unknown about meta 

sustainability labelling and 

investigate if it can overcome 

existing sustainability 

labelling challenges. 

A definition of what a  meta 

sustainability label is and what 

benefits/disadvantages as well as 

facilitators/ impediments for 

implementing a meta 

sustainability scheme exist.  

Systematic literature 

review with conceptual 

review elements; 

EBSCO database 

search on academic 

journals for screening; 

with a final review 

sample of 31 research 

items 

4 Meta 
sustain-
ability 
labelling 

Can a Meta 

Sustainability 

Label Facilitate 

more 

Sustainable 

Product 

Choices? 

Is a meta 

sustainability label 

likely to facilitate 

more sustainable 

product choices? 

Meta 

Sustainability 

labeling; 

Consumer 

confusion and 

consumer 

clarity; label 

familiarity and 

the acceptance 

of a new label 

To test if a graphically 

communicated meta 

sustainability labelling scheme 

can increase sustainable 

consumer choices. 

US sample: The condition with 

the new design (in a family design 

line) showed the most positive 

effect, whereas adding the meta 

label reduced the effect. German 

sample: None of the different 

label conditions stood out as more 

effective than the others. 

Choice-based conjoint 

task in a between-

subjects experiment in 

a survey; IV: meta 

labelling, DV: 

Sustainable choice; 

Representative samples 

in two countries: USA 

(N=518) and Germany 

(N=520) 
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CHAPTER 2 



2. RESEARCH DESIGN

My thesis consists of two qualitative data sets (Papers 1 and 2), one structured literature review 

(Paper 3) and one quantitative data set (Paper 4) (see Table 3 for an overview and the specific 

method applied in each paper). 

Table 1. Overview of research methods 

No. Short title Method Participants/Data base 

1 Coping strategies Qualitative, semi-

structured interviews 

31 Sustainability experts (academic and 

business positions), worldwide 

2 Self-Nudging  Qualitative, semi-

structured interviews 

10 customers of an organic box scheme, 

Denmark 

3  Meta 

Sustainability 

Labelling  

Systematic literature 

review with conceptual 

review elements 

EBSCO database search with a final review 

sample of 31 research items  

4 Meta 

Sustainability 

Labelling  

Quantitative, Survey 

and Discrete choice 

experiment 

Representative sample in two countries, 

USA (N=518) and Germany (N=520) 

2.1. Qualitative research 

The explorative character of the research questions underlying Paper 1 and Paper 2 lead to the 

choice of a qualitative research method. In qualitative research, the individual experiences of 

the participants are in focus. The aim is to understand how the “world ‘out there’” is perceived 

and described “from the inside” (Flick, 2007, p. x). On this - often described as rich and 

meaningful - basis, qualitative approaches aim to develop models or theories to unfold and 

explain social phenomena. The data collections in Paper 1 and 2 are based on qualitative 

research methods, more precisely on semi-structured interviews. I highlight the most important 

characteristics in the following. For a more detailed discussion of the specific approaches, 

please see the respective papers. 
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2.1.1. Research approach to Paper 1: Coping strategies 

In Paper 1, I interviewed 31 experts in the field of sustainable consumption behaviour from the 

business or the academic field. The aim of the interviews was to access experiences and 

strategies of individuals who have high knowledge and motivation to drive sustainable 

consumption behaviour. As such, these experts could potentially provide a critical or intense 

case of sustainability-involved consumers in everyday life. Using an online interview software 

(Skype) allowed a particularly participant-friendly approach because participants' preferences 

regarding time and place could be met without restrictions (Hamilton, 2014; Iacono, Symonds, 

& Brown, 2016; Seitz, 2015). Also, participants probably felt more relaxed in their personal or 

work environment. This approach allowed widening the purposeful sampling geographically 

to an international sample, represented by 13 nationalities in 12 countries at almost no financial 

costs. The participants were on average 44 years of age, ranging from 27 to 75 years. Data 

collection took place in second quarter of 2018. 

The interviews were conducted in English, the professional language of all participants. 

The interviews lasted between 45 to 90 min. The transcribed interviews resulted in 489 single-

spaced pages. The interview guide was applied flexibly during the interview but consisted of 

more open and explorative questions at the beginning and more probing questions later on, 

when participants mentioned tensions or potentially contradictory behaviour (Flick, 2015; 

Witzel, 2000). The interview guide also included a stock of provocative questions to overcome 

potential “talk tracks” of the experts in case needed.  

The transcribed interviews were coded and analyzed by thematic analysis, following 

closely Braun and Clark’s (2006) six-step approach with slight adjustments to the specific 

research question and data of this study. I chose thematic analysis to identify, analyze, and 

report patterns in the given data in a rich and detailed manner. Presented themes were based on 

the aim to gain a fuller understanding of how participants cope with their experienced tension. 

2.1.2. Research approach to Paper 2: Self-nudging 

In Paper 2, I interviewed 10 Danish customers of an organic food box subscription scheme. 

The interviews aimed to describe and explore how signing up for such a scheme was perceived 

and understood by the participants in the context of sustainable consumption. To identify 

organic food subscription schemes as a potential case of self-nudging, I explored existing 
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customers' social media comments and the companies’ newsletter in a pre-study. Both sources 

supported the initial idea that it could be meaningful to interview customers of such a box 

scheme.  

For participation, customers had to have subscribed to such a scheme for a minimum 

of 3 months and to live and work in Aarhus, Denmark. The latter sampling criteria was to 

ensure that participants had alternative access to comparable organic food products to reduce 

contextual factors in their decision. The participants were offered to choose the interview 

location, which resulted in interviews in their homes, workplace, or in a meeting room at the 

university. The participants were on average 43 years of age, ranging from 31 to 66 years. 

Interviews lasted between 60 to 90 minutes. Data collection took place in the spring of 2016. 

As in the interviews for Paper 1, the interview guide followed a two-step approach. The 

first part of the interview guide covered very open, explorative questions to get the participants 

involved in narrating. In the second part, I probed deeper into specific aspects of the 

phenomenon of interest, which is also called a problem-centered interview technique 

(Aschemann‐Witzel & Niebuhr Aagaard, 2014; Flick, 2015; Witzel, 2000). The interview 

transcripts were coded and analyzed using thematic coding, applying both data- and concept-

driven codes described by Brinkmann and Kvale (2015). 

2.1.3. Quality and ethics of the qualitative research 

Different perspectives on the relationship between ethics and quality exist Flick’s (2007). First, 

without reflections about the quality of the research from the start, it can become unethical to 

get participants involved in the first place because the ethical legitimacy of taking participants' 

time and their willingness to share their private experiences and stories is questionable. Second, 

many of the possible quality measures applicable to qualitative research are associated with 

ethical measures. Examples are reflections and decisions on avoiding harm for participants or 

how to protect the collected data. Third, a conflict can arise between aiming for high ethical or 

high quality standards, such as to decide on how long and detailed to interview a participant 

and thereby forcing the participant to reflect on personal issues of their life, they otherwise 

would not have chosen to do so (intensively).  

As Flick (2007) points out, approaches to access quality in qualitative research are often 

based on classical criteria stemming from quantitative research methods, namely reliability, 
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validity, and generalizability. It is sometimes argued in the literature that such criteria should 

be applied to qualitative research as well. However, what is mostly meant by this is a 

reformulation of these traditional criteria so that they fit the characteristics of qualitative 

research (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015). 

An alternative, method-appropriate list of criteria that takes qualitative research 

features into account has been introduced by Tracy (2010). She formulates a set of overarching 

criteria - eight, so-called “big-tent” criteria - that form a relatively comprehensive approach to 

answer what good qualitative research is. However, her approach does face the same problem 

of no hard benchmarks that would finally allow judging a qualitative piece of research as good 

or bad. Reflecting on those criteria demonstrates how I addressed my research quality because 

the means to assure quality depend on the specific researcher, context, and research question. 

I relate to her criteria in retrospect and thereby discuss the quality and limitations of my 

qualitative research studies. My reflections refer to my general approach; if I want to highlight 

something specific, I refer to the respective paper.  

(a) “worthy topic - The topic of the research is relevant, timely, significant and

interesting” (Tracy & Hinrichs, 2017, p. 3). I argue that the research questions in Paper 1 and 

2 are worthy because they try to anticipate tensions that sustainability-involved consumers 

perceive. Especially, when the pressing need for a sustainable transformation is more and more 

accompanied by downstream interventions that aim to increase knowledge and attention but is 

not sufficiently supported by upstream interventions that involve structural changes. In that 

case, a phenomenon such as “eco-anxiety” will increase in the long run and intensify tension 

perceived by sustainability-involved consumers. Therefore, I see an urgent need to adjust the 

choice architecture of consumers in invisible ways with help of traditional nudging, to 

empower sustainability-involved consumers to shape their choice architecture deliberately with 

visible and communicated products and service alternatives, and to understand how to cope 

with perceived tension and barriers towards sustainable consumption behaviour. 

(b) “rich rigor - The study uses a sufficient, abundant, appropriate, and complex set of

theoretical constructs, data and time in the field, sample, context, data collection and analysis 

processes” (Tracy & Hinrichs, 2017, p. 3). I demonstrate rigor by offering a detailed and 

thorough description of the theoretical background and the methodological approach taken in 

my research and argue for its appropriateness in the research papers. For example, I detail the 

amount of data collected in the number and length of interviews and the number of pages of 
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the transcriptions, and the time window of data collection and analysis. I also argue for the 

amount of collected data to provide meaningful and significant claims. I reflect on any language 

matters related to either interviewing or transcribing and describe the transcription process and 

the analysis process as transparent as possible under given length restrictions, e.g. regulations 

for publication. I also provide contact information in case of questions or the need for additional 

data material, if available. I transparently report the coding process, how I sorted the data, and 

how I chose quotes to support the findings, and if and how participants were compensated for 

their time.  

(c) “sincerity - The study is characterized by self-reflexivity about subjective values, biases,

and inclinations of the researcher(s), transparency about the methods and challenges” (Tracy

& Hinrichs, 2017, p. 3). Especially in Paper 1, where I interviewed experts in sustainable

consumption behaviour, I reflect in detail on my role interviewing participants as “one of their

own” in the limitations section. There is also a notable risk of social desirability bias briefly

mentioned in the limitation section of Paper 1. That could be broadened by explaining in more

detail the risk of participants feeling influenced by the chosen formulations of the recruitment

email as well as the questions of the interview guide. Those formulations included the

assumption that participants might experience feelings of dissonance or tension. Such

formulations might introduce a social desirability bias with participants answering more in a

way as expected by the interviewer.

In Paper 2, We mentioned and discussed different potential limitations, such as a risk 

of social desirability bias (Auger & Devinney, 2007), the probability of a post-purchase 

rationalisation (Antonetti & Maklan, 2014; Cohen & Goldberg, 1970; Soscia, 2007), and that 

the study only took place in one country, which suggests further research to investigate cross-

cultural differences in consumers’ strategies. Another limitation to be noted is that the 

recruitment of participants started via recruitment at a large, Danish university and was then 

extended via snowball sampling (Atkinson & Flint, 2001; Morrow, 2005). Because of this, the 

sample is likely to be a particularly well-educated sample. Even though we suggested in the 

conclusion of the Paper 2 that such sustainable food box subscription schemes had the potential 

for positive spillover effects (Lanzini & Thøgersen, 2014), that does not exclude the possibility 

for negative spillover effects as well. One example could be that consumers could feel “morally 

licensed” to buy less sustainable products in other shopping contexts (Merritt, Effron, & 

Monin, 2010; Monin & Miller, 2001; Zhong, Ku, Lount, & Murnighan, 2010).  
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I also tried to implement active voice to write more direct and clear as recommended 

by journals such as Nature (https://www.nature.com/nature-research/for-authors/write) or the 

American Marketing Association (https://www.ama.org/ submission-guidelines-journal-of-

marketing/). I used active voice, especially in parts where I wanted to emphasize that decisions 

or actions were taken by myself as the responsible researcher, but also in consideration of the 

different outlet regulations (e.g. the outlet of Paper 1 kindly asked me to use the academic “we” 

form even for a single author paper). Tracy (2017) also lists transparency on author order and 

acknowledgments to participants, funding sources, research assistants, and supportive 

colleagues. I am transparent on all these matters to the best of my knowledge. However, I now 

in retrospective realize that I did not acknowledge the work of one student assistant who 

supported me with many of the transcriptions of the interviews for Paper 1. That paper is 

already published. I therefore want to use the occasion and thank George Bradshaw for his 

solid work in transcribing and reflecting on the transcription process. 

(d) “credibility - The research is marked by thick description, concrete detail,

explication of tacit (non-textual) knowledge and showing rather than telling, triangulation or 

crystallization, multivocality and member reflections” (Tracy & Hinrichs, 2017, p. 3). To 

achieve credibility in my qualitative research for Paper 1, I aimed for a broad and diverse 

sampling of participants, which was mostly possible due to the practical decision to use online 

interviews. I had ongoing meetings with different colleagues working on other projects to share 

my studies' status, first impressions, and later on the different coding states and approaches to 

receive peer feedback during the research project. There might have been more opportunities 

and means to use multiple kinds of data. However, I tried to use other data sources in Paper 1 

by preparing the participants’ background and research upfront to the interviews, and in Paper 

2 by conducting the mentioned pre-study. I was open to alternative theoretical frameworks, but 

I found that the chosen theoretical concepts were the best fit with the findings in both papers. 

I gave a specific and thorough background of the literature and relevant key concepts. The final 

theoretical frame for the findings in Paper 1 was coping strategies. In Paper 2 it was the 

intention-behaviour gap. I also aimed to “show rather than tell” by presenting the diverse, long 

and meaningful quotes from participants to strengthen their narratives' lived nature. Finally, I 

applied neither member checks (where the focus is to ensure that participants agree with the 

data and the interpretation) or member reflections (where the exchange is considered useful 

whether or not the participants agree with the researcher's view). Interview transcripts or early 

findings were not shared with participants. Simply due to not having it planned as part of the 
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research method (Paper 2), but also due to ethical considerations, such as avoiding to use more 

of participants’ time and avoiding potential irritations on confronting them with interpretations 

of their practices (Paper 1) (Flick, 2007).  

(e) “resonance - The research influences, impacts, or moves particular readers or a

variety of audiences through aesthetic, evocative representation, naturalistic generalizations 

and transferable findings” (Tracy & Hinrichs, 2017, p. 3). Unilateral reflections on how 

meaningfully my research resonates with the audience seem difficult without feedback from 

the readership. However, I presented both papers in an early stage at a conference and during 

the first-, second- and third-year presentation of my PhD program at the Department of 

Management of the University of Aarhus, where I was assigned two different discussants 

(experienced researchers) each time. When writing the paper, I aimed to present and embed the 

relevance and the findings of the paper in a way that helped the audience make connections 

between my findings and their own life or other research areas. I tried so by carefully choosing 

long and meaningful quotes in the findings section that hopefully allowed the reader to apply 

or transfer the findings to their own situations or inspired them to do further research. However, 

I found this quality criterion challenging, especially with regard to my personal cultural 

context. As I wrote under limitations in Paper 1, my cultural imprint affected my access to 

participants mostly stemming from the Western hemisphere. I assume that also the discussants 

and the audience of my papers mostly belongs to the same cultural imprint. Therefore, they 

might resonate more than readers from a more different cultural context.  

(f) “significant contribution - The research provides a significant

conceptually/theoretically, practically, morally, methodologically, heuristically contribution” 

(Tracy & Hinrichs, 2017, p. 3). Expressed pointedly, a significant contribution is achieved by 

answering the “So what?” question and is often the logical continuation of the first criterion 

discussed, namely the worthiness of the topic. In Paper 1, I conceptually contribute by 

providing a typology that characterizes coping strategies in the context of tensions associated 

with sustainable consumption. A more specific, novel contribution to the existing coping 

literature is that my findings show a temporal distinction among applied accommodating 

strategies. Accommodative strategies allow individuals to escape a stressor they perceive as 

unresolvable and use them as a temporary escape mode that allows them to re-access 

contributing and problem-solving strategies. However, in the context of accommodative 

strategies, it is important to reflect on its assumed unconstructive character as well. From the 
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perspective of wanting to change individuals' behaviour into a more sustainable direction, 

lasting accommodative strategies such as denial of influence could be categorized as an 

extreme case of coping, namely as an acoping strategy. But from an individual perspective, 

observed permanent accommodating strategies might also be rooted in the worldview that an 

individual does not need to change. Therefore, no actual inconsistency in the behaviour occurs, 

no feeling of dissonance is perceived in the first place.  

An empirical contribution is made by answering the call of ElHaffae, Durif, and Dubé 

(2020) in their recent literature review, for more qualitative studies on the intention-behaviour 

gap with a particular focus on coping strategies as a promising source to minimize that gap. Of 

surprising practical relevance with severe moral implications is the finding that individuals 

who are assumed to have a high level of knowledge, motivation, and reflection on climate 

change topics - as intended by many policy interventions - do not perceive lower barriers, but 

instead high barriers towards sustainable consumption behaviour. In connection with the 

growing need to communicate and drive sustainable consumption behaviour, governmental and 

organizational intervention campaigns might not only better inform but also lead to more 

perceived tension. One more practical contribution is the collection of coping strategies for 

every individual, who can connect to feelings and experiences of being overwhelmed by the 

sheer futility of one’s contribution to solving the climate change problem. The summarized 

presentation of the coping strategies allows empowering individuals in their everyday practice 

to shed light on and transform their own attempts to drive sustainable consumption behaviour. 

In Paper 2, I make the theoretical contribution to extend the conceptualization of nudging by 

exploring and describing the phenomenon of self-nudging to overcome the intention-behaviour 

gap. I extend the line of thinking, where prior research has explored how consumers sometimes 

actively avoid specific shopping environments and tempting food choices by offering a 

definition of self-nudging. I show empirical evidence for the phenomenon and make a valuable 

practical contribution for policymakers and businesses that more products and services to 

support sustainability-involved consumers are needed and wanted.  

(g) “ethics - The research considers procedural ethics (such as human subjects),

situational and culturally specific ethics, relational ethics and exiting ethics (leaving the scene 

and sharing the research)” (Tracy & Hinrichs, 2017, p. 3). Under procedural ethics, I account 

that all procedures performed in studies involving human participants were in accordance with 
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my institutional research center's ethical standards1 and with the 1964 Helsinki declaration and 

its later amendments or comparable ethical standards.  

These standards include participants’ rights to anonymity, confidentiality, and the 

protection of participants’ identity and privacy. Situational aspects were taken into account 

when setting up the interviews in a flexible frame that allowed potential participants to decide 

when and where to be interviewed. Especially in the case of Paper 1, I did not only disclose 

very limited and anonymized descriptives of the participants but also considered how the 

individual participants might feel negatively about disclosing specific quotes and decided not 

to do so in a few cases. However, I am aware that only exchange with the participants 

themselves could have revealed if they would actually have felt negatively impacted or might 

have even been comfortable with their quote being used as an example of their coping 

strategies' lived nature. As to relational ethics, I found it personally highly stimulating and, at 

the same time, personally demanding to interview the participants. I also felt a responsibility 

to “do a good job” as an interviewer and researcher, because participants had agreed to spend 

their time on the topic of my research and often very openly shared their feelings and 

experiences with me. Therefore, I thoroughly prepared before each interview, constantly 

considering upfront and during the interviews how to adjust my behaviour and the questions 

from the interview guide to the specific person. In the case of Paper 1, where I was supported 

with transcriptions, I had an ongoing feedback loop with the student assistant on assessing the 

interview course and participants’ well-being. At the beginning of each interview, I especially 

took time to connect to the participants whenever possible in a calm and friendly way to support 

them feeling safe and well-treated. However, whenever possible and appropriate I respectfully 

probed into potential misunderstandings or contradictions to get a deeper insight and 

understanding of the subject matter. After debriefing and ending the interview, I asked 

participants about their experience with the interview. I provided contact details for anything 

that they might want to get back to after the interviews. Those participants who indicated 

further interest where emailed with the final publication and again offered the opportunity for 

questions and dialogue. So far, all reactions were kind or no answer at all. 

1 https://badm.au.dk/fileadmin/Business_Administration/MAPP/MAPP_ethical_guidelines.pdf. 
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(h) “meaningful coherence – The study achieves what it purports to be about, uses

methods and procedures that fit its stated goals and meaningfully interconnects literature, 

research questions/ foci, findings, and interpretations with each other” (Tracy & Hinrichs, 

2017, p. 4). I simply cannot assess the overall coherence of my qualitative research myself. To 

reach a meaningful coherence, a flow between all sections of the paper, a fit between the 

research question, applied methods, sustaining theoretical framing and a meaningful 

contribution of the findings was in fact the aim of my whole thesis. My assessment is that the 

appropriate use of the research instruments I used so far has been examined and enhanced based 

on the many reviewers and conversation partners during my whole PhD education. However, 

I acknowledge that my attempts to carry out meaningful research remain an ongoing journey 

and I am always just in line for the next round of reviewers giving me feedback and allowing 

me to learn and improve. 

2.2. Systematic literature review 

I term the applied research method a systematic literature review because I mostly followed 

the acknowledge guidelines for developing and defining a systematic literature review's search 

and selection process (Tranfield, Denyer, & Smart, 2003). However, I recognize that in Snyders 

(2019) categorization of literature reviews in systematic, semi-systematic and integrative, my 

approach would probably be considered semi-systematic. Not because of a lack of systematic 

approach, but due to her classification of exclusively quantitative articles being considered for 

a systematic literature review for the typical purpose of synthesizing and comparing evidence. 

However, I aimed to identify the state of knowledge to inform policy and practice, and 

to formulate theoretical contributions on what a meta sustainability labelling scheme actually 

is and what necessary and sufficient elements define it as a starting point for further research. 

I, therefore, term my approach a systematic literature review with conceptual elements 

(Kunisch, Menz, Bartunek, Cardinal, & Denyer, 2018; Paré, Trudel, Jaana, & Kitsiou, 2015). 

The data collection for Paper 3 follows the state of the art recommendations for conducting a 

systematic literature review (Snyder, 2019; Tranfield et al., 2003). I highlight the main 

characteristics in the following. 
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2.2.1. Research approach to Paper 3: Review of literature on meta sustainability labelling 

The review’s search string was defined as broad as possible with three combined cornerstones: 

15 terms for meta, 12 for sustainability, and the term “label”. The review was executed in the 

Business Source Complete Database (EBSCO) as one of the few academic databases assessed 

suitable for systematic reviews by a recent systematic assessment (Gusenbauer & Haddaway, 

2020).  The search was not limited to any time or journal. However, I only searched in abstracts 

with source type “academic journals” as a filter. Duplicates and non-English items were 

excluded so that the initial sample consisted of 3,317 articles. Following Aguinis, Ramani, and 

Alabduljader (2018), I initially classified articles in categories of no relevance, little relevance, 

or potentially high relevance. Sixty-two potentially relevant articles remained. In a 

supplementary round of search back- and forward searches and snowballing (Adams, 

Jeanrenaud, Bessant, Denyer, & Overy, 2016; Niesten & Jolink, 2015), I identified 20 

additional research items. In the next round of classification, I read all 82 research items and 

(re-)classified in no relevance, little relevance, relevant, but only briefly mentioning the topic 

of interest, and relevant and discussing the topic of interest in depth. Research items classified 

as one of the two latter categories led to a final sample of 31 items. I examined these 31 items 

thoroughly to extend the understanding of what terms and definitions for meta sustainability 

label are used in the literature, which characteristics and elements were used to define the term, 

and how it was distinguished from other sustainability label concepts that aimed for a more 

overarching and integrated label concept. Second, I built a comprehensive confrontation of the 

varying positions on potential benefits and disadvantages from a consumer point of view as 

well as facilitators and impediments of a meta sustainability label scheme. 

2.2.2. Quality considerations of the literature review 

The following quality criteria are chosen based on two sources: Oxmans (1994) checklist for 

review articles, also recommended by Petticrew and Roberts (2008), and Snyders (2019) 

guidelines to assess the quality of a literature review. 

(a) In relation to the overall research field, is this literature review needed? In line with

Kunisch, Menz, Bartunek, Cardinal, and Denyer's statement, I recognized an “increasing need 

to consolidate, organize, and synthesize the existing knowledge” (Kunisch et al., 2018, p. 519) 

on the topic of meta sustainability labelling. It was also significantly essential to review the 
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current state of knowledge and identify and sketch knowledge gaps to form and develop my 

early ideas for empirical research on the topic (Siddaway, Wood, & Hedges, 2019).  Therefore, 

I decided to carry out a comprehensive review of the variety of different terms, understandings, 

and conclusions on the usefulness of a meta sustainability labelling scheme. 

(b) Are the methodology and the search strategy clearly and transparently described

and motivated (including search terms, databases used, and explicit inclusion and exclusion 

criteria)? Can the study be replicated? I describe the motivation and approach in detail, 

allowing and enabling replication of data collection. Especially transparency on the search 

terms, the search string, database, date of execution, inclusion and exclusion criteria, and 

supporting explanatory figures are provided in the paper. I am aware that ensuring an exact 

replication of the conceptual work based on the final review sample remains challenging due 

to the individual researcher's interpretative part conceptualizing and summarizing the findings. 

Nevertheless, I believe that the findings are similar to qualitative research approaches well-

grounded in the data, so they can be retraced. 

(c) Did the reviewers assess the quality of the included studies and take it into account

in summarizing their results? There was no detailed assessment of the quality of the included 

studies, which should be acknowledged as an important critique.  

(d) Is the process for abstracting, analyzing, and synthesizing the data appropriate and

accurately described? I described and escorted the different analysis and findings by figures 

and tables to make them more transparent, including the specific references they are stemming 

from.  

(f) Does it make a substantial, practical, or theoretical contribution, and are questions

or directions for further research included? A general point in assessing a literature review's 

contribution is its transferability (Petticrew & Roberts, 2008). The more time passes after the 

data has been collected, the more can the context, relevance, and usefulness of the review 

change. However, I consider the conceptual elements of the paper as a substantial theoretical 

contribution to the field. First, for a clear understanding and a definition of the term, four 

characteristic elements of a meta sustainability label were identified: multi-dimensionality, 

meta, multi-level, and universal. Second, to highlight the consumer-focused perspective, a 

distinction between a meta sustainability label scheme and an integrated sustainability label 

scheme has been proposed, being the (graphical) communication. Third, benefits and 

disadvantages and facilitators of and impediments to implementing a meta sustainability 
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scheme are presented, supporting the conclusion that there is no consensus in the literature (yet) 

about the likelihood of a meta sustainability label doing a better job than existing sustainability 

labelling schemes. The examined literature on meta sustainability labelling leaves more 

questions than answers. It does not yet allow firm conclusions on the usefulness of meta 

sustainability labelling from a consumer perspective. However, besides the consumer 

perspective, such a meta sustainability labelling scheme can also be effective irrespective of a 

potential influence of consumer choices. It could also influence producers' behaviour, e.g. by 

urging producers to disclose their products' impacts. I offer and discuss directions for further 

research, e.g. for future policy foundations, general feasibility, and large-scale empirical work 

on consumer perception.  

2.3. Quantitative research 

The lack of empirical investigation of how consumers perceive a meta sustainability label 

suggested a need for quantitative research on this topic. Quantitative research allows measuring 

the relationship of a limited set of variables to answer research questions and hypotheses 

compared to a real-life choice situation (Creswell & Creswell, 2018). A choice-based conjoint 

(CBC) experiment was combined with a between-subjects experiment embedded in an online 

consumer survey to study the effects of a meta sustainability labelling on sustainable consumer 

choices. In a between-subject design, each participant is only exposed to one among different 

experimental conditions (Charness, Gneezy, & Kuhn, 2012). Participants are randomly 

assigned to the conditions to allow for causal estimates between the behaviour in the different 

conditions. Applying a CBC experiment is a widely used approach in marketing to estimate 

consumer evaluation of products with a collection of attributes, such as different label 

conditions as in this study. Approximately 14,000 conjoint studies are conducted yearly by 

firms to estimate a product's attributes' value to customers. The general aim is to predict how 

consumers will react to changes in different attributes (Orme, 2010). They are also popular in 

consumer research, including recent studies on consumer preferences for sustainable food, 

where such CBC experiments are often embedded in a survey (Hempel & Hamm, 2016; 

Schjøll, 2017; Thøgersen, Pedersen, & Aschemann-Witzel, 2019; Xie, Gao, Swisher, & Zhao, 

2016). I highlight the most important characteristics of the experimental design in the 

following. For a more detailed discussion, please see the respective paper. 
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2.3.1. Research approach of Paper 4: Survey and experiments on meta sustainability labelling 

A CBC experiment was combined with a between-subjects experiment embedded in an online 

consumer survey to study the effects of a meta sustainability labelling on sustainable consumer 

choices. In November 2020, the survey was executed in two countries, the USA (N=518) and 

Germany (N=520), to be able to investigate potential cultural differences and whether or not 

findings are limited to a European or American context. The questionnaire was developed in 

English, translated into German, and back-translated. After designing and pre-testing the online 

survey, the Qualtrics file was handed over to Qualtrics, an ISO 27001 certified market research 

company, who draw samples from ESOMAR approved partner panels, aiming to be 

representative of the country in terms of gender, age (18 years old or more), and region. Also, 

participants were screened for frequency of buying the selected product in the past 12 months. 

The screening was important to ensure that participants perceive the choice task as natural and 

to avoid threats to ecological validity (Thøgersen et al., 2019). For the same reason, participants 

were excluded if answering the survey took them less than five minutes and if they answered 

an attention check question incorrectly (“It is important to pay attention to this survey, so please 

select 2 for this answer”). After the choice experiment, there were questions about attitudes 

and additional socio-economic background characteristics to be able to check if they had 

influenced the responses. Qualtrics delivered the final data set in SPSS files.   

In a choice experiment, participants are typically offered a number of choice sets of 

products with differing product attributes, one set at a time. From this choice set, they can 

choose one of the displayed products, or reject all of them. The results uncover consumers' 

preferences for each different product attribute displayed in the experiment (Green & 

Srinivasan, 1990). Therefore, the quality of a choice experiment depends on an appropriate 

sampling approach, screening questions, and the actual design of the product choice sets as 

well as on the actual product attributes and their represented levels (Allenby, Hardt, & Rossi, 

2019).  

For the actual choice task, coffee was chosen as the product because it is a typical fast-

moving consumer good that is frequently consumed in the two countries and often labelled 

with more than one sustainability label (Birkenberg, Narjes, Weinmann, & Birner, 2021; 

Thøgersen & Nielsen, 2016). The choice experiment design is a fractional factorial design with 

two sustainability labelling levels, two country of origin (COO) levels, two roasting levels, and 

three price levels (i.e., 2 × 2 × 2 × 3 variants). Sustainability labelling was either present or 
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absent. COO was either Colombia or Ethiopia. Roasting was either dark roasted or medium 

roasted. The price was either the regular price of the conventional product in the respective 

country, 20 per-cent lower or 20 per-cent higher. The product alternatives were presented in 

eight choice sets, each with three choice alternatives plus the option of rejecting all three 

alternatives, and were presented to participants in random order. Each display of a product 

alternative included the attribute levels and a picture of a typical but neutral coffee bag and a 

cup of coffee.  

The choice experiment was embedded in a between-subjects experiment with regard to 

the design of the labelling in the choice experiment. Participants were randomly assigned to 

one of four conditions receiving a different sustainability labelling design in the choice 

experiment (between-subject design). In Condition 1, the traditional labelling condition, the 

labelling consisted of an established, country-specific organic and fairtrade label. In Condition 

2, the new design condition, the labelling consisted of new organic and fairtrade labels, 

designed based on the design of the logos used for communicating the Sustainability 

Development Goals (SDG), and in this way communicating a “family branding” of the two 

labels. Condition 3, the traditional plus a meta label condition, is the same as Condition 1, but 

with an additional meta label (also based on the SDG branding, namely the colour wheel). 

Condition 4, the new design plus meta label condition, is the same as Condition 2 with the 

additional meta label from Condition 3. 

 

2.3.2 Quality and ethics of the quantitative research  

I will first explain the quality criteria in quantitative research, namely (a) reliability, (b) 

validity, and (c) generalizability (Bryman & Bell, 2015), and reflect on their applicability and 

fit for this study and how they were addressed.    

(a) Internal reliability: Statements on the reliability of a study are concerned with the 

consistency of the measures, frankly meaning if the study can be repeated. Among the different 

meanings of reliability: stability, internal reliability, and inter-rater reliability, only internal 

reliability is relevant for this study. Measuring internal reliability is relevant for multiple-item 

measures of e.g., theoretical constructs included in a survey. The aim is to ensure that the items 

relate to each other, meaning that respondents’ scores on one item are consistent with their 

score on the other items of a multi-item measure. Relying only on a single item bears the risk 
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of misclassifying respondents (e.g., due to the wording of a specific item) or of covering only 

one aspect of the concept that is intended to be measured. In this study, all variables were 

measured by multiple items, besides when a single item is common and accepted in the 

literature, such as past behaviour. We calculated and reported the construct reliability for all 

employed multi-item constructs (Cronbach’s alpha > 0.90, except one construct being > 0.80). 

All the indexes possess acceptable construct reliability as reflected in Cronbach’s alphas 

exceeding the recommended threshold of 0.70 (Nunnally, 1994). Not all measures are reported 

here or in Paper 4, but the data is available upon request. 

(b) Validity: Overall, validity deals with the concern if the approach or measure taken 

actually is a “valid/strong” measure of what it is supposed to measure. Statements on the 

validity are usually differentiated into (b1) measurement validity, (b2) internal validity, (b3) 

external validity, and (b4) ecological validity. 

(b1) Measurement validity: Only construct validity is relevant, applicable, and fitting 

this study, and I will not go into details on other measurement validity facets sometimes 

mentioned in the literature. In this study, none of the measures are completely newly developed, 

but are established and tested scales. However, they all have been adapted to the context of this 

study when needed. For construct validity, the question is if the measures are measuring the 

construct they are supposed to measure. It can also be understood as a measure of how well the 

chosen research method supports the construct's theory to be measured. The between-subject 

design of the CBC experiment adds to construct validity because such a set-up is designed to 

support evidence on the causal role of different product attributes for consumer choices. 

(b2) Internal validity: This criterion raises the question if an independent variable is (at 

least in part) causing the effect on the dependent variable or if the effect is caused by something 

else. In this study, it questions if a (different) sustainability labelling conditions is causing 

(different) sustainable consumer choices. This inference is based on a thorough literature 

review that has been accomplished in earlier research (Paper 3) and further developed with 

theoretical ideas from the literature in the theoretical background of Paper 4 that led to the 

formulation of the hypothesis. Also, the experimental design itself adds to internal validity. 

Altogether, this process aimed to create confidence in the causal inferences claimed in the 

study. However, there is the possibility that strength of effects could be dependent on context 

or sample characteristics. To partly control for this, two different national contexts (USA and 

Germany) were sampled, and additional measures for moderator analyses were collected. 
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 (b3) External validity: Study results are considered to be externally valid when they 

can be generalized beyond the specific research context. This criterion is therefore overlapping 

with concerns about generalizability and how representative the sample of a study is. I, 

therefore, deal with it under (c) generalizability. However, the study was conducted in two 

different countries. Only one product (coffee) was introduced to the respondents, so I can not 

say whether the effects of our experiments differ between products. 

(b4) Ecological validity: This criterion deals with how closely the setup of the research 

matches real-life situations for ordinary consumers. In this study, we aimed for a high 

ecological validity by designing a choice situation that is similar to common online shopping 

situations, where a picture of the product (coffee) is typically displayed with price and labelling 

and sometimes other common product attributes (e.g., country of origin, roasting). We judge 

that these four attributes represent a realistic number of natural product attributes when the 

product is a fast-moving consumer good. To also mirror a realistic choice situation, a no-choice 

option was added in each choice-set (Janssen & Hamm, 2012). Also, choosing coffee as the 

product was due to it being an often consumed product, where consumers are already 

accustomed with product labelling. Furthermore, respondents were screened for being 

responsible for household shopping and for having experience with buying coffee. A special 

challenge of validity arose from the fact that existing sustainability labels were displayed in 

some conditions, whereas newly designed labels were shown in others. For the conditions with 

the existing labels, label designs were chosen that are common in the respective countries. To 

compensate for the fact that respondents in the other conditions were confronted with 

unfamiliar labels, a few questions were introduced before the choice experiment for all 

conditions where respondents were shown a picture of the labels and asked about the perceived 

familiarity and visual appearance. This allowed making respondents acquaint with the labels 

to a level that at least created a situational familiarity for all conditions.  

(c) Generalizability: The generalizability of a study’s results asks how much the results 

are connected to the particular context or participants of the study, meaning to what degree the 

results can be applied to other contexts or generalized for other respondents than those in the 

study. Therefore, this study was replicated in two countries, USA and Germany. To ensure a 

representative sample for the survey-based experiment, the services of a professional market 

research company (Qualtrics) were used for administering the survey and sampling participants 

from their panels. The samples were drawn to be representative of the countries in terms of 
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gender, age (18 years old or more), and region (see the sample characteristics by country in 

Paper 4, table 1). 

Besides the here mentioned reflections on quality criteria, also other means were taken 

to ensure this study's high quality. There are means related to ensuring quality regarding the 

data collection process and those related to ensuring quality regarding the data analysis.  

Before data collection, the research design of the survey and the choice experiment built 

on a thorough review of prior research (Paper 3 and theoretical background in Paper 4) and on 

published studies that used a similar setup of the choice experiment and the survey design on 

different research questions and topics (Thøgersen & Alfinito, 2020; Thøgersen et al., 2019). 

Furthermore, the survey design and the choice experiment were pretested first among 

colleagues working in the same field of research and then on volunteers from personal network. 

An improvement could have been to pre-test the visual appearance of different versions of 

newly designed sustainability labels. Instead, that has been purely oriented on the existing 

SDGs branding. However, also details such as how the different colours of the chosen items 

were perceived or completely different meta label designs as an alternative to the SDG 

branding could have been pre-tested.  

To ensure a high quality of the data collection itself, a professional market research 

company was hired to use their expertise in data security, data sampling, and data screening 

and cleaning. Besides the mentioned procedure of aiming for a representative sample from the 

US and Germany, screening the respondents on frequency of their household´s shopping and 

buying coffee in the past 12 months, respondents were also excluded when they had answered 

the survey in less than five minutes or answered the attention check question incorrectly or 

were “straightlining”. After receiving the data set, another quality measure was taken by 

identifying those participants who apparently made random choices in a latent class analysis. 

Those “random choosers” were in the range of 11% in both populations.   

CBC experiments are in itself acknowledged as a more valid research method in 

comparison to often employed survey methods where respondents just state their preferences, 

as it is argued to be less affected by social desirability bias (Auger & Devinney, 2007). In a 

CBC experiment, respondents reveal their preferences by reacting to a hypothetical shopping 

situation instead of respondents simply declaring their preferences (Allenby et al., 2019).  
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The data collection and analysis of this study was executed with up-to-date software 

for designing the survey and the choice experiment (Qualtrics), for calculating the fractional 

factorial design to generate a limited number of choice sets (SAS JMP), for calculating and 

analysing descriptive measures and basic statistical analysis (SPSS), as well as for the more 

advanced analysis of the CBC experiment (Latent Gold).  

As regards ethical considerations, this study has been approved in accordance with 

Aarhus University’s guidelines for the university’s Research Ethics Committee. Approval was 

granted on the basis of a detailed research protocol, the participant information (informed 

consent, see Paper 4, Appendix 5), a self-declaration of consent, a draft of the questionnaire 

draft, and my CV as the responsible researcher of this study. As I argue in the application, I 

consider the participation in this study as no risk for participants, nor during data collection 

and analysis, nor by the study's presentation or publication. The participants were part of 

ESOMAR approved panels, where they received the usual financial compensation for their 

participation. Data collection, analysis, and processing followed MAPP-Aarhus University 

guidelines2, which complies with the principles outlined in the Declaration of Helsinki and The 

Belmont Report. This involves that the participants were upfront informed that completing the 

survey and the embedded experiment is voluntary and that they will have to give their online 

consent in which they give approval for their data to be used for research purposes. They were 

further informed that the data was collected anonymously and that personal data will include 

sociodemographic data and be stored in an AU drive without participants' name (a code will 

be assigned to each participant) until the end of the research project.  

On a final note, I took the opportunity to discuss and question all steps of the research 

process with peers on an ongoing basis, aiming to ensure a high standard of research further.  

  

 

2 https://badm.au.dk/fileadmin/Business_Administration/MAPP/MAPP_ethical_guidelines.pdf 
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ABSTRACT 

Pro-environmental behaviour experts (PEBEXs) encounter tensions associated with 

sustainable consumption, just like other individuals. What distinguishes them is their high level 

of knowledge, motivation, and reflection on climate change topics, as intended by many 

downstream policy interventions targeting individual consumption behaviour. Based on 31 

problem-centered interviews with PEBEXs, we found two general coping strategies: 

contributing to maximize sustainable consumption and accommodating to minimize perceived 

tension. These coping strategies offer a promising source of information for individuals in 

general on how to drive personal consumption behaviour in more sustainable directions and 

how to deal with accompanying barriers and tensions. Because coping strategies can be trained, 

the introduced strategies can support the design of interventions targeting individual 

consumption decisions. Furthermore, we emphasize the importance of accompanying upstream 

interventions, such as structural changes, to support individual behaviour changes. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Climate change is arguably one of the most critical and urgent problems of our time and 

represents what Rittel and Webber (1973) referred to as “wicked problem”. Wicked problems 

are problems that cannot be resolved by one individual alone because they are complex, ill-

structured, and of public concern. They have no definite formulation, have no “true-false” but 

rather “good-bad” solutions, and are symptoms of other problems (Blok, Gremmen, & 

Wesselink, 2016; Rittel & Webber, 1973). Climate change is the result of collective action and 

can only be solved by collective action (van Zomeren, Pauls, & Cohen-Chen, 2019). 

A significant driver of climate change is unsustainable human behaviour (European 

Commission, 2012; Foley et al., 2011; Rockström et al., 2009). Changing consumption patterns 

to be more sustainable is, therefore, necessary to address climate change (Steg & Vlek, 2009). 

Two broad approaches have been suggested to achieve this: Upstream and downstream policy 

interventions (Gordon, 2013). Upstream interventions advocate structural changes to regulate 

individual behaviour by providing contextual support through rules and regulations. 

Conversely, downstream interventions target individuals’ behaviour changes via information 

campaigns to increase knowledge of and attention to the consequences of consumption on 

climate change. At first sight, the downstream approach sounds intriguing as it focuses on 

empowering consumers’ own ability to change their decision making as opposed to the more 

paternalistic upstream approach (Ölander & Thøgersen, 1995).  

However, solely motivating individuals to increase sustainable behaviour without 

accompanying structural changes may be problematic. The increase in knowledge and attention 

is likely to create a situation, in which consumers experience a tension between their 

consumption wishes and needs and the consequences for the climate (Bouman et al., 2020). 

The coined terms “eco-anxiety” (Gifford & Gifford, 2016) and related “ecological coping” 

(Helm, Pollitt, Barnett, Curran, & Craig, 2018) indicate a recently growing attention on 

questions of how to deal with perceived tension related to climate change. How consumers 

cope with this perceived tension to overcome the intention-behaviour gap and not only justify 

a lack of engagement but also maximize their contribution at the same time, is thereby an 

important yet still not enough understood question. In a recent literature review, ElHaffae, 

Durif, and Dubé (2020) call for qualitative studies that try to better understand the intention-

behaviour gap and focus on solutions to overcome it. Furthermore, they found that coping 
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strategies are a promising source to minimize that gap. This study follows their call by focusing 

on how pro-environmental behaviour experts (PEBEXs) deal with perceived tension or stress. 

The rationale to focus on PEBEXs rather than regular consumers is as follows: Like 

regular consumers, PEBEXs have consumption wishes and needs. However, in terms of 

knowledge, attention, and motivation, PEBEXs represent, by definition, a critical case (Baker, 

Ekstrom, Meagher, Preston, & Bedsworth, 2020). PEBEXs have expert knowledge on how 

individual efforts can mitigate or amplify the effects of climate change (Lowe & Lorenzoni, 

2007) and how to leverage appropriate strategies to deal with climate change (Head & Harada, 

2017; Kaklamanou, Jones, Webb, & Walker, 2015). Moreover, compared to regular 

consumers, they are more reflective and emotionally involved in climate change issues and are 

more motivated to act accordingly (Wang, Leviston, Hurlstone, Lawrence, & Walker, 2018). 

Hence, PEBEXs represent what the aforementioned downstream policy intervention ultimately 

has as a goal: Knowledgeable, attentive, and motivated consumers. Therefore, we ask, “How 

do PEBEXs cope with the perceived tensions associated with sustainable consumption?” 

Our study proceeds as follows. In the following, we provide the background, arguing 

for PEBEXs as a critical case, and providing the theoretical background on coping strategies. 

After that, in chapter 2, we describe the methodology before presenting our findings in chapter 

3. In chapter 4, we discuss our findings and limitations before we conclude in chapter 5. 

 

1.1. PEBEXs as a critical case 

PEBEXs represent a critical or intense case as they provide an opportunity for the in-depth 

study of the phenomenon under investigation (Patton, 1990, 2007). Already today, PEBEXs 

experience the climate change-related tension that individual consumers will perceive more 

and more in the future due to upstream interventions (Lorenzoni, Nicholson-Cole, & 

Whitmarsh, 2007). Thus, it is of particular interest to understand how PEBEXs’ expert 

knowledge on climate change and the related call for a transformed, more sustainable 

consumption behaviour allows them to change or cope with their level of sustainable 

consumption behaviour. 

PEBEXs’ working conditions might create a social dilemma for them (Osbaldiston & 

Sheldon, 2002): Even though PEBEXs are concerned about the environment and motivated to 

drive sustainable behaviour, research shows that sustainable consumption behaviour at home 
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and work differ (Blok, Wesselink, Studynka, & Kemp, 2015). PEBEXs might perceive that 

their work environment requires them to perform actions with negative environmental impacts 

(Caset, Boussauw, & Storme, 2018; Yuriev, Boiral, Francoeur, & Paillé, 2018). For example, 

attending a climate change conference typically involves high-impact behaviour such as 

traveling (Budeanu, 2007) or low-impact behaviour such as drinking bottled water available at 

the venue (van der Linden, 2015). At the same time, it may be necessary for PEBEXs to attend 

a conference to maintain their network, present current work, obtain feedback, influence their 

peers or policymakers, and enhance their reputation, all of which may expand their influence 

in advancing pro-environmental behaviours by others.  

PEBEXs are likely to experience a tension resulting from a dissonance between their 

conflicting attitudes, beliefs, or behaviours (Cialdini, 2014; Nursey-Bray, Palmer, Meyer-

Mclean, Wanner, & Birzer, 2019). To reduce the uncomfortable state of psychological 

discomfort, PEBEXs - just like all individuals - engage in coping strategies to reduce the feeling 

of dissonance (Elliot & Devine, 1994; Festinger, 1957). 

 

1.2. Coping strategies 

Coping refers to “thoughts and behaviours that people use to manage the internal and external 

demands of situations that are appraised as stressful” (Folkman & Moskowitz, 2004) (p. 746), 

or a person’s conscious effort to reduce perceived tension (Carver & Connor-Smith, 2010). 

Early research on coping strategies highlighted extreme situations (Parker & Endler, 1996), 

emphasizing that people apply basic coping styles to different perceived stressors (e.g., 

information seeking versus avoidance). An extended argument then suggested that people’s 

basic situational coping behaviours depend on the nature of the stressful situation (e.g., illness, 

job loss). This context-dependent view is similar to the notion of coping flexibility (Lester, 

Smart, & Baum, 1994), such that people choose strategies according to a situation or point in 

time. The context might change over time, as would the effectiveness of a chosen coping 

strategy, so different coping strategies might occur consecutively (see Figure 1). 
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The variety of coping strategies may be distinguished into the two broad groups of 

function-oriented and direction-oriented coping strategies. (Latack & Havlovic, 1992). 

Function-oriented coping strategies (Cameron & Wally, 2015; Lazarus & Folkman, 1987; 

Ojala & Bengtsson, 2018) include problem-focused coping aimed at reducing or resolving the 

problem/stressor, emotion-focused coping aimed at reducing the negative feelings associated 

with the problem/stressor. An extended view includes meaning-focused coping, aimed at 

revising the meaning of the problem/stressor, and social-focused coping aimed at seeking 

external support.  

Direction-oriented coping strategies (Carver & Connor-Smith, 2010; Compas, Connor-

Smith, Saltzman, Thomsen, & Wadsworth, 2001) encompass engagement coping, aimed at 

dealing with the problem/stressor and the related feelings, and disengagement coping, aimed 

at escaping the problem/stressor, with the latter strategy often being mentioned in connection 

with maladaptive outcomes (Cameron & Wally, 2015). Figure 2 provides an overview of these 

common classifications. 

 

Figure 1. Coping flexibility - Context- and time dependent views 
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Importantly, the above distinction is not mutually exclusive. Engagement coping, for 

example, includes several function-oriented coping strategies, while disengagement coping 

links to emotion-focused coping through the emphasis on avoiding any action that 

acknowledges the existence of the stressor. Hence, while the grouping may imply that the 

different strategies can clearly be distinguished, this is often not the case. Instead, commonly 

used coping strategies feature multifunctionality and multidimensionality (Skinner, Edge, 

Altman, & Sherwood, 2003). In this study, we understand coping as individuals' distinct efforts 

to reduce perceived stress. 

 

1.3. PEBEXs' coping strategies 

Independent of the extent of perceived stress, many stressors are chronic or unsolvable for an 

individual alone (Mattlin, Wethington, & Kessler, 1990). In the example of climate change, the 

perceived stress-level may range from daily hassles to life-threatening concerns (Bradley, 

Reser, Glendon, & Ellul, 2014; Kohn, 1996). In this context, the term “eco-anxiety” emerged, 

expressing a severe and debilitating worry regarding the risks related to climate change 

(Gifford & Gifford, 2016). The related coping strategy is introduced by Helm et al. (2018) as 

“ecological coping”, to capture problem- and emotion-focused coping strategies related to 

stressors explicitly stemming from climate change.  

Homburg and Stolberg (2006) postulate that, in response to environmental problems as 

stressors, individuals can activate problem-focused coping that leads to pro-environmental 

behaviour (PEB). Based on self-reported survey data, they refer to eight problem- or emotion-

Figure 2. Function- versus direction-oriented coping strategies 
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focused coping strategies to deal with climate change as a stressor: problem solving, expression 

of emotions, denial of guilt, relativization, wishful thinking, self-protection, pleasure, and 

resignation (Homburg & Stolberg, 2006). Stoll-Kleemann, O’Riordan, and Jaeger (2001) 

described how their participants, Swiss citizens, showed a variety of denials to deal with the 

feeling of dissonance to avoid changing their consumption behaviour into a more sustainable 

direction. Examples of denials as a coping strategy involved blaming others’ inaction and 

emphasizing doubts regarding their responsibility and power. Lorenzoni et al. (2007) explored 

the barriers UK citizens perceive against engaging with climate change. They differentiated 

individual and social barriers, and argued that besides structural changes to ease sustainable 

consumption decisions, tailored information interventions to raise attention and knowledge are 

needed to engage citizens.  

To date, research on climate change as a stressor and overcoming barriers towards a 

more sustainable consumption behaviour has focused on regular consumers only. Also, the 

focus has been mostly on emotional coping strategies as disengagement coping and thereby 

limited to maladaptive outcomes for the climate itself.  

In this paper, we argue that exploring the PEBEXs' coping strategies might be of great 

importance. PEBEXs are individuals with high levels of knowledge, motivation, and reflection 

towards climate change topics and, thus, reflect what downstream interventions ultimately aim 

to create: Knowledgable, motivated, and reflective consumers. If PEBEXs' coping strategies 

differ from those of regular consumers, this knowledge is crucial for future pro-environmental 

behaviour policy.  

 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS  

2.1 Interviewing PEBEXs 

PEBEXs are experts in PEB (Lowe & Lorenzoni, 2007) and simultaneously individual 

consumer with a work and private sphere (Blok et al., 2015). These circumstances affect how 

PEBEXs as individuals feel and engage in PEB themselves (Wang et al., 2018). 

Expert knowledge as a source of expertise in different research fields is critical 

(Hoffman, Shadbolt, Burton, & Klein, 1995). A recommended approach to elicit expert 

knowledge uses qualitative research designs (Bogner, Littig, & Menz, 2009; Hoffman et al., 

1995). With interviews, researchers seek access to experts’ rich “knowledge consist[ing] not 
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only of systematized, reflexively accessible knowledge relating to a specialized subject or field, 

but also has to a considerable extent the character of practical or action rules of decision, 

collective orientations and patterns of social interpretation” (Bogner & Menz, 2009, p. 54) (p. 

54). We elicit PEBEXs’ expertise on how to change consumption patterns in a more sustainable 

direction. Interviewing PEBEXs is a means to access their specific knowledge of sustainable 

consumption and their subjective interpretation and guidance for solving the problem. 

Qualitative approaches to explore individuals coping strategies are well established in 

prior research (Carmen, Paolo, & Isabel, 2018; Chatzidakis, Hibbert, & Smith, 2007; Gruber 

& Schlegelmilch, 2014; Mitra & Buzzanell, 2017; Scott, Kallis, & Zografos, 2019; Tietze, 

2002). For example, Carmen et al. (2018) interview self-defined sustainable consumers from 

Spain and identify two coping strategies. In their interviews with environmental sustainability 

practitioners, Mitra and Buzzanell (2017) explore perceived work meaningfulness and 

highlight the tensions of the job that arise due to problematic work situations. Related to coping 

constructs specifically, Chatzidakis et al. (2007) explore how neutralization techniques might 

explain consumers' engagement in unsustainable consumption, and Gruber and Schlegelmilch 

(2014) explore neutralization strategies to explain differences between social norms and actual 

behaviours by Austrian consumers. 

 

2.2. Sampling and participants 

For the purpose of this study, we considered “experts” as those individuals who have been 

educated and specialized in their particular area of work and have extensive knowledge of 

wider PEB issues. They might hold academic or business positions. Participants qualified as 

PEBEX when they were members in acknowledged PEBEXs networks, had relevant 

credentials and research interests according to different professional and social media profiles 

(e.g., on ResearchGate1 or LinkedIn2) and at least five years of professional experience as 

PEBEX (Mullin, 1989). 

An initial recruitment email was sent to the electronic mailing lists of acknowledged 

PEBEXs networks such as SCORAI (Sustainable Consumption Research and Action Initiative) 

 
1 https://www.researchgate.net/ 
2 https://www.linkedin.com/ 
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and VCSC (Virtual Community on Sustainable Consumption)3. These networks share a focus 

on sustainability and PEB topics, willingness to change society for a greater good, 

internationality, and openness to expertise from various researchers and practitioners. We 

witnessed that the requests were actively shared in the targeted communities. The recruitment 

message outlined the study purpose and design and presented the profile of potential 

participants (see Appendix A). 

After the screening of the potential participants, those who were selected received a 

second email, with a request for possible interview dates and an informed consent form 

(Appendix B). The consent form contained information about the aim, content, and applied 

methods and why participation by PEBEXs was of special interest. It also assured anonymity 

and the right to withdraw at any time but did not offer any incentive for participation. 

Participants needed to sign the informed consent form. Finally, a last email confirmed the 

interview appointment, and the interviewer and participant exchanged Skype contacts. 

Our expert-based sampling is purposive and thus produced a notable variety among 

potential participants in terms of gender, age, experience, and country of origin. Table 1 lists 

brief characteristics of the participants, though their names are changed to ensure anonymity 

(Saunders, Kitzinger, & Kitzinger, 2015). Of the 31 participants in this study, 21 replied to the 

initial recruitment email, seven were recruited from snowball sampling among early 

participants, three were recruited based on recommendations by colleagues. Seventeen were 

women, and 21 worked as academics at various levels (professor, associate, assistant, post-doc, 

Ph.D.). The ten business participants held positions such as director, program or project 

manager, social entrepreneur, and so forth. On average, the participants were 44 years of age 

(ranging from 27 to 75 years). Twelve countries of residence were represented, as were 13 

nationalities. 

 

  

 
3 See http://scorai.org/, VCSC website: https://www.rug.nl/gmw/psychology/vc/?lang=en. An informative email 
also was sent to STRN (Sustainability Transitions Research Network), https://transitionsnetwork.org/. A tweet 
was directed at the Twitter account of AOM ONE (Organizations and the Natural Environment: A Division of the 
Academy of Management), https://one.aom.org/home. 
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Table 1. List of participants 

  no. participants 
pseudonyms gender age position country of 

residence 
1 Anna female 30s academic Germany 
2 Alexander male 40s academic Germany 
3 Bella female 40s academic Switzerland 
4 Benjamin male 50s academic US 
5 Claudia female 50s academic Denmark 
6 Christie female 40s business Denmark 
7 Darcia female 30s business Ecuador 
8 David male 20s academic UK 
9 Eva female 30s academic Denmark 
10 Emma female 30s business Germany 
11 Frank male 30s academic US 
12 Finley male 70s business Australia 
13 Gabriel male 30s academic Sweden 
14 George male 40s business Australia 
15 Harry male 40s business UK 
16 Hannah female 40s business Australia 
17 Ida female 30s academic Finland 
18 Ian male 50s business UK 
19 Jane female 50s academic Germany 
20 Judith female 40s academic Switzerland 
21 Karla female 40s academic US 
22 Katherine female 40s business New Zealand 
23 Laura female 40s academic Austria 
24 Liam male 30s business Germany 
25 Matthew male 60s academic US 
26 Martin male 40s academic US 
27 Nathalie female 40s academic Sweden 
28 Nancy female 30s academic France 
29 Oscar male 30s academic Germany 
30 Oliver male 50s academic Switzerland 
31 Penelope female 30s academic Sweden 

 

 

2.3. Interview procedure 

PEBEXs were interviewed via an ex-post investigation of their individual consumption 

behaviour, focusing on their experiences and reflections. The interviewer prepared intensively 

to review each interviewee’s field of work, job position, work environment, and available 

biography, as recommended for interviewing experts (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015; Liu, 2018; 

Meuser & Nagel, 2009). The interview questions were designed to be flexible in responding to 

themes and questions as they arose during the interview. A stock of provocative questions was 
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available to overcome any potential “talk tracks” created by an expert. In this sense, the 

interview guide (Appendix C) is semi-structured and was not followed strictly for each 

interview but rather applied according to the natural interview flow. Four pilot interviews also 

functioned to anticipate any issues (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015; McDermott, Vincentelli, & 

Venus, 2005); following the first two pilot interviews, some minor adjustments were made to 

the order of questions, a few questions were removed, a short questionnaire pertaining to 

participants’ demographics was added. 

The actual interviews began with an introduction to the process and the study. 

Anonymity and the right to withdraw at any time were reiterated; if the participants had any 

questions, they could ask at this point. Next, participants were reminded that the interview 

focus was on how PEBEXs perceive and deal with potential contradictions regarding PEB, 

with a note that it was of specific interest to hear about their personal behaviours and 

experiences. To explore the manifestations of applied strategies, we started with open, 

exploratory questions to get participants involved in narrating their motivation towards PEB, 

the definition of PEB, and related experiences, in both work and private contexts (Brinkmann 

& Kvale, 2015). Then probing questions supported a deeper dive into specific aspects. This 

approach is known as a problem-centered (Flick, 2015; Witzel, 2000). Specifically, the 

interviewer probed examples of perceived contradictory behaviour that the participants had 

mentioned, tensions, and applied coping strategies. To help participants relate to the topics, 

mode of transport was offered as an example of a likely source of tension in everyday decision 

making. The behaviours mentioned by participants ranged from transport (e.g., flying) to food 

(e.g., red meat) to housing (e.g., energy, clothing). 

Using Skype as a channel addressed some limitations of classical interview procedures. 

In particular, the PEBEXs could control where (e.g., office, home) and when (in a local time 

zone) the interview took place, which should increase their sense of comfort. This channel was 

familiar to all of the participants and did not require any specific instructions. Using Skype 

instead of personal meetings also waived any travel requirements, which is appropriate 

considering the overall study topic. Moreover, this method enabled contacts with an 

international, varied, and purposeful sample at almost no financial cost (Hamilton, 2014; 

Iacono, Symonds, & Brown, 2016; Seitz, 2015). Due to technical reasons, two interviews were 

conducted using Zoom, one interview by phone, and one interview in person. On average, an 

interview lasted 69 minutes (range of 45–94 minutes). All interviews took place in the second 

quarter of 2018. All interviews were audio-recorded, and the interviewer took notes during and 
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immediately after each interview to capture first impressions and particularities. The 

transcribed interviews resulted in 489 single-spaced pages. The interviews were conducted in 

English, the applied professional language of all participants.  

 

2.4. Analyzing the data 

Thematic analysis is a foundational method for qualitative analysis with the aim to identify, 

analyze and report patterns to provide a rich and detailed thematic description of the given data 

and its important themes and broader meanings (Braun & Clarke, 2006). 

We followed Braun and Clarkes (2006) introduced six-step approach with slight 

adjustments to our specific research question and data (Patton, 1990). Even though we started 

the analysis with some prior knowledge of the data from general background reading we 

wanted to free our mind from earlier research and knowledge about coping strategies as much 

as possible and to make ourselves familiar with the data in an open-mined approach of reading 

it from start to end. We focused broadly on interesting, unusual, contradictory, and exciting 

topics (Saldaña, 2016), noting down initial ideas for potential themes. Second, we generated 

an initial coding, a manual (paper-based) open coding cycle (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015). Here, 

the introduced research question, not a specific theoretical framework, guided the iterations of 

our inductive coding through the whole data. One piece of data could be coded once, different 

times, or remain uncoded. Third, to start searching themes, we transferred the manual codes 

into Nvivo 12 software, gathering all initial codes into potential themes. We started to sketch 

potential relationships on memos in NVIVO. Forth, we reviewed the potential themes and how 

they “fit” with the coded data and the entire data set. In this step, themes might be combined, 

refined, separated, or discarded. On the level of the coded data, each theme was considered to 

form a coherent pattern. On the level of potential themes, overarching themes were considered 

to make sense as a “thematic map” of the analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Fifth, we defined 

and named the themes. At this step, we also revisited the literature to link our themes with 

existing theory. In a recursive process, we refined the themes to an overall story that related to 

or provoked common knowledge and clearly defined the individual themes and sub-themes. 

Sixth, we selected compelling data examples to support the analysis and to produce the final 

report answering our research question. Although quantification of qualitative data requires 

care (Gibbs, 2015), we summarized coded passages of our data and their prevalence according 

to themes and participants in Table 2.  
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Table 2. Prevalence of passage coding according to themes and participants (from most to least 
frequent) 

 
 

Overall, this provided additional information to guide the sense-making of emergent 

patterns and their prevalence in our data (Braun & Clarke, 2006; Luchs & Mick, 2018). The 

sheer number of coded passages is not per se of importance, but the relation among different 

participants and their coping strategies. For example, the results supported the notion that 

coping strategies are applied flexibly because many informants refer to using multiple coping 

strategies at different points in time when facing a stressor in a specific context. We decided to 

identify passages as exemplary quotes after their ability of demonstrating the essence of what 

we wanted to capture. Our intention with this approach was to ensure a fuller understanding of 

how participants cope with their experienced tension in breadth and depth. 

 

3. RESULTS 

We found two main strategies of coping that describe how PEBEXs cope with the perceived 

tension associated with barriers towards sustainable consumption: Contributing and 

accommodating. To strengthen the lived nature of the narratives, the next section presents 

quotes that highlight participants’ different coping strategies with respect to their 

(un)sustainable consumption behaviour. 
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Contributing 20 15 15 3 7 13 14 9 12 11 10 12 2 10 3 8 6 3 5 9 10 5 5 9 2 6 6 3 7 2 6 248 31 100%
  Measuring & comparing impact 2 1 3 0 3 3 6 0 1 2 0 3 0 3 1 3 2 1 0 0 0 2 1 3 0 0 0 2 3 0 1 46 20 65%
  Simplifying by rules of thumb 5 7 2 0 1 1 3 3 4 3 2 4 1 4 1 1 1 0 4 3 2 3 1 2 1 4 1 0 2 2 3 71 28 90%
  Finding benefits 3 1 5 0 0 3 2 3 2 2 2 1 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 2 3 0 3 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 40 19 61%
  Contributing on a higher level 1 2 1 3 3 1 2 0 0 2 3 2 1 0 0 0 3 2 1 3 3 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 1 0 0 38 19 61%
  Excerting influence 9 4 4 0 0 5 1 3 5 2 3 2 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 2 0 2 1 1 0 0 1 52 19 61%
Accomodating 5 9 5 17 11 5 3 8 5 4 5 3 12 4 11 6 8 10 7 3 2 6 6 2 8 4 3 6 2 7 2 189 31 100%
  Asking for support 1 1 3 0 0 1 0 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 5 1 0 3 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 25 16 52%
  Avoiding 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 15 12 39%
  Venting 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 4 1 0 3 2 0 2 4 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 29 19 61%
  Distancing oneself 2 2 0 4 1 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 7 1 1 2 4 2 3 1 0 1 1 0 3 0 0 1 2 2 0 44 21 68%
  Denying influence 1 4 0 11 10 2 0 2 3 2 1 0 5 0 1 2 2 4 0 2 0 4 2 1 4 2 1 5 0 3 1 75 24 77%
SUM 25 24 20 20 18 18 17 17 17 15 15 15 14 14 14 14 14 13 12 12 12 11 11 11 10 10 9 9 9 9 8 437 31 100%
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3.1. Contributing strategies 

The analysis reveals five contributing strategies (themes): measuring & comparing impact, 

simplifying by rules of thumbs, finding benefits, contributing on a higher level, and exerting 

influence. 

Measuring & comparing impact. The participants use explicit measures of carbon 

emissions as a control unit to define how they perceive and assess their own or others’ impacts. 

As experts, they rely on scientific measures and refer to the carbon footprint as a “common 

metric” of environmental impacts, which allows them to control and judge their own or others’ 

behaviours. 

In bringing it back to a common metric, it allows us to compare things which are otherwise 

very difficult to do.… Taking the charger out of the wall, with the same vigor, or the same 

enthusiasm, that I would also, for example, switch off the oven, when I was cooking dinner. 

But when you apply a tiny bit of science to that, you realize that turning an electric oven—

assuming they both come from the same energy source, assume it’s a polluting energy source, 

you can switch off the oven for half a second less and the phone charger could be on for a 

YEAR and it wouldn’t even come close to it. (George) 

Participants also elaborate on using the metric daily, such that it becomes second nature, 

and seem confused that other people do not rely on it: 

I think those who are really experts about climate issues, they are aware of course, yes. But 

outside this specific academic field, even the most highly educated people have NO idea about 

kilograms, or tons, or milligrams of CO2. That’s really strange. When I give some talks 

somewhere, I include a little quiz. If you burn 1 liter of gasoline for a CAR, how much CO2 

will then be created? Is it 2.3 milligrams, 2.3 grams or 2.3 kilograms? And it’s of course 

kilograms.… But MOST people have not this idea of orders of magnitude of what happens. 

They have, through their simplest everyday actions, they have no relation that tells them the 

orders of magnitudes. (Oliver)  

When measuring their own behaviour in these terms, some participants refer to the 

carbon footprint as if it was an independent thing, disconnected from their actual meaning, and 

a parameter to be optimized, as when Emma noted, “Of course, I know that flying is so bad, 

and this is kind of ruining my whole footprint.” As a consequence of measuring their own 

behaviour in any matter, comparisons with others follow as an exercise of (self-)control but 
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also to give themselves absolution. Consuming less than average or similar comparisons makes 

it possible to accept their practices: 

We know how much we consume, and compared to others with the same type of house and 

lifestyle, we have a low consumption, so we are not concerned about it. (Claudia) 

Simplifying by rules of thumb. This theme appeared in almost all interviews and 

combines two components. First, due to their knowledge, participants believe they can judge 

the actual impact of their consumption; they know what to focus on when cognitive and time 

capacities are limited. This focus on high impact behaviour is a prominent rule of thumb: 

I try to start where the impact is biggest. As I said, I don’t fly within [European country], don’t 

eat cheap meat every day, or don’t eat cheap meat at all, and don’t eat meat every day. Reduce 

packaging wherever possible. (Liam) 

Second, they make up their mind about reoccurring consumption decisions and follow 

those self-determined rules of conduct. The rules help them avoid repeating similar decision-

making efforts, as reflected in the concept of so-called self-nudging (Torma, Aschemann‐

Witzel, & Thøgersen, 2018). Some examples relate to meat intake (e.g., only eating meat when 

invited) or travel modes (e.g., not flying in their home country, not attending events overseas, 

only attending conferences once a year). 

Finding benefits. This strategy arises in statements by half of the participants. The 

actual conflict or discomfort they perceive is transformed into a positive mission, giving them 

the relief to do the right thing in the context of their job requirements: 

So, it’s really the aviation which brings me into conflict. But NOW I think I’ve started to see 

it. There’s a saying that people won’t always listen to people, won’t always believe what you 

say. But they will always believe what you do. (…) Because they’re so shocked that I would 

take that [24 hour] train journey, or NOT come to that meeting, when I have the opportunity. 

That’s so shocking to them, that they will therefore then listen to what I say. So I actually now 

start to see it as part of my job.… I now tell myself that taking that long train journey is the 

most important part of the work I will do there. That will have more impact than anything I say, 

or it will give the weight to whatever I say at that meeting. So rather than seeing it as only a 

kind of personal MORAL conviction, I actually now start to see it as my job. And that has 

helped me to kind of stop going back and forth with, like, am I doing the right thing or not. 

(Christie) 
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Christies job is to travel and attend meetings. She doesn’t refuse to do that but instead 

transforms her tasks in a way that is compatible with her pro-environmental attitude. We 

identify this as a top-down approach to cope with her feelings of cognitive dissonance by 

positively translating the stressor into something positive.  

A practical behaviour applied by participants to feel better about their consumption is 

to minimize it. These PEBEXs question their private and job-related consumption to 

acknowledge that they (and others) are better off with less. These narratives also contain social 

criticisms of materialism, perceived as a social norm of the Western world: 

You know, I think we have, in very many places in the world, developed a strong desire to have 

THINGS. And, in some cases, the more things, the happier we’re supposed to be. And so I think 

in—I’m as addicted to things as most people. And so, I’m interested in trying to reduce that 

kind of consumption.… There are so many, there are so many self-justifications. Like, I NEED 

the newest computer, because it’s faster, I do a lot of data modeling. So I NEED IT. I don’t 

REALLY need it, because I won’t be able to tell the difference in how quickly the calculations 

are going. (Finley) 

Contributing on a higher level. Half of the participants emphasize their actual 

profession as a sign of personal involvement due to their meaningful work. Meaningful work 

is purposeful, significant, and encourages a perceived match with individual values and beliefs 

(Michaelson, Pratt, Grant, & Dunn, 2014). Perceived task significance similarly refers to a 

person’s certainty that the work tasks have a positive impact on others (Grant, 2008). High 

personal involvement and perceived task significance appear equivalent to meaningful impacts 

on climate change. Thus, we realized that PEBEXs perceive and express their work as 

meaningful per se and frame their profession as more impactful than their personal 

consumption behaviour. This attitude implies a justification of their actual environmental 

impact (whether due to job-related matters or leisure activities).  

So, I don't think I am that focused on being sustainable in my working life. You could say that's 

a paradox. But it's because I think in my working life, I just, it is not that I don't think about it 

or completely ignore it, but there is something higher on the agenda and that is to do my work.… 

It's a long time since I did interviews, but I had to do interviews in the outskirts of the city. I 

would go by car to these interviews, because going by bike and being sweaty and not really 

feeling up to doing it. In that case I would always choose the means of transportation that would 

make me do my work the best, even if it is not the most sustainable choice. (Claudia) 
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Their perceived meaningful work is in potential conflict with how to remain true to 

PEBEXs’ motivations and intentions for entering their career path. Some participants reflect 

how hard it is to resist tempting offers, such as flying in general or class upgrades earned by 

flying more, perceived as status symbols. Ida, therefore, realized the need to engage in active 

reflections from time to time: 

When you work with some issues for a long time, you might get a bit disconnected from the 

original purpose, because you are busy solving the everyday problems, completing tasks, 

meeting deadlines and so on. But every once in a while, for instance, when I’m hiking, or doing 

some outdoor activities, I kind of remember what is the purpose of my work. And my 

motivation to work in the field. (Ida) 

Withstanding the temptations associated with a career as an PEBEX can be exhausting, 

especially because gaining recognition as a PEBEX is easier if the person follows the rules of 

the game, such as attending popular conferences or publishing in top journals. Being a highly 

motivated PEBEX early in his career, David decided to split his academic publications: publish 

in top journals of his field to ensure his survival in the academic system but also publish in 

open access journals, which he perceives as more sustainable in a social justice sense, in that 

they offer anyone access to his insights. Oliver, who has already established a career in 

academia, elaborates on how he can afford to pursue his values more and break the rules of the 

game without fear of being kicked out of it: 

Well, I’m now relatively stable in my position, so I don’t have to take a next step in my career. 

I can sort of afford being more consequent. I know, I just could have lost some stupid games 

by not flying to the US, or so. I mean with games—games that are played, and more people 

making careers, and looking for jobs et cetera [sighs]. (Oliver) 

Exerting influence. Participants describe using the power they gain in the scope of their 

work. This contributing strategy presupposes an awareness of their power, accrued through 

their ability to shape the choice architecture of others in their job environment. Academic 

PEBEXs might use lectures to influence students, as Benjamin does deliberately: 

… [I] generally find a way to talk about animals, and show slaughterhouse videos to my classes. 

I don’t care what I teach, I do it anyway. I’m the teacher, I can do what I want, that’s kind of 

my attitude [laughter] so … I think students should know how animals are being treated. 

(Benjamin) 
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In a business setting, Christie consciously, but not transparent to others, uses the self-

assigned power gained from her job to recommend event speakers. Without official rules to 

require more sustainable behaviour, she anticipates them by applying her own rule of inviting 

speakers who do not need to fly to attend: 

I couldn’t go—they asked me to suggest people to invite. And they showed me their guest list. 

And it was people from ALL over the world.… So I just suggested people, you know, there’s 

a LOT of great experts in [Country] so I just sent them a list of those. And one of them was 

able to go, which was great. (Christie) 

Similarly, but actually seeking transparency and attention by others, Emma acted when 

she organized a big conference. Even though she had to devote more time and effort, she set 

up a more sustainable traveling default for conference participants. In her perception, the 

achieved impact is beyond just quantified carbon emissions because many conference 

participants talked about it, “it was actually a big conversation topic”. In the eyes of PEBEXs, 

social norms are important constructs when attempting to change behaviours for the greater 

good. However, the conscious use of their power to influence their environment in a more 

sustainable manner is perceived as an important instrument to initialize change in other 

people’s minds, because when an existing social norm is being violated, it might initiate a new  

- more sustainable - social norm: 

If the norm would change, (…) “OH, if I fly I’m breaking a norm. If I eat meat (…)”, like it 

began with smoking. Smoking is no longer accepted for some reason, but it’s used to be 

different. So this changed, yes. Surprising, completely surprising. So, maybe these things could, 

COULD in principle, change. But as long as they don’t change, the effort is to break a social 

norm. (Oliver) 

For Hannah breaking social norms and becoming more radical over time was 

intertwined. She started to communicate openly about her political engagement at her 

workplace, partially to get others engaged: 

We’re trying to engage people by creating a norm, for example. I did put an out-of-office 

message when I went up to the [political demonstration] just most recently so that everybody 

in the office who emailed me while I was away heard that I was up [politically demonstrating]. 

(Hannah) 

Evaluation of contributing strategies. The five themes emerging from the interviews 

highlight how PEBEXs apply contributing strategies to address less sustainable behaviour by 
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themselves or others. Such contributing strategies focus on the actual stressor and may be 

directed inward or outward. Inward-directed strategies (self-mastery) enable PEBEXs to 

control their behaviour related to the stressor. Outward-directed strategies (engaging) instead 

let them influence others’ behaviour. This categorization of inward- and outward-directed 

strategies is overlapping, in that some strategies are more inward-directed than others, and vice 

versa and a few imply a smooth transition across strategies (see Figure 3). 

 

 
Figure 3. Contributing strategies of PEBEXs 

 

No clear distinction of the themes and subthemes into behavioural or cognitive coping 

strategies arises to establish a salient pattern, yet their consideration reveals some interesting 

insights. Behavioural coping is partly mirrored by the theme of measuring & comparing impact. 

To judge consumption-related carbon footprints of others and themselves, PEBEXs exercise 

control by using measurements that allow them to compare specific consumption behaviours 

according to a scientifically acknowledged, fact-based approach. Cognitive coping is explicit 

in the theme of contributing on a higher level, in that meaningful behaviour is difficult to 

measure, but PEBEXs assess them as positive and high impact per se. The challenge of 

comparing the actual impact of influencing others versus causing a negative environmental 

impact (e.g., flying to knowledge-sharing events) can be resolved cognitively by overweighing 

measurable, negative impacts with immeasurable, assumed positive impacts. In an extreme 

position, PEBEXs seemingly grant carte blanche to their peers or themselves in situations that 

involve meaningful behaviour:  

Over 30 long-haul flights a year? You know, like 5-hour-plus flights. In some years I was in 40 

different cities, like, 20 countries, you know.… I [have] done about 7 years of work in the real-

world, implementing sustainability in very large government departments in [Country]. And as 
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part of that work I know I’ve done my job, my part in reducing a LOT of greenhouse gasses. 

And so I’m kind of feeling like, you know, the balance sheet is still tipped in my favor because 

I’ve done that work. (Katherine) 

At the other extreme, PEBEXs assign a “carte noir” to themselves or peers who claim 

that diffuse meaningful behaviour compensates for any real negative environmental impact:  

But then we start to see this funny thing developing, where people kind of, I include myself 

with this, we kind of decide whether it’s “worth it.” Like, is our flight justifiable? Like, as if 

the climate cares, you know, the climate doesn’t care if you’re going on a SHOPPING trip to 

New York, or if you’re going to the to the UN to give a speech. Like, it’s still gonna be 2 tonnes 

of carbon. (Christie) 

The challenge of comparison remains; no contributing strategy can resolve the issue of 

a lack of an underlying measurement unit that can effectively compare the estimated impact of 

future behavioural changes (benefit) with actual carbon emissions (cost). Thus, PEBEXs keep 

asking themselves, in an ongoing process, when is the negative environmental impact caused 

by their behaviour worth it? 

So the contribution that I can make in that room, … they could move 5% more plant-based 

meals over half a billion meals, is that equivalent or not to the carbon footprint of me flying 

over there? I have no idea how to answer that. But I think that is the conversation that goes on 

in my head. (Harry) 

 

3.2. Accommodative strategies 

We found five accommodative strategies (themes) from the interviews: asking for support, 

venting, avoiding, distancing oneself, and denying influence. 

Asking for support. Approximately half of the participants mentioned their active 

engagement with others to deal with perceived tension. Engaging with others instead of 

remaining in isolation with their experiences and related feelings is prominently mentioned as 

teaming up. In most cases, participants refer to colleagues or peers as teammates, who 

experience similar struggles and actively reflect as the participants have done. They feel most 

understood when working with colleagues who have gone through similar challenges, almost 

like an unofficial support group. Hannah’s description of her work environment likely could 
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apply to anyone working in social professions, like social workers or teachers, where 

supervision is integral to their jobs: 

And I’ve noticed that working in the environmental field, and working with activists, I can see 

how easily people get burnt out and overwhelmed, with the struggle. Of frustration of things 

not changing quickly enough. And so I’m quite mindful of the importance of continuing to 

work on the bigger things, but to work with other people and to take a break when you need to. 

(Hannah) 

Another form of asking for support is voicing their feeling of dissonance, which has a 

two-fold significance. First, it gives participants a sense of a break from being a role model for 

other individuals, being out of reach for them. Emma sees this as an advantage, she believes 

that she can connect better with average consumers and show them a realistic way to engage 

in behavioural change, by sharing her experienced challenges: 

I think being honest is important. And speaking about the challenges. Not portraying yourself 

as a superhero, but saying I have these 3 reasons and I am really trying to do a change and it is 

not easy and sometimes I do not manage well and sometimes I just want to have fun and not 

think about it and do things like I always did them or like everyone else is doing them. (Emma) 

Voicing feelings of dissonance has also been mentioned to facilitate commitment to 

and discussion about how to overcome experienced challenges for the individual PEBEX 

themselves. 

Venting. The participants might liberate themselves or vent, often by being sarcastic. 

Liberating oneself is directed inward, and a high level of involvement characterizes the 

participant’s self-perception, whether cognitive, affective, or behavioural. To deal with the 

experienced tension, they seek to liberate themselves by showing gentleness or “not being too 

hard on myself.” Katherine distinguishes her status as an individual with needs and wants and 

a member of society with needs and wants. As in a good relationship, both should balance, so 

neither the society nor the self should suffer:  

I’m a hedonist as well, so with me there is a level of work-life balance I need to have, and there 

is also a level of DOING the right thing, and not being a complete ascetic. Because I do like, I 

do like the nicer things in life. I just try and make sure that I get them at the least cost to society, 

or the environment. But it doesn’t mean that I’m not having them, when I really want them. So 

it’s like finding a balance, I guess. (Katherine) 
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Oscar also argues for treating himself with kindness, using sustainability terminology, 

to emphasize that harming his well-being would be an unsustainable behaviour in itself: 

My PRIMARY goal, is it to work well? Is it to follow my values? Which is, for example, I like 

my life, I want to take care of myself. And therefore my primary intention is to live a day which 

is, you know, which is not harmful to myself. So causing suffering to myself is not sustainable. 

(Oscar) 

Being sarcastic instead is directed outward, as a way for participants to deal with the 

tension that arises when others do not engage to an expected extent. Sarcasm mostly has a 

negative connotation and reveals the anger or frustration of PEBEXs, thereby enabling them 

temporarily to vent those feelings as a coping strategy. Sarcasm appears when Oliver describes 

the potential reactions and thoughts of colleagues if one of them acts according to their 

recognition of the need to transition toward a more sustainable lifestyle, such as by no longer 

flying. His sarcastic statement reveals feelings of hope and hopelessness at the same time, again 

in combination with breaking existing norms: 

Nobody expects that you REALLY—you really MEAN what you say, yes? And this was 

actually the BEST reaction I could hope for. Because it’s, it’s really FUN! It’s really fun to see 

people thinking “WELL, actually that COULD be an option of walking the talk? WOW! 

Someone is doing this! WOW! Oh, no I don’t want, but it’s interesting that someone is doing 

it,” so—that’s when I tried, and try reading the thoughts [laughter] of these people, it’s a funny 

effect, yes. (Oliver) 

Avoiding. This approach includes avoiding conversations and avoiding thinking about 

the topics. The first is outward-directed, and it implies avoiding contact with others by being 

selective about who they talk to when they choose to have conversations, and which topics to 

discuss. This active approach allocates limited resources to maximize the effects for driving 

sustainable consumption behaviour; it also reflects lessons learned from former experiences, 

revealing insights about where to not invest effort: 

I find it difficult to be taken seriously when I suggested things like “Well maybe you shouldn’t 

be driving a huge 4 liter diesel car.” Because it’s socially unacceptable to say in that 

environment. And plus, it wouldn’t have any effect as well. So it would only distance me further 

from them culturally, but also not have any effect anyway. (George) 

Benjamin describes a similar contradiction, which made him reflect on how difficult it 

was to find balance. A local group to which he belongs discusses how to initiate change in the 
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local community, and a host, who was very critical of energy-intensive lifestyles, lived alone 

in a huge house, where she had a gas fireplace running. Although social norms hinder both 

these informants from talking freely, they also realize that such conversations would be an 

ineffective allocation of their resources to drive behavioural change.  

The inward-directed form indicates that participants are aware that they avoid thoughts 

about their own environmental impact. As part of their job, PEBEXs reflect on environmental 

matters all the time and might choose to take breaks when they consciously allow themselves 

to not reflect on their behaviour. They still might realize the negative environmental impact of 

their consumption decisions, as a kind of background noise, but they allow themselves to slip 

out of their professional role and enter a non-reflective state once in a while: 

I think that sustainability experts and people working in this field have more awareness about 

the impact and more knowledge about it, but sometimes you also try to ignore it and deny it, if 

you just have your free time, your private time and you just don't want to think about this at the 

moment. You just want to enjoy, or be part of something or you know, go to that restaurant or 

fly to that vacation destination or buy this and that, just because you want to do it and you don't 

want to think about it, because that thinking about it is related to your work maybe and maybe 

also related to that bad feeling of yours. (Emma) 

Emma clearly craves breaks from her constant reflections as a PEBEX, similar to 

people's experiences with dieting, such that cravings are well known as part of the behavioural 

change process. 

Distancing oneself. Two-thirds of the participants referred to external limitations that 

hinder them from engaging in sustainable consumption behaviour, such as rules imposed by 

their work environment. These rules that limit more sustainable consumption behaviour do not 

readily separate into formal or informal rules. Participants were not questioning them:  

I am paid to do that, so I feel it is in my job description. (Harry) 

Well, I don't know, like ... as long as it was required from my job I went to conferences. (Darcia) 

Darcia also reflected later on how much she trusted her employing organization. Similar 

to the other participants, she chose her work environment deliberately to ensure a more 

sustainable corporate purpose, and she realized that the company’s green image made her 

believe that it would act sustainably in all domains, including flying as the default traveling 

mode: 
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It's as if there was some sort of like a blindness, you know?… I guess we all trusted very much 

in how the [company] was doing, was acting sustainably. So, I guess it kind of gives you some 

kind of relaxation, like “yeah, they're going to take care of it”…, so you kind of like give over 

the responsibility to the institution instead of staying with it yourself and staying conscious of 

all the decisions that are being made during your work life there, right? (Darcia) 

Internal limitations result from setting limits, such that the participants themselves 

restrict their engagement for different reasons. One such limitation is connected to the 

contributing strategy of simplifying by rules of thumb, but whereas for that strategy, the 

overarching goal was to drive more sustainable consumption behaviour, here the overarching 

goal is to be successful in the job. Traveling to events that are considered critical makes the 

location and mode of travel less important: 

That is the conference on [field] where everyone meets. (Anna) 

Also, examples from the private domain were shared: 

I do have a hobby, which is from this point of view, not so good. I’m a kite surfer, and this is 

something you cannot really do in Austria. And therefore I usually fly once per year somewhere. 

Okay, so. Not sustainable. (Laura) 

During the interview, it became clear that this hobby was important to Laura and would 

not be dropped; she draws a line between what she is willing to give up for a more sustainable 

consumption behaviour and what not. Among all other consumption domains, which feature 

sustainable behaviours, her hobby of kite surfing is so essential to her well-being that she 

distances herself and claims the right to not to do as much as possible for the greater good. 

Frank similarly takes a domain-specific view: 

There cannot be a blanket statement that someone can be sustainable on all, across all domains, 

I guess. That is my perspective, actually. (Frank) 

Another domain in which participants consider limiting their engagement relates to the 

question of whether to have children. A few participants deliberately decided not to have 

children for environmental reasons.  

Penelope reflects on her and others decisions to have or not to have children and sees 

an even bigger responsibility to engage in sustainable consumption if people decide to have 

children. Not solely to ensure the future for them, but rather because those children themselves 

are considered to be an environmental burden to the planet: 
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For some people, some of my good friends included, that’s incredibly central to their sense of 

what it means to have a meaningful life, and their purpose on earth, and what they wanna do 

with their time, and I mean they would feel unfulfilled and fundamentally unsatisfied with 

having been alive without having been a parent. And in that case I think, “Of course it makes, 

I mean, the right thing for them to do is to have children.” BUT, knowing that that is the 

biggest—the decision with the biggest impact on the climate, I think that also has implications 

for what it means to be a responsible parent in trying to work harder to give kids a safe climate 

to grow up in. (Penelope) 

Setting limits essentially reflects the right of self-determination, in any domain, be it 

private, work, food, or transport. There seems to be an individual need to have the freedom to 

set individual limits and shares of how and how much to contribute to the greater good.  

Denying influence. This accommodating strategy involves participants who assert that 

personal engagement in sustainable consumption has little influence on the actually needed 

societal transformation. The underlying assumption is that individual behaviour does not matter 

as much as structural change, so they do not want to focus on changing individual behaviour 

in their work context or in their sustainable practices. That is, they do not engage in individual 

sustainable practices, to avoid a suboptimal allocation of their resources or to limit further 

expectations from observers that their individual behaviour can overcome the societal 

challenges of climate change. Participants expressed their belief that individual behavioural 

change is not sufficient, even as an entry point, to achieve societal transformation, and their 

focus as PEBEXs should be on achieving structural changes:  

I don't believe that much in individuals deciding to do things different. I want more the 

structures to be changed. I don't know if I want to change people's behaviour, I want to change 

the society. So that we consume less energy. That is two different things for me. So, I don't 

think that you can go out and say to people you should change your behaviour. I think we should 

change the way we are organizing our society so that everybody will be changing their 

behaviour. (Claudia) 

Sometimes informants mention a reinforcing relationship between individual and 

structural changes, such as Ian expresses a view of individuals as agent provocateurs to initiate 

structural change:  

I don't actually see individual behaviour change, individual responsibility, as being the primary 

way that change will come about or change comes about. It's part of it, but I think you have to 
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think in terms of multiple systems change. So, people who are working on changing the system 

I think are important.… You know, the kind of challenging the producers, the policy changes 

that are needed, the financial system changes, the business system changes and so on. (Ian) 

In a critical self-reflection, Frank questions the actual reach of academic PEBEXs. To 

him, publishing research findings and teaching offers limited channels to communicate and 

accelerate societal transformation: 

I teach consumer psychology. These students who are supposed to be the next professionals in 

the field, they learn their senior year or in their graduating year that “Oh, we generate so much 

waste. We did not know that.” That was surprising for many of the students. So, how far is the 

knowledge dissemination point? We do research in our publication, in our research and we try 

to publish in the [acknowledged journals in the field], whatever it is. Do we think beyond that? 

(Frank) 

Another form of denying influence involves participants who argue that calling for 

change does not imply living the change. They take a stand against the expectation that any 

inferable responsibility translates from being a PEBEX to being a role model, using different 

rationales for why they as PEBEXs should not engage in sustainable practices or at least not 

present themselves as role models for achieving sustainable consumption. Finley, for example, 

finds it difficult to be a role model, because being too perfect might hinder actual goal 

achievement: 

I fear that if they [PEBEXs] were 100% successful in acting sustainably, they would then 

appear SO different to everybody else, who is often doing their best. By feeling that they 

weren’t really doing very well, I think they would so distance themselves from those 

people that they might even have a negative effect … you might find a medical 

practitioner who was so OBSESSED with cleanliness that people feel, why, look. I just 

can’t do all that! [laughter], so we come back to being an expert in sustainability, and if 

we are TOO perfect, it just means that other people feel distanced from that. And may, 

indeed, give up. (Finley)  

Nathalie compares PEBEXs “walking the talk” with being professionally biased and 

questions the scientific independence of PEBEXs who become too involved:  

I’ve come across some researchers that are … the green life is an ideology, it’s kind of a 

religion. And if you have that, those pair of glasses on, I think you are at risk of not 

seeing the results in front of you, you are at risk at looking at your data, with those 

glasses, particular glasses on. And I’ve seen examples of that, where I think you have to 
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question whether or not the interpretations of a certain data set is really the correct one, 

because if you would’ve been more objective in relation to the field of research you’re 

in. (Nathalie) 

Evaluation of accommodating strategies. The five accommodative strategies, asking 

for support, venting, avoiding, distancing oneself, and denying influence, describe how 

participants adapt to perceived tensions in their everyday life as PEBEXs. The first one has the 

most temporal and relational character. People take a break from the perceived tension to regain 

their mental capacities. Venting also is transitory in character; being sarcastic can support a 

shift from strong negative emotions to a constructive, problem-focused view. Nevertheless, it 

remains unclear how to prevent liberation from becoming a lasting habit of self-justification to 

avoid uncomfortable tension. Avoiding is relational too, and it can be applied as a way to take 

a break, but the participants mainly mention it as a way to escape from reflections on their 

individual consumption decisions. It constitutes a form of emotional coping, such that internal 

and external factors that might stimulate reflection (e.g., exposed contradictions) can be 

avoided by not thinking or talking about them. Distancing oneself is temporal and domain 

specific; it can be constructive and restorative if people consciously allow themselves to 

separate single behaviours out from the overall equation of their sustainable behaviour. Yet it 

also might become unconstructive and undermining if broad, frequent consumption behaviours 

get removed, such that the overall lifestyle is mostly disengaged. Finally, a denying influence 

strategy creates the greatest risk that PEBEXs will withdraw from a drive to engage in 

sustainable consumption behaviour. Although seemingly problematic, it remains an 

accommodating strategy that can provide stress relief for the individual.  

These accommodating strategies thus can be distinguished according to their temporal 

dimension (Figure 4). Those in the temporal category apply to give PEBEXs a rest or brief 

respite. During these periods, the stressor may appear unresolvable immediately, but the 

PEBEXs still maintain a fundamental sense that it can be resolved eventually. In contrast, 

strategies in the lasting category suggest a belief that the stressor is beyond their capabilities or 

any influence through individual behaviour change. They are still coping strategies; they allow 

the person to reduce the negative influence of the stressor, even without focusing on the actual 

stressor, as contributing techniques do. This categorization as temporal or lasting is 

overlapping, and most strategies entail restoring capabilities, reflected in the high motivation 

of the participants to act. 
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Figure 4. Accommodating strategies of PEBEXs 

 

3.3. Contributing versus accommodating strategies 

PEBEXs’ contributing strategies are clearly linked to engagement and disengagement coping. 

The accommodating strategies, however, are more divided. Moving from a temporal to a 

lasting state, the risk grows that people become overwhelmed by the perceived tension and 

seek escape in the long run. Accommodating strategies are important coping strategies. 

However, they entail the risk that actors will adopt a habitual exit strategy for their (un-

)sustainable consumption behaviour. Thus, accommodating strategies may become 

disengagement coping.  

During the analysis, it also became apparent that participants do not exclusively adopt 

any specific category of coping strategies. They are context-specific, time-dependent, and 

person-specific. Coping strategies can occur in parallel, a series, or alternating order, depending 

on what the person regards as the most supportive option in a particular situation. Hannah offers 

an example: 

Well, I deal with the feelings in two ways, one by not doing it too much, and the other by ... 

making sure that I’m trying to have a light footprint everywhere else. So, you know, leaving 

my car behind as much as possible, and, you know, sharing cars with other people, and, living 

in [incomprehensible due to technical issues] way. But, also, every now and then just ignoring 

it. Ignoring, allowing myself to just ignore the face of the planet. (Hannah) 
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4. DISCUSSION AND LIMITATION 

4.1. Discussion 

The need to communicate and drive sustainable consumption is expected to grow. 

Governmental and organizational intervention campaigns, such as the Sustainable 

Development Goals formulated by the United Nations4, are spreading the word worldwide, 

targeting people's awareness. People will be more and better informed and face more and more 

tension due to the growing threats by climate change. In a recent literature review, ElHaffae, 

Durif, and Dubé (2020) called for more qualitative studies on the intention-behaviour gap, but 

with a special focus on e.g., coping strategies as a promising source to minimize that gap. 

This study set out to further our understanding of how individuals - particularly 

PEBEXs - cope with the perceived tensions associated with sustainable consumption. Our 

focus on PEBEXs rather than regular consumers was driven by the insight that PEBEXs 

represent a critical case allowing the in-depth study of the phenomenon under investigation. 

Like regular consumers, PEBEXs have consumption wishes and needs. However, different 

from regular consumers, PEBEXs - by definition - are what downstream policy interventions 

ultimately have as a goal: Knowledgeable, attentive, and motivated consumers. Based on 31 

interviews with PEBEXs that we analyzed, we identified two main strategies that PEBEXs 

employ to cope with the perceived tension associated with barriers towards sustainable 

consumption: Contributing and accommodating. Subsequently, we discuss our contribution to 

the literature. 

First, our analysis revealed two distinct main strategies that PEBEXs employ to cope 

with the perceived tension associated with sustainable consumption, each of which was 

composed of five themes. To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first to provide a 

typology that characterizes coping strategies in the context of tensions associated with 

sustainable consumption. In particular, we find contributing and accommodative strategies that 

PEBEXs use to cope with perceived barriers and tension to (not) contribute to the societal 

challenge of climate change. Importantly, the two strategies serve different purposes: 

Contributing strategies aim to maximize sustainable consumption. They seek to overcome 

barriers toward more sustainable consumption behaviour. Thereby, the focus may as well be 

inward-directed, that is, controlling their behaviour, as it may be outward-oriented, that is, 

 
4 https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdgs 
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impacting others’ behaviour. As such, the contributing strategies relate to the problem-solving 

and engagement coping concepts discussed in the literature. Conversely, accommodating 

strategies aim at minimizing the perceived tension and, thus, are less focused on addressing the 

actual problem. Accordingly, they are related to emotion-focused coping.  

Second, our findings highlight the temporal distinction among accommodating 

strategies. This temporal distinction represents a novel insight into the coping literature, with 

exciting implications. Accommodative strategies allow individuals to escape a stressor they 

perceive as unresolvable. The escape potentially results in lasting disengagement coping. 

Importantly, however, our findings show that individuals may also rely on accommodative 

strategies that entail only a temporary escape mode. Hence, these accommodative strategies 

enable individuals to re-access contributing coping strategies later, for example, in a problem-

solving mode.  

Accommodative strategies can provide cognitive, affective, and behavioural breaks to 

help individuals regain energy to devote to more problem-oriented strategies. This context-

specific finding reflects a climate change context. Climate change is a stressor that is not 

resolvable within the span of any single individual’s lifespan. Therefore, this context-specific 

finding helps advance our general understanding of coping strategies that likely arise when a 

stressor appears chronic or unresolvable. 

Third, we interviewed participants who have reached a high level of knowledge, 

motivation, and reflection on climate change topics, as intended by many policy interventions 

targeting individual consumption behaviour. This novel approach allowed us to identify that 

such individuals do not perceive lower barriers, but instead higher ones towards sustainable 

consumption behaviour. PEBEXs' perceived higher barriers to sustainable consumption 

behaviour might stem from the felt responsibility due to their role as PEBEXs: There is 

evidence that PEBEXs are motivated and want to engage and share their knowledge regarding 

climate change (Baker et al., 2020). In this sense, they can represent social issue supporters, 

which Sonenshein, DeCelles, and Dutton (2014) define as people who identify with a social 

issue and support it, even when it comes at a cost to their career or family. Our findings indicate 

that reflection on others’ and their own consumption behaviour is integral to PEBEXs’ daily 

lives, sometimes creating a critical level of tension. As Longo, Shankar, and Nuttall (2017) 

show, and our findings echo, too much knowledge can paralyze people and hinder them from 

executing sustainable consumption behaviour.  
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Overall, our findings regarding PEBEXs coping strategies seem to relate to climate 

change being a wicked problem. Climate change is the result of collective action and can only 

be solved by collective action – it cannot be resolved by an individual’s actions alone (van 

Zomeren et al., 2019). Downstream interventions hold the potential to increase consumers’ 

knowledge, motivation, and reflection, thereby driving sustainable consumption behaviour by 

applying appropriate contribution strategies. However, our findings reveal that overwhelmed 

by the sheer futility of ones’ contribution towards solving the climate change problem, 

individuals may apply accommodative coping strategies that yield lasting escape rather than 

support. This insight highlights that relying solely on downstream interventions is not enough. 

Rather, to drive consumers towards more pro-environmental behaviour, downstream 

interventions need to be accompanied by upstream interventions that alter individuals' 

structural environment to support more sustainable consumption behaviour (Verplanken & 

Wood, 2006). To ultimately be successful, efforts of empowering consumers’ own ability to 

change their decision-making need to be complemented with more paternalistic approaches as 

reflected in rules and regulations.  

 

4.2. Limitations 

The views and experiences of the participants are embedded in their cultural context, and 

though they represented 13 nationalities and 12 countries, the experts were almost exclusively 

from the Western hemisphere (an exposing piece of information itself, revealing the author’s 

cultural imprint and access to participants). A study of PEBEXs situated in contexts in which 

the negative social and environmental consequences of unsustainable consumption are 

experienced more personally might reveal different qualities and forms of tension and coping 

strategies. 

Only one researcher, the author, coded the data of this study. This can be acknowledged 

as a limitation of the study. Sometimes it is recommended in the literature to code with a second 

coder “to ensure that data is thoroughly explored from all points of view (…) (and ) can also 

provide reassurance that consistent, reliable interpretations underlie the final analysis.” 

(Silverman, 2017, p. 366). However, as researchers, there is always a need to make decisions 

that could have been taken differently. As an example, Braun and Clarke (2006) criticize the 

use of the term "emerging" or "discovered" themes as a passive understanding of the coding 

process, denying the active and interpretative role of the involved researcher. Instead, they 
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recommend being aware and sensitive about what decisions are taken along the way of 

analyzing the data. The decisions taken in this study - such as identifying and selecting themes 

– have been made as transparent as possible, acknowledging that other researchers might have 

decided differently. 

We also see the broader question of whether and how researchers in the field of 

sustainable consumption - “one of their own” - can maintain objectivity and avoid bias while 

interviewing PEBEXs. This bias likely can be minimized but not eliminated. A rigid scientific 

approach, with ongoing acknowledgment of this potential source of bias and critical 

conversations with outside parties, thus was deployed. Being “one of their own” also might 

have had a beneficial effect, in terms of creating a secure environment in which participants 

felt understood in their daily efforts and challenges. Similarly, social desirability bias cannot 

be eliminated, but the study design sought to reduce it as much as possible, with a carefully 

drafted interview guide and extended interview sessions to make the participants comfortable. 

Furthermore, the individual preparation for each interview was very detailed. Inspired 

by Zuckerman's (1972) intensive reflections on the overall interviewing process of elite 

interviews of Nobel laureates in science, the author found it important to steer the perception 

of herself as a potential interview partner early on in the interview. For every participant, 

detailed background information was prepared, aiming to steer that the participants will 

perceive the interviewer as a combination of a well-prepared layman expert in their specific 

field and an expert in her own field. Showing interest in a participant's scientific work, 

especially in their personal experiences, was mostly acknowledged as an interesting interview 

topic because some expressed a lack of opportunities to express and discuss those matters. 

These considerations mainly came into effect in the warm-up phase, but also during the 

interviews when participants sometimes consciously or unconsciously checked on the 

interviewers' topic-related knowledge to ensure what level of communication to choose. 

Nevertheless, being “one of their own” might have also negatively affected some 

participants. Participants might have felt to answer more socially desirable about their 

motivations to act pro-environmentally friendly as they might have expressed themselves to 

somebody not related to the field. As the participants were expected to have a basic motivation 

towards sustainability topics due to their job profile, as could they have expected the same of 

the interviewer. 
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However, the qualitative approach helped me to explore the research questions through 

intensive time and discussions with PEBEXs as participants. Although the participants 

voluntarily agreeing to participate in the study can be viewed as a positive selection bias, the 

pilot interviews offer some defense against it. These pilot test participants were selected based 

on a pre-screening of their professional background, but no apparent differences marked their 

conversations compared with the later interviews. Still, to explore if the motivations, 

experienced tensions, and coping strategies are widespread, a survey-based study would be 

insightful. 

However, seeking advice from PEBEXs about environmental policies, in general, has 

also been criticized. Truelove and Gillis (2018) therefore argued for a laypeople’s significant 

perspective on PEB to account for their specific view on barriers towards PEB.  

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The focal stressor in this study is the experienced tension of PEBEXs who face barriers to their 

sustainable consumption, which provided a starting point for learning from experts who are 

highly aware, motivated, and knowledgeable, such that they can reflect critically on others’ 

and their own consumption behaviours. The participants' main coping strategies are 

contributing and accommodating. These coping strategies offer a promising source of 

information for individuals in general on how to drive personal consumption behaviour in more 

sustainable directions and how to deal with accompanying barriers and tensions. Because 

coping strategies can be trained (Folkman & Moskowitz, 2004), the introduced strategies can 

support interventions targeting individual consumption decisions.  

Interventions could yield to train consumers not only on the level of individual, stand-

alone behaviours, but instead train a more holistic concept of assessing their capabilities to 

make more sustainable consumption decisions. An example could be existing footprint 

calculators that are yet often limited to a portfolio of individual consumption decisions such as 

buying and living but do not take political engagement through voting or work-related 

behaviour into account. In general, strengthening the individuals’ perception of self-efficacy 

regarding official and unofficial consumption rules seem promising. In particular, since well-

trodden paths of required (work-) related traveling has been questioned heavily due to the 

Corona pandemic, this might open mindsets in general to reconsider existing paths of 

consumption behaviour. 
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However, our findings also revealed a lack of structural support for more sustainable 

consumption behaviour in people’s everyday life. Otherwise, consumers worldwide will 

continue to experience increasing and similar tensions in their everyday decisions and efforts 

to engage in sustainable consumption behaviour. Instead of training how to maximize 

sustainable consumption and minimize tension, individuals might find themselves believing in 

their inability to achieve a more sustainable consumption behaviour or to solve problems 

related to climate change, as the concept of learned helplessness suggests (Maier & Seligman, 

2016). We are called to minimize that risk by accompanying downstream and upstream 

interventions, so we as a society can succeed with societal transformation toward the greater 

good of the planet and the people.  
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Appendix A: Initial recruitment email 

Subject:  
Wanted - Experts for Skype interview - Research project 
 
Text:  
Dear experts in the field of sustainable consumption, 
In connection with my [project name], I need to interview experts in the wider area of sustainable 
consumption.  
I invite you to be part of my current research by allowing me to have a Skype interview with you. The 
interview will take max. one hour. 
 This study aims at understanding the contradictions individuals may or may not feel regarding the 
sustainability of their private consumption decisions and decisions in their work life. - You are invited 
to take part in this research because of your expertise in the field of sustainable consumption and my 
expectation that you are probably more sensitive to possible contradictions like these than most other 
people.  
As mentioned, this research will involve your participation in a max. one hour Skype-interview. If you 
are willing to participate, please reply to [researcher's e-mail address]. We will then find a time that 
suits you to schedule a Skype call, and I will give you more information. Naturally, you will keep the 
right to change your mind about the interview at any point, even after having been interviewed. 
 
Thank you very much for considering your participation.  
 
Have a great day, 
  
[name of the researcher] 
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Appendix B: Informed consent form 

 
Informed consent form – Qualitative research project 

 
My name is [name of the researcher]. I am doing research on sustainable consumption behaviour in 
everyday situations. My research aims at understanding individuals making (un-)sustainable 
consumption decisions in their everyday life. I am interested to learn about situations where individuals 
behave sustainably and where they don’t and how and why that behaviour can change over time. The 
results of this project can give ideas to policymakers and companies on how to engage individuals in 
sustainable consumption decisions in their everyday life. 
You are invited to take part in this research because I feel that your experience as an expert in the field 
of sustainable consumption can contribute much to our understanding and knowledge about which 
difficulties individuals can face by making sustainable consumption decisions and on how to overcome 
those difficulties. 
This research will involve your participation in an approx. 1 hour Skype-interview. Using Skype, the 
interview can take place where you want it to take place and where you feel comfortable. The Skype-
conversation will be recorded to facilitate the transcription process and all the information obtained 
through this interview will be analysed for purely academic purposes. The information recorded is 
confidential and your identity will be kept confidential. 
You will not be provided with any incentive to take part in the research, but your participation is likely 
to help me to find out more about sustainable consumption behaviour and to add to the knowledge that 
exists about the topic. I would be happy to share the results of the study with you. 
Please ask me any questions regarding the research project you want, and I will take time to explain. If 
you have questions later, please feel free to ask them. It is your choice whether to participate or not. 
Even if you agree to participate, you may change your mind later and stop participating. 
 

 
I have been invited to participate in research about sustainable consumption practices. I have read the 
information, or it has been read to me. I have had the opportunity to ask questions about it. I consent 
voluntarily to be a participant in this study. 
 
 
[Date and signature of participant] 
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Appendix C: Interview guide (slightly shortened) 
Introduction 
The whole interview guide is not followed strictly, it is a tool and will be used depending on the flow 
of the actual interview. 
 
Information given to the interviewees at the beginning: 
Thank you very much for agreeing to participate in this study. As you already know, the aim of this 
study is to learn more about human behaviour. In particular, I want to explore how experts in the field 
of sustainable consumption perceive and deal with potential contradictions in their work life. An 
example could be travelling to conferences. 
 
The interview will take approximately 1 hour. To give you an outlook: I will start asking you some 
background questions regarding your job and work place. Thereafter, I will ask more you more specific 
questions. As always, there are no “right” or “wrong” answers. I am interested in situations, where you 
feel a contradiction, and in understanding, how and why you did or do various potentially contradictory 
things. I want to understand how you feel and act in such specific situations, your experience/opinion. 
All this is important to me and I therefore kindly ask you to not hold back. The interviews are, of course, 
anonymous, and only used for scientific purpose. And you can stop the interview at any time. Thanks a 
lot for giving your consent. Do you have any questions?  
 
If it is ok with you, I start recording the interview now, it is only the voices that will be recorded, no 
pictures.  

 
Interview guide 
Daily routine - To get started, I would like to have an idea about your daily routine. Please walk me 
through a normal office day of yours? - Please start by leaving your home in the morning and how 
you get to work? 
 
Profession as a PEBEX - I would like to hear a bit more about your job...  
How would you describe your main tasks? On a daily basis? 
What motivates you work in this specific field? 
(Did your motivation towards that change over time? If so, how?) 
 
Sustainable behaviour - Now I would like to talk about what you personally perceive as sustainable 
and unsustainable behaviour to get an understanding of your views and assessment of these aspects. 
 
What does sustainable behaviour mean to you in your private context? How would an unsustainable 
behaviour look like in your private context? 
(How do you feel about that behaviour? Can you elaborate a bit on that?) 
 
How would an unsustainable behaviour look like at work? Can you remember examples, where a 
specific behaviour made you think? (Please share your thoughts and feelings. Again, it can be in any 
typical work situations, like the office, lecturing, meetings, lunch or coffee breaks.) 
 
(Do you perceive yourself behaving differently in your private and your work life, when it comes to 
sustainable behaviour? How? Do you think, that one is more important to you than the other? - Why?) 
Conference participation – Now I would like to hear about situations, where you may have 
perceived conflicts, or potential contradictions between your personal attitudes regarding behaving 
sustainably and your behaviour at work.  
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Are there any situations you could think of? Please elaborate on that… 
(Have you talked among colleagues about (un-)/sustainability during conferences?  
Or talked about (un-)/sustainable behaviour at work in general?) 
 
Comparison with the average consumer – The next questions are about your thoughts on 
differences between experts and average consumers…  
 
What do you think - Are average consumers facing different challenges than experts in the field of 
sustainable consumption? What differences? What does that mean to you, if anything? 
(Assume someone says, it looks like experts in the field of sustainable consumption are equally likely 
to fail to engage in sustainable behaviour as other people. Do you agree? If so, what are your thoughts 
on why that is?) 
 
Do you think your professional background makes it easier for someone like you to choose more 
sustainable options? – Why, please elaborate. 
 
Do you think it is important for an expert in the area of sustainable consumption to want to change 
people’s behaviour? To want to change their own behaviour? Why? 
 
Coping strategies - the last part of the interview is about how people deal with situations, where they 
experience tension between the different requirements of their job and a goal of making sustainable 
choices. 
 
People often feel conflicts between different goals we follow... Do you sometimes feel a tension 
between the requirements of your job and the goal to support behaviour change into a more 
sustainable direction? – Can you give an example? 
 
Can you think of examples, where the level of tension experienced is different?  
(Why do you think does the level differ?) 
 
What is your strategy to achieve the sustainable behaviour that you would like to have?  
Are there any principles or rules you follow in your consumption behaviour to make it more 
sustainable? In your work behaviour? 
 
Information given to the interviewees at the end (select the appropriate ones): 
Is there something that you would like to add, comment or ask? 

You are welcome to write just a short E-Mail or give me a call also later on, if something comes to your 
mind that you want to add. 

How do you feel after being interviewed via Skype? 

It would be very helpful to get some demographical data for the research project. May I send you a link 
where you can answer some questions about yourself? It should take about 5 minutes. 

Thank you very much for your time and effort! Thanks for participating. 
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Space for notes/reflections after the interview 
 

Name of the participant  
Date of the interview  

 
Time of the interview  

 
Place of the interview 
 

 

Contact details - email  
 
Duration of the interview ~  

 
First impression on the main content of the 
interview regarding the research question: 
 
Were other people present? Were there 
disturbances? Did interviewer/interviewee 
feel comfortable? Could the interviewee 
understand the questions well? Was the 
interviewee talkative or quiet? Did the 
interviewee seem to speak openly? Any 
other comments on the interviewee’s 
behaviour or the circumstances of the 
interview? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Comments on interview’s course and 
surrounding 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Other remarks  
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ABSTRACT 

Failure to translate intentions into actual behaviour is known in many areas of human action. 

The intention to consume more sustainable is no exception and often fails to be translated into 

behaviour. Behavioural research emphasized the use of nudges as one of the remedies to ensure 

that most of the people’s daily choices on what to buy or what to eat end up being in their best 

interest. The behavioural economics literature usually focusses on interventions supporting 

automatic and unconscious processes, mostly being the result of cognitive shortcuts produced 

by System 1 (e.g., by setting better default options or making existing contexts more intuitive 

and easy to handle). However, this begs the question, what consumers themselves can do to 

ensure a consumption behaviour that is more in line with their pro-environmental intentions?  

This paper explores a possible “self-nudging” strategy of consumers signing up for an 

organic box scheme subscription, whereby they change a large number of small daily choices 

(what to buy/what to eat) to a larger decision on exclusively getting organic groceries delivered 

to their doorstep. It does so based on qualitative in-depth interviews with ten customers of such 

an organic box scheme. The analysis reveals that signing up for the subscription scheme indeed 

means that low-involvement decisions in regular supermarkets are replaced by a high-

involvement decision on subscribing to an organic box scheme, made deliberately and 

consciously by their System 2 to ensure that their actual consumption behaviour is in line with 

their, usually pro-environmental, consumption intentions. In the context of the organic box 

scheme, the self-nudging phenomenon is in fact the active choice of consumers to set their 

default consumption option to “organic” in the long run.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

It is well documented by behavioural research that most of consumers’ everyday choices are 

far from “rational” in the sense of rational choice theory (Kahneman, 2011; Thaler & Sunstein, 

1999). Rather, consumers suffer from cognitive biases, experience conflicts between their long-

term and short-term preferences, and often have to make choices in contexts characterized by 

information and choice overload (Lourenço, Ciriolo, Almeida, & Troussard, 2016; Mick, 

Broniarczyk, & Haidt, 2004). In order to cope with these challenges and limitations, consumers 

sometimes aim at simplifying their lives. Such simplifications may change their “choice 

architecture” and include “nudges”. For example, consumers may try to set defaults that help 

them make better choices in general; choices that are in their own best long-term interest 

(Sunstein, 2014).  

One of the consequences of the mentioned human limitations is that consumers often 

do not behave as environmentally friendly in everyday choice situations as they would want 

to, based on their values and attitudes (De Barcellos, Krystallis, de Melo Saab, Kügler, & 

Grunert, 2011; Moser, 2016). So far, there has been little research on the strategies consumers 

use to overcome this intention-behaviour gap. Therefore, it is the aim of this paper to 

investigate how consumers attempt to both live up to intentions to reduce their environmental 

impact and at the same time simplify their life. We assume that pro-environmental activities 

typically require a higher degree of (cognitive) effort, as for example sorting waste compared 

to not sorting waste, taking an alternative mode of transportation instead of the car, or 

consuming organic food instead of conventional food. However, we suggest that the 

increasingly popular organic box scheme subscriptions are examples of consumers attempting 

to fulfil their intentions to purchase more sustainably without complicating their choices, 

allowing consumers to choose and receive organic food in a simpler way by making the organic 

food choice a default. We explore why consumers sign up for such organic box schemes (e.g., 

a weekly delivery of 100% organic mixed vegetables and fruits for four people or of a meal 

box covering three days/four people with all ingredients). We specifically probe into the 

phenomenon of consumers actively choosing to subscribe to an organic box scheme, to identify 

to which extent they do this in order to drive their own sustainable consumption behaviour. 

This research contributes to the theoretical conceptualisation of nudging by further exploring 

the specific case of consumers’ conscious self-nudging. Prior research has explored how 

consumers sometimes actively avoid specific shopping environments and tempting food 

choices (Lades, 2014). We extend this line of thinking and explore if consumers also employ 
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more active approach strategies to change the “choice architecture” for their own sustainable 

consumption behaviour. We assume that only consumers with a strong pro-environmental self-

identity will deliberately employ such a strategy of “self-nudging” to ensure that they consume 

more sustainably, for example by subscribing to an organic box scheme. Deeper knowledge 

into pro-environmental consumers’ possible self-nudging strategies are of practical relevance 

for environmental campaigners including the marketing of “green” products to 

environmentally minded consumers.  

In the following, we outline the intention-behaviour gap problem in sustainable 

consumption, the concept of (self-) nudging, and grocery shopping as consumption behaviour 

specifically prone to an intention-behaviour-gap. We then explain our theoretical model, 

describe our research method, present the results, and discuss the findings and the implications 

for theory and practice. 

 

1.1. Intention-behaviour gap in sustainable consumption 

Like many other areas of consumption, sustainable consumption is subject to an intention-

behaviour gap (Grimmer & Miles, 2017; Leire & Thidell, 2005; Vermeir & Verbeke, 2006). 

This gap is thought to partly originate from the two distinct systems underlying human 

reasoning (Evans, 2003). “System 1” refers to automatic and unconscious processes requiring 

little computational capacity. In contrast, “System 2” refers to deliberate and conscious 

processes requiring high computational capacity (Stanovich & West, 2000). Intentions often 

represent consumers’ reflections based on System 2 whereas actual behaviour is mostly the 

result of cognitive shortcuts produced by System 1 (Kahneman, 2003).  

While there is no doubt about an intention-behaviour gap in the environmental field, 

the question is whether consumers are aware of this dilemma, whether or not they perceive this 

intention-behaviour gap consciously, and whether or not they find it problematic? Answering 

this question is decisive for the appropriate design of an intervention to reduce the intention-

behaviour gap. For some consumers, sustainable consumption may be part of their self-identity 

(Bamberg & Möser, 2007; Carrington, Neville, & Whitwell, 2010; Whitmarsh & O'Neill, 

2010), and they may be well aware of the fact that they sometimes do not behave according to 

intentions rooted in their self-identity. While this may be the case in many areas of 

consumption, it is also likely to be the case in the area of food consumption.  
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Thøgersen, Jørgensen and Sandager (2012, p. 19) highlight that consumers “use very 

little time and effort on decision-making in the buying situation when buying an everyday 

repeat-purchase product.” This suggests that in such situations (e.g., purchase of food in a 

supermarket), consumers’ decision-making is typically driven by System 1 rather than System 

2 processes. Hence it is likely that food purchase decisions can be more effectively influenced 

through nudging than through communication aiming to produce more favourable intentions 

(Mont, Lehner, & Heiskanen, 2014). 

 

1.2. Nudging and the concept of self-nudging 

Novel approaches to steer consumer behaviour building on insights from behavioural 

economics (Camerer, Loewenstein, & Rabin, 2004) are often summarized under the umbrella 

term “nudging” (Dolan et al., 2012; Metcalfe & Dolan, 2012; Ölander & Thøgersen, 2014, p. 

344). Nudging is defined as the careful design of consumers’ choice environments in order to 

steer their behaviour in desired directions (Johnson et al., 2012; Lehner, Mont, & Heiskanen, 

2015; Mont et al., 2014; Thaler, Sunstein, & Balz, 2010). In public policy, the aim of nudging 

interventions is to change contexts in a way that brings individuals’ behaviour more in line 

with their own best interests and that of society (e.g., Cabinet Office Behavioural Insights 

Team, 2012).  

 Consumers are sometimes aware of their lack of self-control (Horváth, Büttner, Belei, 

& Adıgüzel, 2015; Thompson, Locander, & Pollio, 1990), and willing to act against it. 

According to Hoch and Loewenstein (1991, p. 493), “Consumers talk about being driven to 

buy something against their own better judgment, and, as a result, we commonly observe 

attempts by consumers to control their own behaviour (…).” For example, Lades (2014) 

discusses different strategies to overcome impulsive consumption, one of which is avoiding 

critical situations. In this paper, we build on and extend Lades’ idea that consumers may self-

impose nudges, for example, by avoiding specific shopping environments and tempting food 

choices. In this paper, we add to existing knowledge by exploring empirically if consumers 

actually consciously use such self-nudges to bring the sustainability of their consumer choices 

more inline with their intentions and specifically whether they also employ more active 

approach strategies for this purpose, such as subscribing to an organic food box scheme. 

Some of Lades’ (2014) thorough strategies against impulsive consumption seem overly 

challenging for our limited capacities, both for grocery shopping situations (what to buy) and 
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for the actual consumption situation in the household (what to eat). We propose that consumers 

may nonetheless engage in self-nudging in order to avoid impulsive consumption. In highly 

motivating situations, System 2 can overrule System 1 and, for example, make consumers live 

up to their intention to consume more sustainably. Consumers engage in self-nudging when 

they consciously and voluntarily change their own choice architecture. Hence, self-nudging is 

nudging in the sense that a behaviour change intervention has been implemented involving 

changes in the choice architecture. However, it is an important difference from nudging as it is 

usually discussed in, for example, public policy that it is the consumer him-/herself that 

considers and changes the choice architecture. 

  

1.3. The daily grocery shopping as a low-involvement purchase decision 

It is typical for a low-involvement purchase situation, such as the daily grocery shopping, that 

the consumer is not motivated to invest extensive cognitive efforts in the decision (Hoyer, 

1984), preventing the processing of complex information on sustainability issues (Hoyer, 

MacInnis, & Pieters, 2013).  

The daily grocery shopping in a supermarket is often a “hyper choice” situation, where 

repeated choices of one product after the other exhaust consumers’ cognitive capacity. Mick et 

al. (2004, p. 207) suggest that “hyper choice is psychologically draining.” According to 

Wansink (2015), consumers estimate to make 20-30 decisions connected to a typical daily food 

shopping, but in reality they sum up to almost 200. This suggests that these decisions are mostly 

made by consumers’ System 1. It also means that, when shopping food, consumers are typically 

vulnerable to temptations, because of lack of self-control (Baumeister, 2002). Hence, the most 

common approach in daily purchasing is arguably impulse buying (Dittmar & Bond, 2010; 

Kacen & Lee, 2002; Vohs & Faber, 2007). Most consumers are neither preparing nor following 

a shopping list for their grocery shopping (Baumeister, 2002). This may make them less likely 

to pay attention to the long-term consequences of their purchases (Amos, Holmes, & Keneson, 

2014; Rook, 1987). In a supermarket-shopping situation, environmentally concerned 

consumers’ choices can diverge from their intentions, especially under time pressure. 

Consumers to a higher or lower extent dislike such inconsistencies (Cialdini, Trost, & Newsom, 

1995; Guadagno & Cialdini, 2010) and may therefore prefer to avoid situations where they end 

up being inconsistent as they cannot consider all aspects of every single product they want to 

buy. An eco-label may serve the consumer as a visual cue that allows him or her to navigate in 
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the food store to identify desired food products and, as such, support the decision making 

process (Thøgersen et al., 2012). However, as argued by Grunert et al. (2014, p. 178), ”product 

attributes such as price, brand, quantity, use-by-date and nutrition information compete with 

eco-labels for consumer awareness, perceived relevance and influence on choice behaviour.” 

Furthermore, Carrero, Redondo, and Fabra (2016) found that environmentally concerned 

consumers have difficulties coping with the increasing number of sustainable brands, 

respectively sustainable labels. Consequently, eco-labels do not always have the intended effect 

on choices, in particular, when choices are made in low-involvement purchase situations. 

Therefore, it is common for consumers to reflect, in post-purchase evaluations, on their lack of 

self-control and to be dissatisfied with it (Mick et al., 2004).  

A possible strategy to reach a higher level of consistency between a consumer’s 

intentions and behaviour might be to lift the purchase decision from a low to a high involvement 

decision. Research has shown that consumers actually are at times highly involved in decisions 

regarding Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) (Clement, Kristensen, & Grønhaug, 2013; 

Hoyer, 1984), for example when the risk is very high (e.g., during food scandals or when 

buying food for vulnerable family members, such as new-borns), the status dimension is of 

high importance (e.g., when buying food as a present), or when the cost is high (e.g., when 

purchasing expensive wine). A business model that has become increasingly popular in some 

parts of the world is having consumers subscribe to a regular (usually home) delivery of 

products, such as vegetables, fresh fish products, or basic commodities. When deciding to 

subscribe to such a home-delivery service, the decision involves a substantial amount of 

money, the decision occurs infrequently and therefore cannot be routinized and it usually 

involves making a longer-term commitment to the supplier. Hence, such decisions are not taken 

lightly, and will be characterized by an increased level of involvement in the consumer. In 

short, such decisions are high involvement decisions. 

 

1.4. The case of consumers signing up for an organic food box scheme 

Organic food is one of the major sustainable food consumption options (Bartels & Reinders, 

2016). Organic food boxes are offered as a subscription delivery service in many countries 

(e.g., US, UK, Germany). Customers sign up to a regular, e.g. weekly, delivery of various 

groceries, primarily organic vegetables and/or fruit. Some boxes offer all products needed to 

prepare an entire meal. Consumers subscribe to boxes with a certain product profile, but the 
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specific content of the box is selected by the supplier, who usually considers seasonality and 

availability. An organic box scheme may be accompanied by a newsletter or other types of 

information along with the food delivery, which provides additional opportunities for the 

supplier to raise attention, for example, towards sustainable production and consumption 

matters (Torjusen, Lieblein, & Vittersø, 2008).  

Signing up for an organic food box scheme is one way for environmentally concerned 

consumers to increase the proportion of their sustainable consumption choices E. Brown, Dury, 

and Holdsworth (2009) furthermore argue that organic food box schemes have the potential to 

correspond to the whole set of sustainability criteria: economic, ecological and social 

sustainability (Robertson, 2014; WCED, 1987). As argued above, subscribing to an organic 

food box scheme is likely to shift the decision regarding the involved FMCGs from a low to a 

high involvement decision. Even for environmentally concerned consumers, the “good 

enough”, low involvement approach to choosing FMCG might do on a daily basis. But 

considering the choice of food in general, over a longer period of time, the sustainability of the 

choices is likely to be more important to these consumers. Therefore, they may be willing to 

invest the (cognitive) effort needed for signing up for an organic food box subscription. This 

implies changing decisions about FMCGs from a low to a high involvement decision.  

Signing up for an organic food box scheme may also be a strategy for a person with a 

strong pro-environmental self-identity to become at peace with one’s self-concept (Whitmarsh 

& O'Neill, 2010). In this way, signing up for an organic box scheme can be viewed as a self-

nudging strategy, employed by consumers to increase their own sustainable consumption 

behaviour. The organic box scheme fits the description of a nudge, being a “choice architecture 

that alters people’s behaviour in a predictable way without forbidding any options or 

significantly changing their economic incentives” (Thaler & Sunstein, 1999, p. 6). The organic 

box scheme changes consumption in a sustainable direction without forbidding any other 

options, the economic incentives are not significantly changed - there is a fixed price of a 

delivery, but the marketing of the boxes is not usually based on price arguments - and the 

consumer can easily end the subscription by “a mouse click”.   

In sum, we suggest that consumers with a strong pro-environmental self-identity may 

deliberately employ a strategy of self-nudging to ensure that they consume more sustainably, 

by subscribing to an organic food box scheme. Figure 1 illustrates that strategy in three stages.  

Stage 1 describes the usual, daily grocery shopping situation, in which consumers typically 
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make a host of low-involvement purchase decisions. These purchase decisions are typically 

made by consumers’ System 1. Existing sustainable consumption intentions (SC-I) may not be 

translated into sustainable consumption behaviour (SC-B) due to interferences in the choice 

context (Carrington et al., 2010; Vermeir & Verbeke, 2008), including the overwhelming 

number of choices and amount of information in a supermarket as well as time pressure (Belk, 

1975; Carrington et al., 2010). The second stage is the actual decision-making process 

regarding signing up for a box scheme and deciding on the specific box(es). This is a high-

involvement decision-making process, where the consumer is in a new situational context. 

Hence, the decision-making cannot be done in an automatic way. Rather, it requires relatively 

high cognitive effort. It also implies that the decision of what to buy and eat today or tomorrow 

is replaced by a more general decision of what to buy and eat in the longer run. Such decisions 

are typically based on System 2. In Stage 3, the consumer has signed up for an organic box 

subscription. The consumer has ensured that the sustainable consumption intention is no longer 

thwarted by the situational context. It is now transformed into actual behaviour. Put differently, 

the self-nudging strategy of subscribing to an organic box scheme helps the customer to 

overcome the (potential) intention-behaviour gap with regard to buying organic food.  

 

 

Figure 1. Self-Nudging in the context of sustainabble consumption, illustrated by consumers 
signing up for an organic food box scheme 
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2. METHODOLOGY 

The goal of this research is to describe and explore the phenomenon of “self-nudging” as it 

manifests itself in the communicated understandings and experiences of customers of an 

organic food subscription scheme (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015). To explore self-nudging 

strategies in regards to a more sustainable consumption behaviour we interviewed consumers 

who have actively decided to subscribe to a 100% organic box scheme. Specifically, we explore 

how these consumers conceive of their decision to do so. To which extent can this self-imposed 

change in their “choice architecture” for food be viewed an instance of conscious “self-

nudging” to obtain a specific goal: more sustainable food choices? Hence, this research 

employs a phenomenological approach to understanding how consumers perceive the process 

leading to their eventual subscribing to the organic food box scheme, including their goals and 

other considerations in this connection, rather than on quantifying the prevalence of some pre-

defined types of beliefs, motives or concepts (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015).  

In preparing, conducting and analyzing the qualitative research, we particularly leaned 

on the recommendations of Flick (2009) and Brinkmann and Kvale (2015). Further, our efforts 

to safeguard quality and trustworthiness are particularly inspired by Shenton (2004) and 

Morrow (2005): (a) We made use of multiple data sources (social media comments and 

company newsletter in the pre-study and in-depth interviews in the main study), (b) a 

thoroughly designed and tested interview guide, (c) purposefully sampling of knowledgeable 

informants, (d) sufficient time length of the interviews (one to one and a half hour) to create 

the necessary confidence and enable participants to share their thoughts and reflections, for 

example, in regards to experienced temptations in their shopping and eating behaviour, (e) 

taping the interviews and making field notes right after each interview, (f) verbatim 

transcription of each interview, (g) computer-assisted coding, re-coding after a month and 

analysis of the transcripts, and (h) the balanced use of supporting quotes to illustrate all 

observations and interpretations. In addition, transferability and dependability are addressed by 

providing a detailed description of the studied phenomenon in the described context. The use 

of multiple sources and the coding-recoding procedure are also recognized methods to improve 

confirmability.  

As informants, we sampled customers of the largest supplier of 100% organic food 

boxes in Denmark, called Aarstiderne (“The Seasons”). To reduce the importance of contextual 

factors for signing up for such a scheme, such as limited availability organic food products in 
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one’s local stores, all participants were sampled among customers living or working in the 

second largest Danish city. 

In order to explore if organic food box schemes would indeed be a relevant case to 

investigate pro-environmental consumers’ potential self-nudging strategies, we conducted a 

pre-study before the main study (Teijlingen & VanoraHundley, 2002). We investigated two 

data sources “to achieve the goal of adequate variety” (Morrow, 2005, p. 255): customers’ 

comments on social media about their food box scheme and the company’s newsletter to 

customers. Both sources supported the usefulness of the case for our purpose and that it would 

be meaningful to interview customers, who subscribed to an organic food box schemes. Next, 

three personal pilot interviews were conducted to test the interview guide and to anticipate any 

problems in the data generation (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015; McDermott, Vincentelli, & Venus, 

2005). As a result, a few minor adjustments of the order of questions were made to the interview 

guide (Appendix C), and it was decided to send a short questionnaire to potential participants 

before the interview, covering demographics and details of the organic food box scheme 

(Appendix B).  

For the main study, we sampled knowledable informants living up to our sampling 

criteria purposively by means email and snowball sampling. Participants had to have been 

subscribers to an organic food box scheme from Aarstiderne for at least 3 months and live or 

work in Aarhus, Denmark. Specifically, recruitment emails (Appendix A) were sent to the 

employees at a large, Danish university, who were also asked to suggest other potential 

informants fulfilling the selection criteria (snowball sampling, cf. Atkinson & Flint, 2001; 

Morrow, 2005). Participants were assured anonymity. No incentive was offered for 

participation upfront. However, participants received an organic chocolate box (value ≈ 4 €) as 

compensation after the de-briefing. We stopped collecting more data after 10 interviews, when 

we felt that the studied topics (grocery shopping and eating behaviour as well as temptations 

in these situations and possible strategies to avoid them) were saturated (Brinkmann & Kvale, 

2015). The gender distribution, socio-demographic profile and further characterization of 

participants are reported in Table 1. All but one participant were still customers of the organic 

food box scheme at the time of the interview; one participant had the subscription on hold. Two 

of the customers had been subscribers to the organic food box scheme since Aarstiderne entered 

the market in 1999. 
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We conducted the data collection in the spring of 2016. Each semi-structured interview 

lasted between one and one and a half hour, was recorded, and additional notes were taken after 

the interview in order to capture first impressions and thoughts of the interviewing researcher. 

All interviews were transcribed verbatim. Interviews were conducted in the language the 

interviewee felt most or equally comfortable with. Eight interviews were conducted in English, 

one in Danish, and one in German. Depending on the participants’ preferences, interviews took 

place in their home, at their workplace, or in a meeting-room at the university.  

 

Tabel 1. Characteristics of the participants 

No. Gender Age Occupation Household Type of box-scheme1 Customer since Frequency Status 

1 Male 35-44 Pedagogue Married, 1-3 kids Traditional 
 
> 1 y. & < 7 y. Weekly On going 

2 Female 35-44 Secretary Single/partnership Traditional > 7 y.  Bi-weekly On going 

3 Male 35-44 Academic staff Married, 1-3 kids Traditional, later convenient > 1 y. & < 7 y. Weekly On hold 3 

4 Female 55-70 Pensionist Married, 1-3 kids Traditional, later convenient > 7 y.  Weekly On going 

5 Female 25-34 Biologist (unemployed) Single/partnership Convenient < 1 y. Weekly On going 

6 Female 35-44 Academic staff Married, 1-3 kids Traditional > 1 y. & < 7 y. Bi-weekly Stopped2 

7 Female 25-34 Teacher Married, 1-3 kids Convenient < 1 y. Weekly On going 

8 Male 45-54 Technical assistent Single/partnership Convenient < 1 y. Weekly On going 

9 Female 45-54 Academic staff Married, 1-3 kids Traditional, later convenient > 1 y. & < 7 y. Bi-weekly On going 

10 Female 45-54 Academic staff Married, 1-3 kids Traditional, later convenient > 7 y.  Weekly On going 
1 Traditional:  organic food box scheme with vegetables & fruits; Convenient: organic food box scheme with all ingredients 
needed to cook a meal.     
2 One customer has stopped having the box after having it a while, because she perceived the box scheme as conflicting with her already existing well 
functioning shopping and eating habits. 
3 Another customer has the box on hold after a having it a while, because he wants to try to make use of the adapted eating habits by shopping the 
ingredients mainly to save money.    

 

The interviews started with an explanation of the interview process and any questions 

from the interviewee were answered. We then explored the manifestation of self-nudging 

strategies in practice by means of a two-step approach. The first part of the interview guide 

covered very open, explorative questions to get the participants involved in narrating about 

their shopping and eating habits before and after the decision to sign up for an organic food 

box scheme (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015). The second part was designed to probe deeper into 

specific aspects of the phenomenon. There we took into account that we had pre-knowledge 

and theoretical insights at hand, while staying open-minded to identify new aspects of the 

explored phenomenon. This approach is called “problem-centred interviewing” (PCI), a type 

of semi-structured interviewing (Aschemann‐Witzel & Niebuhr Aagaard, 2014; Flick, 2015; 

Witzel, 2000). A PCI employs probing questions to get further insights into participants’ 
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reflections and motives. The interview guide covered a number of themes: Today’s and past’s 

grocery shopping and eating habits, (dis-) satisfaction regarding both areas and possible 

strategies to avoid temptations in these situations. 

The verbatim interview transcripts were analysed using thematic coding, using both 

data- and concept-driven codes as starting points (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015). To begin with, 

transcripts were read twice to develop a holistic understanding, first with an open coding 

approach and second with ideas of potential codes stemming from the initially chosen 

theoretical framework. In the process of noting key phrases and developing patterns of 

meaning, the transcripts were further analyzed through the identification of themes that 

participants used to describe their consumption experiences and actions. To increase 

dependability, a code-recode procedure was carried out by coding with the use of Nvivo 11 

and then manually recoding the same data after a month (Gibbs, 2008; Welsh, 2002). In the 

process of noting key phrases and developing patterns of meaning, the transcripts were further 

analysed through the identification of themes that participants used to describe their 

consumption experiences and actions. The findings of the data analysis are presented by means 

of quotes reflecting participants’ conscious and unconscious strategies regarding sustainable 

consumption.  

 

3. FINDINGS 

During the interviews, participants indeed elaborated on issues that match with the stages we 

had expected. Several participants informed us that they had chosen to subscribe to the organic 

box scheme as a means to overcome an experienced intention-behaviour gap with regard to 

food, that is, as a self-nudge. Interestingly, it also emerged from the interviews that there are 

also effects in the opposite direction, that is, from subscribing to the organic food box to 

consumers’ pro-environmental intentions. Some interviewees expressed that subscribing to the 

organic food box scheme had strengthened their, comparatively weaker, environmental 

attitudes and intentions.   

This section is organized according to the three stages introduces in Figure 1. We 

commence the discussion of each stage with a short summary of what the stage is about, suggest 

propositions for the stage and describe the findings. Because of the mentioned emergent finding 

of some respondents, who held comparatively weak environmental attitudes, reporting 

environmental attitudes and intentions being strengthened, we differentiate between 
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participants with stronger and weaker environmental attitudes in the last stage. In each stage, 

we report how our pre-assumptions were or were not confirmed. We wrap up our discussion 

of the findings in the final discussion section. 

 

3.1 Stage 1: The baseline, where consumers express their dissatisfaction with a choice 

overloaded grocery-shopping situation 

The participants’ perceptions of the typical everyday grocery shopping situation draw a 

picture of conflicting goals and situational constraints that culminate in dissatisfaction with 

shopping and eating behaviour. We suggest the following propositions: 

Proposition 1a) - Consumers are not always comfortable with their environment and 

buying process in a regular grocery-shopping situation. 

Proposition 1b) - Post-purchase, some consumers reflect critically on their shopping 

behaviour and are dissatisfied with their choices. 

Proposition 1c) - Some consumers avoid supermarket shopping situations as a strategy 

to cope with perceived detrimental situational factors. 

Many interviewees reported to be dissatisfied after regular grocery shopping in 

supermarkets due to a mixture of different reasons, as expressed by one participant: 

“Well, all in all it is about time. Because it takes so long and even though the supermarket is 

not that far away, you still spend at least half an hour in the supermarket, so in total you can 

actually not make a bulk purchase under an hour…and then additionally you might have to 

queue up in the line, you might not find specific items, some might be sold out and on the top 

you are hungry, or tired and then the whole situation in the supermarket becomes uncomfortable 

… no fun experience.” (Interviewee 1) 

During the interviews, when participants elaborate on their typical shopping and eating 

behaviour, while simultaneously narrating and reflecting, they use their System 2, which is 

then actually often examining decisions formerly made by their System 1. In this reflective 

situation, participants revealed being overstrained, attempting to live up to their own 

expectations regarding their food consumption. This was mainly expressed with regard to 

everyday shopping situations, but also occasionally with regard to their eating habits. Eating 

habits were referred to in busy or overstrained situations where participants were looking for a 
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simple solution to satisfy hunger at dinner-time at home, leaving all good intentions regarding 

their food consumption behind.  

Not being able to be consistent in their shopping behaviour was mirrored in their 

description of the variety of their partly conflicting shopping criteria, which included, e.g., 

visual appearance (“If there is a nice fried chicken, I would take it.”(2)), price (“easy, cheap” 

(6), “a matter of economy” (7)), brand (“I bought only in shops, where I was used to their 

goods” (4), “the store was regulating what we eat” (7)), use-by-date (“the expire date has to 

be at least a week from when we buy it” (3)), quality (”if the salad would be not nice, we would 

choose the conventional one instead” (4)) and convenience (“often you’ll be hungry and then 

you will buy instant food” (8)). These criteria were experienced as being in competition with 

the criteria of healthiness and sustainability (organic label, fair-trade label, carbon label, “the 

better animal welfare” (1), “to avoid pesticides” (4), “soil and also the workers should not 

work with pesticides” (4), “you have some kind of assurance that those animals after all had 

a better life” (9)). The increasing emphasis on climate change additionally amplify the latter 

criteria and thereby puts increasing pressure on people’s consumption choices and makes them 

feel more inconsistent. Some participants described this feeling of not being able to cope with 

the overwhelming responsibility to make pro-environmental consumption decisions, which 

made them call for a more paternalistic approach. One explicitly stated to have found that with 

the organic food box subscription: 

“(…) Because I wish all foods was organic. That would just make it so much easier. I would 

always .. make the right choice (laughing), if you will.  

(…) that is just excellent (with the box), you enjoy it, with the knowledge that it is organic and 

that it is therefore better for you and the environment, than if you had gone for the conventional 

products around.” (Interviewee 3) 

Another participant described different strategies to avoid temptations, as well as a 

stressful situational context, regarding her grocery shopping. Her first strategy was to make a 

shopping list, but she felt she couldn’t successfully implement that one. The next strategy she 

used was to not do the shopping at all, but “outsource” the grocery shopping to her husband, 

admitting that she couldn’t resist tempting offers herself: 

“I would go to the supermarket and I would put the list in my pocket, and I’ll try and remember 

what’s on the list, but then I will see an offer and I will buy it, you know, I’ll see, so I buy with 

my eyes, I’ll see the strawberries, and get the strawberries, I love good food, so I will just buy 
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what I see: I see a good offer on steak, and, you know, I’ll buy the steak. It’ll be, it will be too 

expensive. (…) So it’s a perfect thing that (I) don’t have to shop (…).” (Interviewee 6) 

 

3.2. Stage 2: The transition, where signing up for an organic box scheme supports a 

balanced outcome among all food product attributes keeping organic as a basic 

requirement 

Based on the findings, we make the following propositions: 

Proposition 2a) - In a regular grocery shopping situation, organic is perceived as one 

among many other food product attributes.  

Proposition 2b) - In a regular grocery shopping situation, an intention to buy organic 

food can be thwarted by situational factors, such as lack of availability, and by other 

product attributes conflicting with organic, e.g., appearance, price.  

Proposition 2c) - A subscription box scheme can be a strategy to balance the potentially 

conflicting product attributes within a fixed frame of basic requirements. 

Proposition 2d) - A subscription for an organic food box acts as a long-term 

commitment to steer one’s consumption. 

When deciding to subscribe to an organic food box, participants were looking for an 

“all-inclusive” solution that would match their preferences regarding food consumption. Some 

participants mentioned their unwillingness to reduce their good intentions and high 

expectations – meals should still taste good, if not excellent, their children should like the food, 

the variation of meals should be high, the quality of the products should be good, if not very 

good. Depending on the level of motivation towards the environment organic was described as 

a minimum requirement or described like in the following quote as an additional positive 

product attribute while the other quality criteria were still emphasized higher: 

“(…) I will pick what's organic, if it looks good. So, that's a criterion, but it’s not something 

that I will not buy conventional as well. And then I will only buy it if it looks as something that 

I feel like eating. So, if there is something that I've said I wanna buy and they don't have it or it 

doesn't look good, then I will buy something else, you know, to substitute for whatever.” 

(Interviewee 9) 
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Most of the participants expressed a high motivation to consume more sustainably, but 

described their shopping experiences as full of conflicts between the different choice criteria, 

like for example between organic and the price of a product. Organic chicken was mentioned 

as a typical example of this conflict, often leading to the choice being inconsistent with 

participants’ general attitudes: 

“(...) if I buy, you know, like a whole chicken, I'll always buy the organic one. But I will actually 

also sometimes buy, when I just buy chicken breast, you know, then it's not always the organic. 

And I have actually no idea why. I don't know.” (Interviewee 9) 

Another conflict sometimes appears between a couple shopping together, where one 

prefers the organic, but more expensive option and the other the conventional, but cheaper 

option, as expressed by a participant: 

“(…) the last time we needed red pepper, and the organic red pepper was 18 kroner and, you 

know, this traffic light with red and green and yellow pepper for 10 kroner, and my husband 

said: "No!", and I said “No” to the traffic light, and then we went without it (laughing).” 

(Interviewee 10) 

A subscription to an organic food box is pictured as a solution for a range of demands 

and conflicts, including those arising from different levels of motivation towards the 

environment. However, from consumers with a pro-environmental mind-set no cutbacks or 

constraints were accepted while trying to make their food choice more sustainable. One 

participant described this by stating that a subscription to an organic food box covers all his 

demands, which he therefore finds is the obvious solution: 

“You don't think about it in your everyday life, sustainability, (…) we should be more conscious 

about [it], (…) We're - we are a consumer society, we use a lot of resources, so those resources 

are taken from the planet, and some are more sustainable than others, but we should be 

[sustainable] - our clothing, our electronics, our food, even our leisure time we are consuming 

things. So these are all areas and food is a major part, so this was an area that we thought ... it 

seems a simple thing with this box, to use that and to start and make a change.”  (Interviewee 

8) 

The decision-making process regarding a subscription box is different from the buying 

decision in the supermarket. Signing up for the box was described as an extensive decision 

process, making an effort to choose the “right” box as a long-term agreement regarding the 

general consumption pattern of the household. The organic box scheme was often 
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recommended by friends or family and then considered as an option for the person’s own 

household through extensive deliberation involving (at least) all adult members of the family, 

as expressed by a participant: 

“So my boyfriend really liked the idea, he suggested it to me, and we went through all the 

options. And then we went through the options twice before making the decision. And then we 

calculated how much it would cost (…) and then we decided to go for the vegetarian. We also 

wanted to cut off on meat, so that was the perfect option.” (Interviewee 5) 

Another participant’s description of the decision-making process is more focused on 

the commitment he made by signing up for the organic box subscription, supporting the notion 

that some consumers view the subscription as a strategy to steer their consumption behaviour 

in accordance with long-term goals: 

“(…) with the box it is so, that you have chosen a subscription once and then you have to live 

with the consequence, so to speak. Here you did put yourself under pressure I would say, or at 

least you have committed yourself.” (Interviewee 1)   

Like companies considering outsourcing as a strategy to lower costs, the decision to 

subscribe to a box scheme can be viewed as an “outsourcing strategy” for individuals aiming 

to achieve their goals with less cognitive and behavioural costs. One participant representing a 

lower level of motivation to consume environmentally friendly drew a parallel to a restaurant 

visit:  

“So if you go to a restaurant, you can pick a restaurant with a huge menu, and you get a big 

selection, [but] you can [also] pick a restaurant that has a “menu of the day”. I would always 

go to the restaurant with the menu of the day. So I would sacrifice the possibility to choose 

exactly what I want this specific day. I would sacrifice that for somebody who has deliberated 

on, what would be really good today, in terms of what is available, in terms of products, in 

terms of what is in season and sort of carefully [rate] this is very good, right now, today based 

on what we could get – you should try that. And also of course I know when you do that, you 

get a better quality, than if you have to have everything available every day [as a restaurant]. 

(…) So it is sort of that same mechanism, somebody saying okay, this is in season, this is very 

good, right now, this is a recipe we have tested, we think, you should try that. To believe in the 

more knowledgeable person, if you will, who decides for you.” (Interviewee 3) 
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3.3 Stage 3: The solution, where subscribing for the organic box scheme lead to a 

perceived higher consistency between pro-environmental intentions and behaviour 

Signing up for the organic box subscription is referred to as “the solution” to the conflict of 

the different goals one can have, e.g., wanting to experience a high level of pleasure during 

one’s meals, being a good and caring parent/partner offering healthy meal choices and doing 

one’s share to save the environment by buying organic food. We suggest the following 

propositions: 

Proposition 3a) - Those subscribing to an organic food box generally experience their 

eating habits as healthier and more sustainable than before subscribing. 

Proposition 3b) - Consumers with a pro-environmental mind-set experience the organic 

box scheme as a self-chosen strategy to steer themselves towards their intended 

consumption behaviour.  

Proposition 3c) - Some consumers with a weaker attitude towards the environment 

experience report a spillover effect that leads to a higher attention towards organic and 

eco-labelled products in general. 

Participants elaborated on the subscription boxes in comparison to typical shopping 

situations, e.g., the desire to save cognitive efforts for planning and deciding on meals and to 

save shopping time, combined with the convenience of having the box delivered to one’s home:  

“At the same time, our everyday life is extremely busy, busy with lots of work, work for both 

of us, so in that sense this is a nice alternative, because you don't have to do anything on these 

three days. (…) it's easy and it helps you ensure that you eat something healthy and interesting, 

and very often something you haven't cooked before, without spending a lot of time reading 

through cookbooks or magazines, or browsing websites and so on. So yes, I think the 

convenience issue is important.” (Interviewee 9) 

That customers chose an organic box scheme supplier is often not mentioned at first or 

as the most important reason. It is more framed as a hygiene factor that is not perceived to lead 

to a higher satisfaction by itself, but dissatisfaction will result from its absence. All but one 

participant claimed that they would not have chosen a box that is not 100% organic and that 

they are not considering switching their subscription to a conventional supplier. However, a 

careful examination of the participants’ ex-post-reflections reveals that convenience is not the 

only motive for signing up for an organic food subscription scheme. Consumers could easily 
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sign up for a non-organic box scheme that is cheaper and still meets the remaining criteria. For 

example, a participant with a quite high motivation towards the environment earlier had 

subscribed to a conventional food box, which she very much appreciated, but she could not 

accept the fact that the products were not organic: 

“[Competing box supplier] wasn’t that organic, and I wasn’t really fond of that (…) I was a bit 

tired of not having organic food delivered, they [competing box supplier] actually send me food 

that I wouldn’t go and buy in the grocery shop, so I stopped. (…) they had eggs that were not 

free-range and/or organic. And it just didn’t feel right.” (Interviewee 10) 

Although participants stated that saving time was an important reason for signing up 

for a box subscription, a few of them mentioned that meal preparation was more time-

consuming with the box than they were used to before the box. However, meal preparation 

time is not considered as uncomfortable as shopping-time in a supermarket. Quite the 

contrary, it is more often perceived as quality time at home: 

 “(…) we are always making tradeoffs in what we think is enjoyable time - shopping is not 

enjoyable time. (…) And it [the cooking] is an hour spent together, we're cooking. For me, 

that's more enjoyable than actual shopping.” (Interviewee 8) 

Regarding a potential change of their eating habits, most participants believed they had 

a healthier or more sustainable diet after subscribing to the box scheme. The healthier diet was 

attributed to three aspects: the consumption of organic food, a more varied selection of 

vegetables and a higher share of vegetables in their meals. The more sustainable diet was 

additionally attributed to better work conditions of the farmers, higher biodiversity of the 

agriculture and less meat in the diet, as expressed by one participant:  

“So you know, we should all - we should all try to eat less, have healthier diet, eat less meat 

and then we may be able to get to the situations where we have sustainable farming (…). The 

box is quite a nice reminder of what you are trying to - we all need reminders sometimes of, 

yeah, that we want to live more sustainably, or it is just a reminder about, trying to... have a 

healthier diet, yeah, I guess have a healthier diet in that case.” (Interviewee 8) 

Almost all participants appreciated that the decision to sign up for the box had reduced 

the need for everyday decisions on what to buy and what to eat. All participants described 

situations where they perceived the box as a means to outsource consumption decisions. This 

is expressed by terms like “the box decides” (2), “it erased all the opportunities” (7), “the box 

helps me” (10), “It fulfilled his function” (8), “I am feeling forced” (4). In other words, the 
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box forces them to act in a specific manner aiming to fulfil a specific function. This manner 

was intended by participants and all except one framed this experience as positive. Participants 

emphasized the relief of not having to make so many choices all the time. “It just had to be 

simple – don’t give me too many opportunities” (7) or “Saturday morning, where you have to 

come up with the six suggestions for meals, it’s nice if somebody else has made these choices” 

(9). Potentially conflicting product attributes were eliminated as choice criteria; the outsourcing 

strategy was experienced as a relief and also as an almost surprisingly easy way to be 

environmentally friendly while still retaining a high standard of pleasure in one’s consumption: 

“No, I think it [the organic box scheme] was the solution that was the most important thing. 

(…) because my husband and I talked a lot about especially meat, we didn't eat that much 

organic meat, it was only like beef we ate and pig. But then chicken for example, we didn't buy 

organic chicken, because it was so expensive. And then with Aarstiderne you get chicken - and 

sometimes I was like … oh my god, it is like caviar (laughing). Because it is so expensive 

(laughing). So, so we were like - so we were also very overwhelmed - oh my god we are having 

chicken, organic chicken today. That was good.” (Interviewee 7) 

“(…) the beef is really, really, really good, and the pork is also of very, very good quality, and 

vegetables and fruit, typically is also really, really top quality, really, really good. And the use-

by date and freshness in general is very, very, good. So with the exception of the price, I would 

say that Aarstiderne is better than what we can get in the local supermarket.” (Interviewee 3) 

However, we also found that the informants’ reasons to sign up for the organic box 

subscription differed depending on their level of motivation regarding protecting the 

environment. Informants with a strong motivation to protect the environment were satisfied 

with the long-term outcome of their choice to get organic food delivered to their home and 

thereby behaving consistent with their pro-environmental intentions. Informants with a weaker 

motivation to protect the environment generally felt their demands fulfilled by the organic food 

box and liked the fact that they chose organic food as a quality feature of their food 

consumption. As an interesting finding, however, we observed that some of these informants 

reported a change towards a higher level of motivation to protect the environment as a result 

of subscribing to the organic food box, thus, a change in attitude as a consequence of the 

behaviour. For example, some of these informants mentioned that they now pay more attention 

to eco-labels in regular shopping situations, since starting the organic box subscription: 
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“(…) I started to, to see more ecological products every week because of the box. So it's more 

like a mental internal process, even though it's a little bit more expensive in case of organic, for 

example, organic eggs, for example, like animals are treated a little bit better than in another 

conditions or without the organic label. Yeah, so it has been more a mental process of assuming 

that even though products will be a little bit more expensive, the consequences, or it maybe I 

mean, it's a good thing.” (Interviewee 5) 

Even though these reflections by informants are necessarily influenced by post-

purchase rationalization, they seem to reflect that those with strong pro-environmental attitudes 

achieve a higher level of goal fulfillment by the organic box subscription and that at least in 

some cases consumers with weaker pro-environmental attitudes get these strengthened, 

especially attitudes towards organic food consumption. 

  

4. DISCUSSION 

In the context of organic food, the objective of our study has been to obtain a better 

understanding of whether and then how consumers might attempt to adjust their personal 

choice architecture to make it easier to “walk their talk”, assuming that participants’ intentions 

to buy organic food products are at least partly based on pro-environmental attitudes 

(Thøgersen, 2010; Vermeir & Verbeke, 2006; Vindigni, Janssen, & Jager, 2002). In this way, 

our paper also contributes to the understanding of contingencies for intention-behaviour 

consistency with regard to sustainable food consumption. 

The reports from our informants are consistent with the proposition that consumers with 

a pro-environmental mind-set choose a subscription for an organic food box to replace 

shopping in a regular supermarket as an active and conscious choice to change their everyday 

food choice architecture. By changing the actual purchase decision from one of low to one of 

high involvement, they are able to reach a higher level of consistency between their pro-

environmental intentions and their behaviour. However, it is also clear from the reports that 

our informants were generally not willing to sacrifice other important product qualities for 

more environmentally acceptable products (Auger, Burke, Devinney, & Louviere, 2003; 

Ottman, Stafford, & Hartman, 2006).  

Informants in this study reported that they were satisfied with the organic box scheme 

because it forced them to a behaviour that is more consistent with their intentions, including 

more sustainable consumption behaviour. This finding supports our main proposition that 
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consumers sometimes apply a self-nudging strategy (Lades, 2014; Thaler & Sunstein, 1999) to 

overcome their intention-behaviour gap (Prothero et al., 2011; Vermeir & Verbeke, 2006). As 

stated earlier, self-nudging occurs in reflective situations, where System 2 can overrule System 

1 (Kahneman, 2003), and where environmentally caring consumers attempt to design their 

future “choice architecture” in such a way that they can be in peace with their environmental 

self-identity. The proposed concept of self-nudging is characterized by the choice architects 

being the consumers themselves. Among other advantages, this means that self-nudging is self-

determined (cf.,  Ryan & Deci, 2000), which further means that a more pro-environmental 

behaviour is more likely to occur repeatedly (K. W. Brown & Kasser, 2005). This is in line 

with the (high involvement) decision to subscribe to an organic food box that leads to a repeated 

pro-environmental consumption pattern. As argued in the introduction, signing up for an 

organic box scheme is an active choice to set one’s default consumption option to “organic” in 

the long term.  

Findings from a related field indicate that people also welcome self-nudging strategies 

to support healthier food decisions. An example is the voluntary self-control commitment 

device proposed by Schwartz et al. (2014, p. 545) to help grocery shoppers make healthier food 

choices: “(...) many people recognize their self-control problems and, in such moments of self-

awareness, may also welcome an opportunity to create an environment that makes it easier to 

do what is right”. This is also supported by VanEpps et al. (2014), who claim that pre-

commitment, described as food orders made in advance, combined with nutritional 

information, can support people to make healthier food choices. 

Consumers may sign up for organic food box schemes for different reasons. It is 

especially for consumers with a strong pro-environmental mind-set that the decision to sign up 

appears to at least partly be a self-nudging strategy. Informants with a weaker motivation 

towards the environment talked about the convenience of the box delivery (among other things 

saving time and cognitive resources) and the high quality of the food items as reasons why they 

signed up. However, some of the latter further elaborated that subscribing to the box had 

supported a process of strengthening and internalizing environmental concerns (see also 

Villacorta, Koestner, & Lekes, 2003). This is a finding worth further exploration, as an example 

of attitude following behaviour – as opposed to the usually assumed direction of behaviour 

following attitude. 
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5. LIMITATIONS 

Like other self-report approaches, personal interviews entail a risk of social desirability bias, 

where participants may feel a social pressure to respond in a way that they believe is expected 

by the researchers or the society (Auger & Devinney, 2007).  In this case, the risk of bias is 

judged to be relatively small, because informants actually had chosen to change their 

consumption behaviour in a (more) sustainable direction (by subscribing to an organic food 

box scheme) before being interviewed. The probability of a post-purchase rationalisation 

(Antonetti & Maklan, 2014; Cohen & Goldberg, 1970; Soscia, 2007) seems to be higher, 

meaning that the informants might tend to persuade themselves through arguments that signing 

up for the box scheme was a good deal (Thøgersen, 2011). However, such self-persuasion is 

not a response bias, but rather a very real outcome of behaviour change.  

This study took place in one country only and focused on the single case of organic 

food box schemes. Hence, future studies might investigate cross-cultural differences in 

consumers’ strategies as well as other cases that might indicate consciously or unconsciously 

applied strategies towards a more sustainable consumption behaviour. 

  

6. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

There is no simple answer to how to improve sustainable food choices. It is not enough to 

consider, e.g., organic as a product attribute amongst others, as we do when we eco-label 

products. To achieve a general change in the mind-sets and behaviour of consumers, the 

decision on what to buy should not always be left to the consumers in the supermarket. When 

this is done, they have to face information overload and temptations every time they go 

shopping and for each item they want to purchase. If about 90% of our food related choices on 

an average day are made without being fully attentive (Wansink, 2015), consumers have to 

find a way to make sure that also the unconscious decisions are in their best interest. 

This article has highlighted that offers like organic food box schemes, which cover a 

variety of needs and offer great service and quality, can change the actual consumption 

behaviour of consumers with different levels of motivation towards the environment. 

Consumers with a pro-environmental mind-set – setting organic as a primary request – may 

decide to exclusively shop in organic supermarkets. Doing so, they avoid that organic competes 

with other product attributes, such as price or brand. But consumers following this strategy 
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have to invest a similar amount of time and effort into their purchase decisions as customers of 

conventional supermarkets. However, organic food box subscriptions schemes are an 

alternative way to reach out to people who have a pro-environmental mind-set, but, e.g., suffer 

time constraints. Beyond that, organic box schemes seem sometimes able to reach out to 

consumers who are not able or not intending to consume more sustainable in a regular 

supermarket purchase situation. They may enter the subscription scheme, because the chosen 

organic box is of high quality and high convenience to them, and the fact that it is 100% organic 

may be viewed as a positive add-on. When interviewed for this study, consumers such as these 

indicated that their intention to consume more sustainable was strengthened after subscribing 

to the organic box scheme. This suggest that organic food box schemes might produce 

additional societal benefits as a trigger of pro-environmental behavioural spillover (cf. Lanzini 

& Thøgersen, 2014). 
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Appendix A: Initial recruitment email 

Subject: 
Research project: “Organic delivery box schemes” - Looking for participants to interview  
 
Text:  
Dear all, 
I am working on my PhD project, where I am interested in consumers, who signed up for an organic 
delivery box scheme from “Årstiderne”. We want to explore why consumers are signing up for such 
box schemes, in Danish usually called ”frugt-/grøntkasser or måltidkasser”.  
Do you (or somebody you know) get such an “organic food box” delivered from Årstiderne? 
Please feel free, to forward this mail to people (your spouse, family, friends, colleagues), that might 
have such a subscription. If you want to support my research in the area of “organic food consumption”, 
I would like to ask you to participate in an approx. 45 min to 1 h interview. The only conditions you 
have to meet are, that you have (or had) signed up for such an organic delivery box scheme from 
Årstiderne for at least 3 months and that you live in the greater Aarhus area. 
Say “yes, I will” by answering this email or writing to [researcher's e-mail address]. You will then 
receive more detailed information what to expect and you still can say “No, I changed my mind” at any 
point. 
 
Thank you very much for considering your participation and thereby supporting my research for a better 
understanding of consumer behaviour at the Department of Management at Aarhus University. 
 
Have a great day, 
 
[name of the researcher] 
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Appendix B: Pre-questionnaire for potential interview participants 
 
Some short questions about you … it should take you approx. 7 min to fill in your answers. 
Please be so kind to fill it out and send it back to [researcher's e-mail address]. 

 

In which area of greater Aarhus do you live? 
 

Example: Viby 

Where is you workplace located? 
 

Example: Aarhus C 

Household-members including their age: 
 

Example: Me (Martina), 42 years, Rune, 50 
years, Sebastian, 7 years 

Which organic delivery box scheme (name of 
the box) did you signed up for and since 
when/how long do your receive it: 
 
• At the moment 
• Other ones before? 
• Other companies than Årstiderne? 
• Frequency of the delivery? – Changes? 
 

 

Where do you buy your groceries beside the 
box scheme (which shops/farmer markets/..)?  
 
How often do you have to do grocery 
shopping in a week beside the box scheme? 
 

 

Hours of work per week, you:  
 
If partner, hours of work per week, partner: 
 

 

If any children: Hours of child-care per child 
(all regular arrangements, such as institutional 
child-care, babysitter and grandparents):  

 

Educational level, you: 
 
If partner, Educational level, partner: 
 

 

Occupation (or last position), you:  
 
If partner, Occupation (or last position), 
partner: 
 

 

Do you know anybody else that subscribe to 
Aarstiderne’s boxes and that we could contact 
regarding participation in this study? 
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Appendix C: Interview guide (slightly shortened) 
 

Information given to the intervieews at the beginning: 

Thank you very much for agreeing to participate in this study.  

• As you already know, I aim to learn something about consumer behaviour; specifically I want 
to understand why and how consumers sign up for organic delivery box schemes, what are the 
reasons/motivations driving this decision and what do customers value about it?  

 
• I would like to record the interview, because with taking notes, many details would get lost. Is 

that okay? – I still might take additional notes on my notepad during the interview. 
 

• The interview will take approximately 1 hour. I will start asking you some general questions 
regarding your grocery shopping and daily meals. Thereafter, I will ask more about your 
subscription scheme. I sometimes might use pictures to show to you during the interview. 

 
• It is very important to us to underline, that there are no “right” or “wrong” answers. I am 

interested in understanding, how and why you did or do things, like you do. It is about your 
experiences, opinions and values. All this is important to us and I therefore kindly ask you to 
not hold you back.  

 
• The interviews are of course analyzed anonymously, and only used for scientific purpose. 

Please remember, that you can stop the interview at any time.   
 
Do you have any questions or is there something unclear? – Ok, if not, then let’s get started. 

Interview guide 

Before coming to the food, I would like to have an idea about your daily routine. Could you please  
shortly sketch out to me what you do at which time throughout the day on an average weekday? 

 
Grocery shopping -   Now we are coming to the grocery shopping. Please think of where and what 

you 
usually shop during an average week?  Please try to narrate it and give me a full picture of the 

situation. 
 

Follow-up questions – box scheme related 
When is the organic food box delivered?  
How is it at the moment – Please describe in detail, how you get the box delivered? 
Where is the box placed?  
Who does pick it up, who unpacks the box? 

  
Follow-up questions – other grocery shopping besides the box scheme 
Where do you do your additional grocery shopping and what do you buy?  
How often do you have to shop additionally to the box?  
What are your criteria’s for food purchase? - What is most, what less important?  
How do you apply these criteria’s while shopping in a supermarket?  
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Perceived differences grocery shopping - How do you perceive the different situations? (Getting the  
box delivered in front of your door and shopping in a supermarket.) Please describe also differences  
between the days with and without food from the box scheme.  
 
Follow-up questions 
In which way does the purchased food differ from the delivered food in the box? What is different? 
What is good, what bad?   
Do you buy different products?  
How was it before you had the box? 
If something has changed, why? 
How do you feel like, in different “shopping” situations that you have described?  
 
Food/meals - Now we are coming to the meals. I would like to know more about your current eating 
habits. How do you prepare and eat your daily meals during an average week. Please try to narrate it 

and  
give me a full picture of the situation.  
 
Follow-up questions 
When/where/how do you prepare the meals? 
When/where/with whom you eat? 
What do you eat? Any special diets? Things that matter to you, to somebody else?  
 
Perceived difference food/meals - Are the situations different (preparing meals from the box and the 
other days)?  
 
Follow-up questions 
How do you perceive the (different) situations? 
Is the food different (box and supermarked) – different quality, quantity?  
Compare it with the situation before you had the subscription scheme - Please think of what you 
usually ate and drank throughout the day, was it different from now? 

 
Box scheme – When did you sign up for the box scheme? Did you have other schemes before? Other 
companies? How was it before the box? Did you change your scheme at some point? How? 
Decision making – box scheme - Please try to remember what triggered you to sign up for the box?  
 
Follow-up questions 
Were there other ideas/alternatives? Other boxes? Totally different strategies?  
Which role does organic food play to you and your consumption? 
Who else is involved in the decision of food consumption in your household?  
Do you completely agree with other household-members on these matters, or do you differ at some 
points?  
Are there other people, who influence you regarding food and grocery shopping?  
Your home and the area where you live (shopping facilities, do other in your neighborhood get such a 
box delivered)? 
Is the whole shopping/cooking/eating issue somehow affected by the fact, that you have a kid/kids? –  
What has to happen, that you quit the box scheme?  
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Satisfaction with your shopping and eating habits? –Are you satisfied with your shopping and 
eating  

habits at the moment?  
 
Follow-up questions 
What are you happy about? What not? 
Which role does the box have? What do you don’t like about the box?  
What do you like about the supermarkets you shop in?  
Are there things you would like to change? What would that be? 
What about your eating habits at the moment? Are there things you would like to change? 
What about the way you prepare meals and eat food at the moment? Are there things you would like 
to change?  
Do you see any differences in you consumption of fruit and vegetables since having the box? – 
Compared to the days without the box? – Which?  
Do you see any differences in you consumption of organic food having the box? – Compared to the 
days without the box? – Which?  

 
Check on sustainable consumption more broadly (last question!) 

Would you say that you and your family make an effort to be environmentally friendly in your 
everyday life? If yes, what do you do? Other things? (if all food related: Other things that are not food 
related? 

Information given to the intervieews at the end: 

• Is there something that you would like to add, comment or ask? 
 

• You are welcome to write just a short E-Mail or give us a call also later on, if something comes to 
your mind that you want to add. 

 
• Thank you very much for your time and effort! Thanks for participating. 
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Space for notes after the interview 
 
Name of the participant  
Date of the interview  

 
Time of the interview  

 
Place of the interview 
 

 

Contact details - email  
 

Duration of the interview ~  
 

First impression on the main content of 
the interview regarding the research 
question: 
 
Were other people present? Were there 
disturbances? Did interviewer/interviewee 
feel comfortable? Could the interviewee 
understand the questions well? Was the 
interviewee talkative or quiet? Did the 
interviewee seem to speak openly? Any 
other comments on the interviewee’s 
behaviour or the circumstances of the 
interview? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Comments on interview’s course and 
surrounding 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Other remarks  
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ABSTRACT 

Nudging consumers to make sustainable consumption decisions is what sustainability labelling 

is all about. However, the current sustainability labelling landscape is up against the challenge 

of too much, too complex, too similar, and too ambiguous information. Therefore, 

sustainability labelling schemes are looked upon as failing to support sustainability-involved 

consumers sufficiently. Meta sustainability labelling has been proposed as a means to reduce 

these challenges and strengthen the benefits of sustainability labelling. However, there is a need 

for systematically taking stock of and synthesizing what is known and what is yet unknown 

about meta sustainability labelling as input to decisions and development work regarding this 

instrument. This systematic literature review investigates how a meta sustainability label has 

been defined and assessed compared to existing, single-issue sustainability labels. First, four 

characteristic elements of a meta sustainability label are identified: multi-dimensionality, meta, 

multi-level, and universal. Second, a distinction between a meta sustainability label scheme 

and an integrated sustainability label scheme is proposed, the distinguishing characteristic 

being the (graphical) communication to the consumer. Third, benefits and disadvantages as 

well as facilitators of and impediments to implementing a meta sustainability scheme are 

identified. There is no consensus in the literature about the likelihood of a meta sustainability 

label doing a better job than existing sustainability labelling schemes. Perhaps the most 

important finding is that the debate regarding meta sustainability labelling is still in its infancy 

and lacks a proper evidence base. Thus, we encourage marketing and sustainability researchers 

to continue investigating meta sustainability labelling as a potentially useful tool for 

sustainability transformation.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The existing sustainability labelling landscape is up against the challenge of too much, too 

complex, too similar, and too ambiguous information (Chen & Chang, 2013; Turnbull, Leek, 

& Ying, 2000). As a consequence, sustainability labels are no longer universally considered a 

useful tool supporting individuals in making more sustainable decisions, moreover it is claimed 

that they contribute to consumer confusion (Grunert, Hieke, & Wills, 2014; Horne, 2009). As 

an almost logical next step, the introduction of a meta sustainability label is proposed, aiming 

to reinforce the benefits of sustainability labelling. However, meta sustainability labelling 

remains a fuzzy catchword. One of the few definitions describes it as a scheme “that condenses 

existing product-labels and other communication measures into an overarching Sustainability 

message in order to enable household consumers better to align purchase decisions with 

Sustainable Development goals” (Dendler, 2014, p. 81). Proposals of a meta sustainability 

labelling scheme tend to appear in the discussion section of academic papers, fueling the 

impression that to raise sustainability labelling to the next level is a promising future-oriented 

approach, usually, however, without specifying the concept. This may be part of the reason 

why some have claimed that scientific and political interest in meta sustainability labelling has 

lost momentum and relevance (Revermann, Petermann, & Poetzsch, 2015).  

On this background, there seems to be a need for systematically taking stock of and 

synthesizing  what is known and what is yet unknown about meta sustainability labelling, 

especially regarding its potential and limitations as a tool to reduce drawbacks and increase the 

effectiveness of sustainability labelling (Siddaway, Wood, & Hedges, 2019). Therefore, as a 

foundation for future research and policy-making, we systematically review the state-of-the-

art of meta sustainability labelling. After outlining the theory and purpose of sustainability 

labelling, we first investigate how the literature characterizes and defines a meta sustainability 

label. Second, we summarize the reasons given for and against meta sustainability labelling. In 

particular, we map issues of consensus and disagreement on a meta sustainability label's ability 

to facilitate and promote consumers’ sustainable consumption decisions, over and above stand-

alone, single-issue sustainable labelling. Finally, we review the facilitators and impediments of 

implementing a meta sustainability label identified in the literature. In the next section, we 

summarize the purpose and history of sustainability labelling and the theoretical basis for 

assuming that it is indeed an effective tool for promoting and facilitating sustainable 

consumption decisions.  
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2. BACKGROUND 

2.1. Sustainability labelling 

Launched in 1978 in Germany, the Blue Angel was the world's first sustainability label. In the 

following years, numerous other labels emerged: The Environmental Choice in Canada in 

1988, the Nordic Swan Ecolabel in Norway, Sweden, Finland, Iceland and Denmark, as well 

as the Eco Mark in Japan in 1989, the Green Seal in the USA in 1990, Eco Mark in India in 

1991 and the EU Ecolabel in 1992 (Rashid, 2009). Even today, some of these pioneering labels 

are role models. They have proved to be recognized and used by consumers to drive 

consumption decisions towards a more sustainable direction (Thøgersen, Jørgensen, & 

Sandager, 2012). 

Most sustainability labels focus on the environmental aspects of sustainability and are 

stand-alone, single-issue labels (van Dam & van Trijp, 2011). Therefore, they fail to capture 

the holistic, future-oriented understanding of sustainability for the planet and people as 

formulated, for example, in the UN Sustainable Development Goals.1 With reference to a broad 

sustainability framework, such as the UN Sustainable Development Goals, existing 

environmental, social, and ethical labels only refer to a subgroup of the possible sustainability 

goals. This is criticized based on the view that sustainability labelling should, in principle, 

address all three interlinked pillars of sustainability – social, economic, and environmental 

(Goodland, 1995).  

  

2.2. Addressing the intention-behaviour gap 

Producers, policy-makers, and consumers emphasize different advantages and functions of 

sustainability labelling (Bratt, Hallstedt, Robèrt, Broman, & Oldmark, 2011; de Boer, 2003). 

Here, we primarily adopt the perspective of the intended (primary) user: the sustainability-

involved consumer. Over the last decades, this consumer has become mainstream in many 

countries and is no longer just a niche (Brécard, Hlaimi, Lucas, Perraudeau, & Salladarré, 

2009). Sustainability-involved consumers are attentive to the societal issues targeted by the UN 

 

1 https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdgs 
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Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and are generally positive towards behavioural 

measures to these issues (Weber, 2017). However, sustainability-involved consumers face the 

challenge of transforming their positive attitudes and intentions into effective behaviour 

(Thøgersen, 2005). One reason for the so-called intention-behaviour gap is that consumers are 

unable to identify and choose more sustainable consumption alternatives at the point of 

purchase (Brécard et al., 2009). The discrepancy between expressed intentions to consume 

more sustainably and the measured, sustainable consumption behaviour is a hot topic in 

sustainable consumer behaviour research (Carrington, Neville, & Whitwell, 2010; Grimmer, 

Kilburn, & Miles, 2016; Vermeir & Verbeke, 2006). Many studies aim to identify ways to 

reduce the gap so that sustainability intentions to a higher extent translate into actual behaviour. 

Product labelling can be an effective instrument to aid consumers with limited knowledge, 

time, and attention (Thøgersen et al., 2012). Sustainability labelling allows to effectively 

identify alternative choices with valued but invisible characteristics (Thøgersen, 2005). Also, 

sustainability labelling is indisputably popular, as, for example, apparent on the directory 

website ecolabelindex.com and in surveys measuring consumer attitudes to labelling 

(European Commission, 2009, 2020). 

 

2.3. Addressing information asymmetry 

Sustainability labelling is considered one of the most effective tools for reducing the 

information asymmetry between sellers and buyers regarding sustainability issues (Acharya, 

2020; Bratt et al., 2011). When evaluating a product’s performance, a consumer may care about 

not only immediately visible (search) attributes but also so-called experience and credence 

attributes (Ford, Smith, & Swasy, 1988). A buyer can inspect search attributes before the 

purchase (Stigler, 1961, 1962), whereas experience attributes (Nelson, 1970) can only be 

assessed after purchase. It is challenging to assess credence attributes at any point in time 

(Darby & Karni, 1973). A product can have any or all of these attributes. For example, the 

color of mouthwash is a search, its taste an experience, and the advertised plaque reduction a 

credence attribute (Siriwardhana & Stewart, 2013). In the buying situation, accessible 

knowledge about a product’s performance is highest for search attributes, lower for experience 

attributes, and lowest for credence attributes (Mitra, 1999; Nelson, 1970). Andersen and 

Philipsen (1998) refer to the different levels of information costs following this trichotomy. In 

their categorization, performance evaluation of search attributes entails low pre-buying costs, 
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experience attributes high pre-buying and low post-buying costs, and credence attributes high 

pre-and post-buying costs. The lower the information costs in the buying situation, the higher 

the likelihood that the attributes influence consumers’ decision-making. As a result, the idea of 

product labelling is to change credence attributes with high pre-buying information costs into 

search attributes with low pre-buying costs. When a product carries a credible sustainability 

label, the consumer’s costs of evaluating this attribute are removed or considerably reduced 

(Thøgersen et al., 2012), and evaluating the product’s sustainability performance is made easy. 

A sustainability label turns the product’s sustainability performance into a search attribute, 

removing or substantially reducing the information asymmetry that otherwise characterizes 

credence attributes. The label carries summarized information on the product’s sustainability 

performance, which ideally gives full disclosure to the consumer (Frydendal, Hansen, & 

Bonou, 2018). Therefore, sustainability labelling is an enabler of more sustainable 

consumption choices.  

 

2.4. Sustainability labelling as choice architecture 

“Nudging” instruments use the design of the “choice architecture” to help consumers make 

choices that leave themselves and society better off in the long run (Benartzi et al., 2017; Thaler 

& Sunstein, 2009). Since there will inevitably be a choice architecture, it may as well be 

designed to facilitate choices that are healthy, social, and sustainable (Hansen, Schilling, & 

Malthesen, 2019; Jachimowicz, Duncan, Weber, & Johnson, 2019; Sunstein, 2014; Weber, 

2017). Product labels may be viewed as part of the choice architecture (Ölander & Thøgersen, 

2014) and labelling as a form of nudging (Hollands et al., 2017). Governments generally, but 

often also NGOs and companies, apply labelling interventions with the aim of improving life 

quality of the individual or society in general (Cioffi, Levitsky, Pacanowski, & Bertz, 2015; 

Reisch, Sunstein, & Gwozdz, 2017). When noticed, understood, and valued by the consumer, 

the label influences the decision-making of what-to-(not)-buy. Because product labels are 

present at the point of purchase, they may directly influence buying behaviour (Ölander & 

Thøgersen, 2014). Specifically, a sustainability label offers a sustainability-involved consumer 

timely, effective, and efficient help to identify sustainable product alternatives at the most 

relevant moment: the point of purchase (Thøgersen et al., 2012). In contexts without relevant 

sustainability labelling, sustainability-involved consumers face high time and effort barriers 

for transforming their attitudes and intentions into sustainable choices and behaviour.  
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2.5. The need for a meta sustainability label 

The rise of (mostly environmental or social) sustainability labels reflects a movement towards 

a more sustainability sensitive society and a more sustainable lifestyle. However, the plethora 

of different sustainability labels may lead to label confusion (Nikolaou & Kazantzidis, 2016), 

and consumers may face information overload when trying to comprehend the different labels 

(Brécard et al., 2009; Grunert, 2011). Based on the criticism of existing sustainability labelling 

schemes for not sufficiently supporting sustainability-involved consumers in their decision-

making and not sufficiently meeting society's global challenges, a meta sustainability label 

seems to be an obvious solution (Dendler, 2014). A meta sustainability label could, in principle, 

integrate all dimensions of sustainability and give the consumer a single, clear and 

comprehensive answer about the product’s overall sustainability performance. Janßen and 

Langen (2017) conclude that a meta sustainability label could replace the diverse sustainability 

labels included in their study and thereby satisfy 84 percent of the consumers. However, the 

understanding of what a meta sustainability label is varies widely and the whole idea of a meta 

sustainability label is controversial (Dendler, 2013).  

In the following, we systematically review the state-of-the-art of research on meta 

sustainability labelling. We investigate how a meta sustainability label was defined in previous 

research and how it is assessed as a tool to guide consumers towards more sustainable 

consumption decisions, compared to existing, single-issue sustainability labels. But before 

presenting the results of our systematic review, we first describe the methods we used to 

identify relevant literature. Our main focus is on identified benefits and possible disadvantages 

of a meta sustainability label as well as facilitators of and impediments to implementing such 

a labelling system. We end with a discussion of the findings and suggestions for policy and 

future research. 

 

3. METHODOLOGY  

This review of research on meta sustainability labelling was driven by a recognized, 

“increasing need to consolidate, organize, and synthesize the existing knowledge” (Kunisch, 

Menz, Bartunek, Cardinal, & Denyer, 2018, p. 519). The purpose of a systematic literature 

review is to depict the current state of knowledge on a topic of interest and identify important 

knowledge gaps that need to be filled by future research (Siddaway et al., 2019). This task was 
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made more challenging by the lack of a common terminology and agreement on core defining 

characteristics of meta sustainability labelling itself. Hence, conceptual review elements were 

needed to develop an understanding of what a meta sustainability labelling is (not). Hence, the 

approach employed here may be characterized as a systematic literature review with conceptual 

review elements (Kunisch et al., 2018; Paré, Trudel, Jaana, & Kitsiou, 2015). 

In our reporting, we aim to be thorough and transparent, describing and presenting our 

methodological choices in sufficient detail for others to be able to repeat the steps (Tranfield, 

Denyer, & Smart, 2003). This furthermore implies that the sampling of literature for review 

aims to be as objective, systematic, comprehensive, and transparent as possible (Tranfield et 

al., 2003). These criteria are employed in all the phases of the sampling process, including the 

identification of the initial articles to be reviewed, the further screening and selection process, 

and the presentation of the final review (Siddaway et al., 2019). In the following, the 

methodological approach is presented in detail. 

 

3.1. Search string  

The initial literature search was executed in the Business Source Complete Database (EBSCO). 

This is a key database for areas related to business, including management, economics, 

marketing, and psychology, with a large number of academic journals and articles in full text 

(Greer & Lei, 2012; Jones & Gatrell, 2014). EBSCO is also one of the few academic databases 

available that were assessed suitable for systematic reviews by a recent systematic assessment 

(Gusenbauer & Haddaway, 2020).  

To ensure the identification of relevant articles from different disciplines and research 

fields, which may use different terminology, the list of search keywords consisted of 15 terms 

for meta and 12 for sustainability. To the best of our knowledge, all disciplines and research 

fields agree on the term “label”. Variants of the terms were captured using the truncation 

symbol “*”. The final search string is illustrated in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Search string 

 

To ensure a comprehensive search, the first search in EBSCO included all journals and 

all times, that is, no time limitation was set. A search in abstracts on the 9th of March 2020 

returned 9740 hits. When using source type “academic journals” as a filter, the number of hits 

was reduced to 3334. Before reviewing the abstracts, we excluded two papers not written in 

English and 15 duplicates. Using these criteria, we ended up with an initial sample of 3317 

unique academic articles in English. 

 

3.2. Screening and selection process 

In the next round of screening, all titles, abstracts, and author-defined keywords were scanned 

for potential relevance, classifying articles as either no relevance, little relevance, or potentially 

high relevance (Aguinis, Ramani, & Alabduljader, 2018). The primary reason for classifying 

articles as “no relevance” was that they used the search terms in a completely different meaning 

than here, such as “labels” in Computer Science or Sociology. Articles were classified as “little 

relevance” when dealing with sustainable product labelling but without pointing to any element 

of meta labelling directed at the consumer. Articles classified as “potentially high relevance” 

mention, comment, or discuss meta sustainability labelling schemes. This latter class contained 

62 potentially relevant articles, which were kept for the next step. 

To further increase the likelihood of capturing all potentially relevant research items 

for the review, a second, supplementary round of search was carried out, using backward and 
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forward searches and snowballing (Adams, Jeanrenaud, Bessant, Denyer, & Overy, 2016; 

Niesten & Jolink, 2015). The backward search was done based on the reference lists of the 62 

articles identified in the first round. The forward search was done by means of Google Scholar, 

searching for newer articles citing relevant articles identified in the first round and in the 

backward search (Webster & Watson, 2002). Snowballing refers to identifying potentially 

relevant research items other than the database search, such as recommendations from 

colleagues or the general background research for this paper (Greenhalgh & Peacock, 2005). 

From these supplementary searches, 20 additional research items were identified, including 

newer, unpublished items (Adams, Smart, & Huff, 2017). Hence, together, the initial and 

supplementary searches resulted in a list of 82 potentially relevant research items. 

The next step was reading all of these 82 research items and classifying them into four 

categories: (0) no relevance, (1) little relevance, (2) relevant, but only briefly mentioning the 

topic of interest, and (3) relevant and discussing the topic of interest in depth. Inclusion criteria 

were mentions or discussions of a meta sustainability labelling scheme, including discussions 

on integrating existing sustainability labels and/or the communication of such a meta 

sustainability labelling scheme to the consumer. In this last selection round, most excluded 

items comprised topics close to the focus of this study but did not discuss meta sustainability 

schemes from a consumer perspective. Among the excluded items were, for example, articles 

on meta governance as a prerequisite for the successful implementation of a meta labelling 

scheme (Mundle, Beisheim, & Berger, 2017; Samerwong, Bush, & Oosterveer, 2017) and 

articles on governance and legitimacy aspects of a domain-specific meta type certification 

without any consumer perspective (Upham, Tomei, & Dendler, 2011). Other examples of 

exclusions are articles on multi-dimensional sustainability labelling (Kocsis & Kuslits, 2019) 

and articles discussing potential conflicts or competition among existing sustainability labels 

(Li & van 't Veld, 2015; Miller & Bush, 2015) if they did not mention or discuss a meta 

sustainability label scheme. An overview of the search and screening process is given in Figure 

2. 
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Figure 2. Overview of the search and screening process 

 

Of the 82 articles included in this step, 31 items were classified in categories 2 or 3 and 

were hence included in our final sample. Nine of the 31 items were classified in category 3, 

being relevant and having a major focus on meta sustainability labels as a topic, whereas 22 

were classified in category 2, being relevant, but only briefly mentioning, discussing, or (not) 

recommending a meta sustainability label as a sidetrack. Of these 31 items, 16 were identified 

via the database search and 15 via the supplementary searches, as described above. The 

supplementary search hits include seven journal articles, four government reports, one NGO 

report, one white paper, and two doctoral dissertations. Table 1 provides an overview of the 31 

items, listing author, year, journal or document type, category classification (3 or 2), and the 

identification source (database or supplementary search). These 31 items were examined 

thoroughly to extend our understanding of what is generally meant by a meta sustainability 

label in the literature. We also identify potential benefits and disadvantages from a consumer 

point of view as well as facilitators and impediments of a meta sustainability label scheme. 
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Table 1. Final list of relevant research items with categories, sources, and applied wording for meta sustainability labelling  

No. Article (Author, Year) Journal or document type Category Identification source Wording of the term meta sustainability label 

1 Baedeker et al., 2005 Government report 3 - major focus Supplementary search Meta sustainability label 

2 Dendler et al., 2014 Journal of Cleaner Production 3 - major focus Database search Sustainability meta labelling, Overarching 
sustainability message 

3 Dendler, 2013 PhD thesis 3 - major focus Supplementary search Sustainability meta labelling scheme, Overarching 
sustainability product-labelling scheme  

4 Eberle et al., 2011 Government report 3 - major focus Supplementary search Total sustainability score, Sustainable consumption 
index label, Composite sustainable index 

5 Engels et al., 2010 Ecology of Food and Nutrition 3 - major focus Supplementary search Umbrella label, Label family, Integrated food 
labelling 

6 Nikolaou et al., 2018 Journal of Cleaner Production 3 - major focus Database search General sustainability label 

7 Revermann et al., 2015 Government report 3 - major focus Supplementary search Generic international standard 

      

8 Schlegel et al., 2008 NGO report 3 - major focus Supplementary search Comprehensive sustainability label, Integrative 
sustainability label 

9 Teufel et al., 2009 Government report 3 - major focus Supplementary search Sustainability label 

10 Acquaye et al., 2015 International Journal of 
Production Economics 

2 - side focus Database search Integrated environmental and Fairtrade labelling 
scheme, Hybrid approaches  

11 Aschemann-Witzel, 2015 Current Opinion in Food 
Science 

2 - side focus Supplementary search Metal-labels, Organic plus (plus other ethical labels), 
Container concept label 

12 Steering Committee of 
the State-of-Knowledge 
Assessment of Standards 
and Certification, 2012 

White paper 2 - side focus Supplementary search Meta standards 

13 Bernard et al., 2015 International Journal of Retail 
& Distribution Management 

2 - side focus Database search Generalized eco label 

14 Bratt et al., 2011 Journal of Cleaner Production 2 - side focus Database search Strategic sustainability perspective, A new level of 
sustainability for eco-label programs 

15 Cohen et al., 2012 Energy Economics 2 - side focus Database search Uniform methodology for calculating life-cycle 
emissions and labelling products 

16 Eberle, 2001 PhD thesis 2 - side focus Supplementary search Sustainability label 

17 Feucht et al., 2018 Journal of Cleaner Production 2 - side focus Database search Umbrella labels, More general green and ethical 
goals 
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18 François-Lecompte et al., 
2017 

Journal of Cleaner Production 2 - side focus Database search Generalized environmental labelling 

19 Ge et al., 2016 Current Opinion in 
Environmental Sustainability 

2 - side focus Supplementary search Meta governance of environmental sustainability, 
Meta rules, Meta labelling, Meta standards, Meta 
code of conduct, Meta certification, Overarching 
labelling schemes, Labels of labels 

20 Golden et al., 2010 Ecology and Society 2 - side focus Supplementary search Sustainable product indexing, Integrative eco-labels 

21 Gruère et al., 2015 Journal of Consumer Policy 2 - side focus Supplementary search Harmonized environmental standards 

22 Howard et al., 2006 International Journal of 
Consumer Studies 

2 - side focus Database search Beyond organic, Integrate organic practices with one 
or more additional ethical criteria 

23 Janßen et al., 2017 Journal of Cleaner Production 2 - side focus Database search Universal sustainability label 

24 Kaphengst et al., 2009 Journal of Cleaner Production 2 - side focus Database search New generic standard setting scheme, Meta standard 

25 Karl et al., 1999 European Environment: The 
Journal of European 
Environmental Policy 

2 - side focus Database search Unique, centralized eco-label, Harmonization of 
environmental labelling 

26 Koos, 2011 Journal of Consumer Policy 2 - side focus Database search Higher order labels 

27 Reisch et al., 2013 Sustainability: Science, 
Practice and Policy 

2 - side focus Supplementary search Meta labels, Combined socioecological sustainability 
label 

28 Schebesta, 2016 European Journal of Risk 
Regulation 

2 - side focus Supplementary search Meta initiatives, Umbrella initiatives, Sustainability 
labelling 

29 Sheldon et al., 2009 Journal of Agricultural & Food 
Industrial Organization 

2 - side focus Database search Harmonize their eco-labelling and certification 
policies for environmental credence goods, 
(Internationally) Harmonized standards for 
environmental credence good labelling 

30 Tobi et al., 2019 Sustainability 2 - side focus Supplementary search Omni or meta labels, Combination labelling, 
Integrated labelling, Unite the disparate strands of 
sustainable diets into a set of omni-standards  

31 Van Dam et al., 2011 Journal of Economic 
Psychology 

2 - side focus Supplementary search Sustainability as a container concept, Umbrella 
certification for sustainability 

 
Note: The final list of the review sample contains 31 research items, sorted first according to category, and then alphabetically. Category 3 is particularly relevant research 
items having a major focus on meta sustainability labelling. Category 2 covers relevant research items that only briefly mention or discuss a meta sustainability label as 
a side focus. Research items stemming from the original database search are categorized as database search, sources stemming from the supplementary search as 
supplementary search
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4. Results 

We first discuss the various terms for a meta sustainability label, revealing a need to clarify the 

understanding, core ideas, and different facets of such a label. Based on this discussion, we 

identified four characteristic elements of a meta sustainability label, which capture the shared 

understanding of a meta sustainability labelling scheme in the literature reviewed and allow for 

a clearer understanding of what it is and differentiates it from related phenomena. Based on 

this understanding, it is specified what a meta sustainability label is from a consumer point of 

view, in contrast to a merely integrated scheme. Next, the potential benefits and disadvantages 

of a meta sustainability labelling scheme, mentioned in the literature reviewed, as well as 

possible facilitators and impediments for the implementation of such a scheme are discussed. 

 

4.1. What is a meta sustainability label? 

4.1.1 Term 

Many papers used a three-element term, such as “meta sustainability label” (see last row in 

Table 1). However, instead of meta, some used terms such as comprehensive, umbrella, 

strategic, generic, beyond, centralized, universal, family, overarching, total, omni, index, 

container, and condensed, to emphasize that what they refer to is a higher-order label, as 

opposed to the common, single-issue labels. This aspect is discussed in detail by Ge and 

Brewster (2016) who defined regular labels as meta information and a meta label, therefore, as 

meta-meta-information or simply a “label about labels”. Other terms used for meta, like 

integrated, harmonized, uniform, composite, consistent, and combined, highlight a different 

aspect. Here, the emphasis is on the interconnection of sub-elements or labels. Interestingly, 

the arguments for such interconnections reflect different perspectives on consumer interests. 

Some arguments take their point of departure in classical consumer policy, addressing the need 

to protect consumers against confusion and information overload. The presence of too many 

labels with too diverse information is recognized as a problem, calling for more harmonized 

information partly to improve product comparison (e.g. Bernard, Bertrandias, & Elgaaied, 

2015; Engels, Hansmann, & Scholz, 2010; Nikolaou & Tsalis, 2018). Another perspective 

takes its point of departure in consumers' engagement and demand for more comprehensive 

labels, covering all or at least more aspects of sustainability (e.g. Aschemann-Witzel, 2015; 

Feucht & Zander, 2018; Howard & Allen, 2006; Tobi et al., 2019). A third market perspective 
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discusses retailers’ and producers’ action towards a meta product label as a way to differentiate 

their products (e.g. Aschemann-Witzel, 2015; Dendler, 2013).  

In a meta sustainability label the term sustainability refers to the product's sustainability 

performance, which is the credence attribute(s) communicated by the label. When the term 

sustainability itself is used, it most often refers to the overarching concept of sustainability, 

differentiating it from single-issue label schemes. However, sometimes the term sustainability 

is used for the environmental dimension of sustainability only, equating the meaning of a 

sustainability label and an eco-label (Bratt et al., 2011). This use of the term reflects the 

historical dominance of the environmental dimension of sustainability in product labelling 

compared to the social and economic dimensions. 

The terms label and labelling are used in almost all the papers reviewed, reflecting that 

our literature search focused on label communication of sustainability performance information 

to the consumer. Product labelling, including a logo and often some text, is an essential means 

of communicating credence attributes to consumers at the point of purchase, including 

sustainability attributes (Thøgersen, 2005).  

The different terms and emphases identified in the literature reviewed reflect the lack 

of a clear definition and meaning of a meta sustainability label. Part of the reason might be that, 

depending on the definition, no or few meta sustainability labels have been implemented so 

far. Still, the need for and potential forms of a meta sustainability label have been examined 

(Dendler, 2013; Revermann et al., 2015; Steering Committee of the State-of-Knowledge 

Assessment of Standards and Certification, 2012), although mostly as thought experiments. 

Dendler’s conclusion (2013) remains valid: Research on meta sustainability labelling is 

limited. In the next section, we identify the four most salient characteristics of a meta 

sustainability label based on our literature review. In addition, we classify them as optional, 

necessary, or sufficient characteristics of a meta sustainability label.  

 

4.1.2. Characteristics of a meta sustainability label 

Most of the different emphases of meta sustainability labelling in our literature sample may be 

described either as a horizontal or a vertical extension compared to existing single-issue 

sustainability labels. One horizontal extension approach emphasizes the multi-dimensionality 
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of sustainability, criticizing that most current sustainability labels ignore relevant dimensions 

(Acquaye, Yamoah, & Feng, 2015; Bratt et al., 2011; Golden et al., 2010; Teufel et al., 2009). 

Another horizontal extension approach criticizes that many labels are limited to specific 

product categories and/or countries and, hence, suggest a universal label across product 

categories either to increase familiarity (Cohen & Vandenbergh, 2012; François-Lecompte, 

Bertrandias, & Bernard, 2017; Janßen & Langen, 2017; Kaphengst, Ma, & Schlegel, 2009; 

Karl & Orwat, 1999) or to reduce trade barriers across countries (Cohen & Vandenbergh, 2012; 

Janßen & Langen, 2017; Kaphengst et al., 2009; Sheldon & Roe, 2009). 

Approaches that call for a vertical extension suggest using a meta label as a means of 

tying together single-issue labels, making it possible to identify specific sustainability labels as 

part of a label family (Baedeker et al., 2005; Dendler, 2014; Ge & Brewster, 2016; Kaphengst 

et al., 2009). Sustainability labels that meet the meta label criteria contribute to sustainable 

development. Hence, a meta label would avoid causing “water bed effects” by promoting 

consumer choices that are beneficial in terms of one sustainability dimension but are 

detrimental for other sustainability goals. Another vertical extension approach argues for a 

multi-level label, going beyond the categorical (yes or no) fulfillment of a minimum set of 

standards to compare the sustainability performance of products. Examples include a simple 

traffic light label or other rating approaches that allow a more differentiated assessment of a 

product’s sustainability performance (Bernard et al., 2015; Eberle et al., 2011; Nikolaou & 

Tsalis, 2018).  

In principle, it is possible to realize all of the objectives mentioned in a meta 

sustainability label. However, whereas a multi-level design or a universal label for all product 

groups are optional, multi-dimensionality is a requisite, reflecting the many dimensions of 

sustainability. The sufficient characteristic of a meta sustainability label is the “meta” 

characteristic. The “meta” characteristic ties single-issue sustainability labels together in a label 

“family”, communicating the performance of a labeled product on (at least) a single 

sustainability dimension at the same time indicating that at any rate, the product is not 

detrimental to other sustainability goals (see Figure 3).  
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4.1.3. Integrated versus meta 

A distinction should be made between an integrated sustainability labelling scheme and a meta 

sustainability label scheme. An integrated labelling scheme can use different forms of 

integration. For example, the integration can be a guideline for or a joint administration of 

stand-alone, single-issue sustainability label schemes. If the integration of sustainability 

labelling schemes is graphically communicated to consumers, it becomes a meta sustainability 

labelling scheme. Hence, a meta labelling scheme is always an integrated labelling scheme, but 

an integrated labelling scheme is not necessarily a meta labelling scheme (see Figure 4). 

To fulfil the purpose of a meta labelling scheme, the graphical communication to the 

consumer is essential. When consumers experience a meta sustainability label on products at 

the point of purchase, it should account for and connect all relevant sustainability dimensions 

Figure 3. Horizontal and vertical elements of a meta sustainability labelling scheme 
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and thereby unite the communication of single-issue labelling as sublabels in an overall meta 

sustainability label.  

 

 
Figure 4. An integrated scheme versus a meta sustainablity labelling scheme 

 

Even though Dendler’s (2014) research focussed on how to set, assess and implement 

a meta standard rather than on the communication of these, she recognizes communication 

briefly as being “at the heart” of a meta sustainability labelling. Also, her definition reflects the 

primary importance of consumer communication: A meta sustainability label scheme is a 

scheme “that condenses existing product-labels and other communication measures into an 

overarching Sustainability message in order to enable household consumers better to align 

purchase decisions with Sustainable Development goals” (2014, p. 81). Dendler’s definition is 

in line with the findings of this review regarding the characteristics of a meta sustainability 

label as well as with the argument about the essential importance of the graphical 

communication to the consumer. 

 

4.2. Why should a meta sustainability label (not) be considered from a consumer point of 

view? 

Many of the publications reviewed discuss the benefits and disadvantages of a meta 

sustainability label compared to existing stand-alone, single-issue sustainability labels. Below, 

we review the factors associated with a meta sustainability label that might increase or amplify 
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(benefits) or decrease or dampen (disadvantages) consumers’ inclination to make sustainable 

consumption decisions compared to stand-alone, single-issue sustainable labelling.  

 

4.2.1. Anticipated benefits 

Proponents generally assume a meta sustainability label to amplify effects of the known 

benefits of single-issue sustainability labels. The prospect of an amplification effect is based 

on the assumption that if a sustainability label supports more sustainable consumption 

decisions by allowing for easier identification of sustainable products, then a meta label, which 

removes uncertainty about possible negative impacts on other issues, should do that even more. 

The more consistent communication with a uniform label design at the center should also ease 

the processing and the learning of the single-issue labels contained in the meta label 

(Revermann et al., 2015). In the long run, a design that is overall simpler and more 

comprehensible, a broader use of the design family, and therefore also a higher familiarity, are 

also assumed to make a meta label more salient than single-issue labels (Dendler, 2014). A 

joint meta label can act as an umbrella or family brand in relation to the qualifying sustainability 

single-issue (sub)labels, making it more comprehensive than the single-issue labels on their 

own account (Eberle et al., 2011). Due to it following a higher sustainability standard overall 

and given that it is sponsored by a trusted body, the meta label has the potential of achieving a 

higher credibility, which is also assumed to increase the credibility of sublabels (Gruère, 2015; 

Revermann et al., 2015; Schlegel, Kaphengst, & Cavallieri, 2008). Furthermore, being more 

comprehensive, a meta sustainability label would potentially increase the comparability of 

sustainability performance claims on products (Engels et al., 2010). 

Besides intensifying known benefits of sustainability labelling, meta labels are assumed 

to make their sublabels easier understood by consumers, as is known from, for example, co-

branding or brand extension (Teufel et al., 2009). A meta sustainability label can make it easier 

to understand the importance of specific (sub)labeled sustainability dimensions by linking them 

to the multi-dimensional concept of sustainability. At the same time, the complex concept of 

sustainability is assumed to become more transparent and better understood by consumers 

when communicating various dimensions of sustainability in the form of sublabels integrated 

into the meta label. For these and other reasons, a meta sustainability label and its sublabels 
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may also facilitate learning about the multi-dimensional and complicated concept of 

sustainability (Carlson & Palmer, 2016).  

A third important benefit of meta sustainability labelling, from a consumer-policy point 

of view, is reducing possible greenwashing and waterbed effects as regards sustainability 

dimensions. Due to the single-issue focus of current sustainability labels, they may lead to a 

fragmentation of the holistic concept of sustainability in consumers’ minds, with the different 

aspects of sustainability being decoupled and perceived as unrelated (Reisch, Eberle, & Lorek, 

2013). This can lead to a tension between labels, where products carrying a sustainability label 

may be unsustainable in other dimensions (Dendler, 2013), or label competition, where 

sustainability labels compete for consumer attention (Eberle et al., 2011; Schebesta, 2016). 

Furthermore, claims that are potentially misleading (greenwashing) and the potential risk of an 

overall negative or outbalanced sustainability impact of a product’s production and 

consumption (waterbed effects) are serious threats in the vast labelling landscape (Eberle et al., 

2011; Engels et al., 2010; Golden et al., 2010; Gruère, 2015; Revermann et al., 2015; Schlegel 

et al., 2008). The main objective of sustainability labels is to support consumers in making 

more sustainable decisions. However, the sheer number of unrelated, single-issue sustainability 

labels complicates the task of assessing the “fuzzy” sustainability of alternatives for the 

consumer more need be (van Dam & van Trijp, 2011). 

A fourth possible benefit of a meta sustainability label is that it may give rise to a range 

of synergy effects. A meta sustainability labelling scheme could lower information and 

administrative costs, for example, due to economies of scale. This is likely to happen if the 

meta labelling scheme either replaces a range of single-issue schemes or allows bundling of 

efforts involved in running different schemes (Kaphengst et al., 2009).  

Fifth, in the longer term, a “full system perspective” on sustainability can foster 

innovations because more creative solutions are required (Bratt et al., 2011).  

Sixth, a meta labelling scheme can potentially reach a wider market than single-issue 

sustainability labelling schemes (Schlegel et al., 2008). It may also lower entry and trade 

barriers, especially for small producers who will need to deal with a lower number and less 

different certification systems (Kaphengst et al., 2009). This advantage is amplified if the meta 

sustainability labelling scheme is scaled up to be a trans or international scheme (Karl & Orwat, 

1999).  
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Seventh, it has been argued that a meta sustainability labelling scheme will impact all 

dimensions of sustainability more than all single-issue labels combined. This effect of a meta 

sustainability label has been attributed, for example, to it assessing the overall contribution of 

products to sustainable development (Nikolaou & Tsalis, 2018), striving to achieve more inter 

and intragenerational justice (Engels et al., 2010) and/or setting a benchmark that goes beyond 

many existing standards, thereby fostering the convergence of standards in the long run 

(Schlegel et al., 2008). 

 

4.2.2. Anticipated disadvantages 

The literature reviewed also contains arguments questioning that a meta sustainability labelling 

scheme would do any better than the existing labelling landscape (Dendler, 2014). However, 

despite the long list of different issues, substantially fewer argue against a meta sustainability 

label. 

First, compared to single-issue sustainability labels, a meta sustainability label is less 

specific and may therefore become less meaningful, less salient, less credible, and it may 

remove some positive outcomes of label competition. The higher aggregation level of a meta 

sustainability label may make it less clear and less meaningful to the consumer. Ge and 

Brewster (2016) give the example of “organic,” which is a common label, assembling different 

sustainability criteria on a higher aggregation level, but still not as general as a meta 

sustainability label would be. Nevertheless, many consumers seem to have an unclear 

understanding of the term organic, which they tend to associate with “tasty”, “nutritious”, 

“natural”, “healthy” and “from sustainable farms” (Ge & Brewster, 2016). Besides, too general 

claims could raise consumer skepticism about the label. This is supported by the view that a 

meta label scheme must consist of fewer or lower quality criteria than the single-issue 

sustainability labels it replaces (Schlegel et al., 2008). The more generalized standard setting 

and methodological simplification may lead to less perceived credibility of and trust in a more 

abstract label (Karl & Orwat, 1999). A potential solution might be a multi-level design 

(Dendler, 2013). However, if a meta sustainability label is perceived as yet another label on the 

market, it could end up being less salient to consumers (Teufel et al., 2009). If a meta label 

lacks specificity, highly involved consumers might be unable to detect the specific criteria for 

the higher quality they are looking for, and less involved consumers who only care about a 
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single sustainability criterion, might be unable to identify with a general sustainability label 

(Dendler, 2013; Eberle et al., 2011). Lower competition among labels would occur if a meta 

sustainability labelling scheme ousted other sustainability labels or became mandatory 

(Revermann et al., 2015). In these cases, the competition for better standards might disappear, 

which could decrease the quality performance of a meta label (Gruère, 2015). Anyway, from 

the perspective of a consumer label, the competition only occurs when consumers understand 

the differences between the labels and can distinguish them from each other (Karl & Orwat, 

1999).  

Second, some argue that a meta sustainability labelling might add to the confusion 

(Tobi et al., 2019). For example, if more meta labelling schemes entered the market, consumers 

might not perceive any of these as salient, and therefore they might just increase the level of 

confusion (Ge & Brewster, 2016). The attempt to support consumer decision-making in times 

of “over-labelling” would have consumers dealing with “over-meta labelling”. Others argue 

that sustainability is an “intellectual concept”, too complex to be understood by the common 

consumer (Eberle, 2001). With a meta label, consumers not only have to understand a single 

sustainability issue and label, but also the relationships among sustainability issues and the 

additional label, which might increase consumer confusion (Eberle et al., 2011). However, 

consumers appear to perceive only some combinations of existing sustainability labels as a 

good fit, while others are perceived as a bad fit, leading to lower perceived label value (Sirieix, 

Delanchy, Remaud, Zepeda, & Gurviez, 2013). Also, not all sustainability dimensions are 

reflected in existing sustainability labels, meaning that integration may not be possible in all 

cases and may therefore not be a means to increase understanding of underrepresented aspects 

of sustainability (Schlegel et al., 2008). 

Third, it has been suggested that a meta sustainability label might create or amplify 

institutionalized water bed effects (Dendler, 2013, 2014). Institutionalized waterbed effects 

refer to the challenge that, when setting standards for a meta sustainability labelling scheme, 

decisions must be made on qualifying attributes, which unavoidably involves trade-offs. It has 

been suggested that these trade-offs might exacerbate waterbed effects between different 

aspects of sustainability (Tobi et al., 2019). To the best of our knowledge, no evidence exists 

as to whether such waterbed effects can or cannot be avoided, but it is unquestioned that the 

various aspects of sustainable development interact (Nilsson et al., 2018).   
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Fourth, some possible indirect disadvantages are mentioned in the publications 

reviewed. The costs of implementing and running a meta sustainability standards scheme have 

been argued to be too high and add to the costs of existing sustainability labelling schemes 

(Teufel et al., 2009). Specifically, it is argued that no standard with accompanying costs will 

disappear if a meta standard integrates existing sustainability labels as sublabels. Besides, 

aspects of sustainability that are not yet represented by an existing sustainability label would 

have to be developed as qualifying sublabels (Schlegel et al., 2008).  

Fifth, an overarching meta standard has also been criticized for a potential lock-in effect 

due to path dependencies set by such a standard (Eberle et al., 2011), which could hamper 

sustainable innovation. Furthermore, the lack of competing standards that could challenge a 

producer to more than pass the minimum standards of the meta label scheme might decrease 

incentives to invest in sustainable innovations (Karl & Orwat, 1999).  

Sixth, a meta sustainability label has also been criticized on the ground that 

environmental considerations and capabilities depend on the local context and that relevant 

regional or national conditions cannot properly be taken into account in a labelling scheme that 

is supposed to be applicable in many countries, preferably globally (Karl & Orwat, 1999). Also, 

it has been criticized for creating unnecessary barriers for small and medium-sized companies 

because it is supposed to include more criteria to pass and require a potentially more technology 

intensive production mode, both of which would be more difficult for small producers 

(Kaphengst et al., 2009).  

Seventh, it has been argued that a meta sustainability label scheme would not represent 

more sustainability aspects than the sum of existing and qualified sublabels and therefore, it 

cannot have a higher impact on sustainability (Schlegel et al., 2008). It has also been argued 

that, whereas a meta sustainability labelling scheme makes sense from a consumer perspective, 

it does not necessarily do so from a producer perspective: “Why would you put fish and forest 

into one scheme. You would do it from a consumer perspective but you would never do it from 

a producer perspective because they have nothing in common” (Dendler, 2013, p. 302, quote 

from an interview with an Environmental NGO representative).  
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Table 2. Benefits and disadvantages of a meta sustainability labelling scheme 
 

BENEFITS DISADVANTAGES 

Amplifying positive effects Amplifying opposed effects 

simpler 
(higher level of 
aggregation, more 
comprehensible, 
clearer message) 

Eberle, 2001, Eberle et al., 
2011, Engels et al., 2010, 
Kaphengst et al., 2009, Karl 
et al., 1999, Nikolaou et al., 
2018, Reisch et al., 2013, 
Revermann et al., 2015, 
Schebesta, 2016, Teufel et 
al., 2009, Tobi et al., 2019 

less meaning 
(less quality due to 
more aggregation, 
more unclear, more 
distance, less 
ambitious) 

Dendler, 2013, Ge et al., 
2016, Karl et al., 1999, 
Nikolaou et al., 2018, 
Schlegel et al., 2008 

more salient  
more recognizable, 
more familiar) 

Dendler et al., 2014, Eberle 
et al., 2011, Janßen et al., 
2017, Nikolaou et al., 2018 

less salient 
(less awareness, just 
another label) 

Teufel et al., 2009 

more credible 
(more trust, more 
confidence) 

Gruère et al., 2015, 
Revermann et al., 2015, 
Schlegel et al., 2008 

less credible 
(too abstract to be 
trusted, reduced 
method accuracy) 

Ge et al., 2016, Karl et al., 
1999 

more comparability Engels et al., 2010, 
Kaphengst et al., 2009, 
Nikolaou et al., 2018 

less specificity 
(special quality 
preferences cannot be 
addressed) 

Dendler, 2013, Eberle et al., 
2011, Janßen et al., 2017, 
Schlegel et al., 2008 

more comprehensive   Baedeker et al., 2005, 
Dendler, 2013, Eberle, 2001,  
Engels et al. , 2010, Golden 
et al.,  2010, Janßen et al., 
2017, Nikolaou et al., 2018, 
Revermann et al., 2015, Tobi 
et al., 2019, Van Dam et al., 
2011 

less competition 
(decrease in quality 
performance, no 
obstacle for new 
labels) 

Gruère et al., 2015, Karl et 
al., 1999, Revermann et al., 
2015 

Better understanding  More confusion 

.. of each sublabel Eberle, 2001 .. of each sublabel Dendler, 2013, Eberle, 
2001, Revermann et al., 
2015, Teufel et al., 2009,  
Schlegel et al., 2008 

.. of holistic concept Baedeker et al., 2005, Bratt et 
al., 2011, Eberle, 2001, 
Revermann et al., 2015 

.. of holistic concept Dendler, 2013, Eberle, 
2001, Eberle et al., 2011, Ge 
et al., 2016, Revermann et 
al., 2015, Tobi et al., 2019 

Mitigation of negative effects Amplifying negative effects  

reducing decoupling Baedeker et al., 2005, 
Dendler, 2013, Nikolaou et 
al., 2018, Reisch et al., 2013, 
Revermann et al., 2015, 
Schebesta, 2016, Schlegel et 
al., 2008 

no equivalent   

avoiding 
greenwashing 

Eberle et al., 2011, Engels et 
al., 2010, Golden et al., 2010, 
Gruère et al., 2015, 
Revermann et al.,  2015, 
Schlegel et al., 2008 

no equivalent   
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avoiding waterbed 
effects 

Acquaye et al., 2015, 
Dendler, 2013, Golden et al.,  
2010, Schlegel et al., 2008 

institutionalized 
waterbed effects  

Dendler, 2013, Dendler et 
al., 2014, Eberle et al., 
2011, Tobi et al., 2019 

Further benefits  
(indirectly affecting consumers) 

Further disadvantages 
(indirectly affecting consumers) 

synergy effects  
(less costs for 
information and 
administration, 
economies of scale) 

Acquaye et al., 2015, 
Kaphengst et al., 2009, Karl 
et al., 1999, Nikolaou et al., 
2018, Schlegel et al., 2008, 
Teufel et al., 2009 

no synergy effects 
(more costs, more 
administration) 

Dendler, 2013, Dendler et 
al., 2014, Eberle et al., 
2011, Revermann et al., 
2015, Schebesta, 2016, 
Schlegel et al., 2008, Teufel 
et al., 2009 

fostering sustainable 
innovations 
(higher standard to 
meet multi-
dimensional 
sustainability 
criteria) 

Bratt et al., 2011, Golden et 
al.,  2010 

hindering sustainable 
innovations  
(path dependencies, 
lock-in effects) 

Dendler, 2013, Dendler et 
al., 2014, Eberle et al., 
2011, Karl et al., 1999 

wider applicability  
(independent from 
company size and 
local conditions) 

Kaphengst et al., 2009, Karl 
et al., 1999,  Revermann et 
al., 2015, Schlegel et al., 
2008 

limited applicability 
(less geographical fit, 
higher barriers for 
smaller companies) 

Dendler et al., 2014, 
Kaphengst et al., 2009, Karl 
et al., 1999, Schlegel et al., 
2008 

more impact 
(more actual and 
significant impact 
on all dimensions of 
sustainability) 

Acquaye et al., 2015, 
Baedeker et al., 2005, Engels 
et al., 2010, Ge et al., 2016, 
Kaphengst et al., 2009, 
Nikolaou et al., 2018, 
Revermann et al., 2015, 
Schlegel et al., 2008 

unaltered or less 
significant impact 
(takes focus from 
other important 
actors and 
interventions) 

Dendler, 2013, Dendler et 
al., 2014, Kaphengst et al., 
2009, Karl et al., 1999, 
Schlegel et al., 2008 

 

In sum, it appears that the benefits and disadvantages of a meta sustainability label (see 

Table 2) are primarily assessed in terms of whether it reduces or increases consumer confusion. 

In addition, the impact on consumer salience, learning, possible “waterbed effects,” and costs 

is important issues. 

 

4.3. Facilitators and impediments for implementing a meta sustainability label  

The feasibility of meta sustainability labelling depends not only on its benefits and 

disadvantages but also on how conducive the context is to this idea. The publications reviewed 

also discussed various potential facilitators and impediments for a meta sustainability label.  
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4.3.1. Anticipated facilitators 

The ability of traditional single-issue sustainability labelling to support the next level of 

sustainable development has been questioned mostly due to the fragmentation of sustainability 

in many different labels with a narrow focus (Dendler, 2014; Nikolaou & Tsalis, 2018), but 

also due to the complexity of today’s production and consumption processes (Kaphengst et al., 

2009). Furthermore, it has been suggested that consumers’ focus shift between different social 

or environmental aspects of production and consumption, which might make them loose 

interest in single-issue sustainability labels (Kaphengst et al., 2009). This may create 

institutional pressure to revise the sustainability labelling system. 

The topicality of sustainability as a megatrend has been emphasized as a central 

facilitator of a meta sustainability labelling scheme (Mittelstaedt, Shultz, Kilbourne, & 

Peterson, 2014). Different stakeholders call for meta sustainability labelling in connection with 

the increasing sustainability focus (Dendler, 2013). Consumers demand more sustainable 

products (Engels et al., 2010) and express an interest in a meta sustainability label to guide 

their decision-making at the point of purchase (Teufel et al., 2009). The interest of 

governmental and non-governmental organizations is reflected in commissioned reports on the 

feasibility of (meta) sustainability labelling schemes (Baedeker et al., 2005; Eberle et al., 2011; 

Revermann et al., 2015; Schlegel et al., 2008; Steering Committee of the State-of-Knowledge 

Assessment of Standards and Certification, 2012; Teufel et al., 2009). Company initiatives to 

implement private meta sustainability labels have been attributed to image and reputation 

benefits and preventive attempts against potential regulation (Engels et al., 2010).  

Further facilitators that might indirectly affect the successful implementation of a meta 

sustainability label scheme include that some existing sustainability labels have overall 

principles and institutional framework in common. Building on existing infrastructure can ease 

the implementation of a meta sustainability labelling scheme and also increase consumers’ 

acceptance compared to a meta sustainability label replacing existing schemes (Kaphengst et 

al., 2009). Furthermore, there are no legal barriers (constitutional or European law) against a 

meta sustainability labelling scheme (Revermann et al., 2015). 
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4.3.2. Anticipated impediments 

It has been argued that it is a “Herculean task” to craft and implement a meta sustainability 

labelling scheme (Janßen & Langen, 2017), which is judged to be too complex, too lengthy, 

too expensive, and too data intensive. This is based on doubts in the feasibility of transferring 

the complex and unclear term of sustainability into one clear meta sustainability label (Dendler, 

2013; Eberle, 2001; Nikolaou & Tsalis, 2018). Besides, it will be difficult to achieve consensus 

among the broad range of product domains, configuration approaches, and expert opinions 

concerning a meta sustainability label (Baedeker et al., 2005; Eberle et al., 2011; Revermann 

et al., 2015). This complexity increases if the aspiration is an internationally applicable label 

(Teufel et al., 2009). Hence, to find a compromise is likely to be a lengthy, if not impossible, 

process (Dendler, 2014). It is also assessed to be too expensive and that adequate funding is 

out of reach (Engels et al., 2010). A meta sustainability label will be extremely demanding on 

data, which might not be accessible in sufficient quality (Acquaye et al., 2015; Baedeker et al., 

2005; Dendler, 2014). Issues apart from the complexity questioning a meta sustainability 

scheme's feasibility are only mentioned briefly in the publications reviewed.  

A second possible impediment is that consumers form too high expectations regarding 

a meta sustainability label as an “ideal label” (Eberle et al., 2011; Revermann et al., 2015). 

These high expectations might result in disappointment or distrust and, consequently, low 

consumer adoption (Revermann et al., 2015; Tobi et al., 2019). Which institution is behind 

such a meta sustainability scheme will influence its credibility and consumer confidence 

(Engels et al., 2010). Public authorities are generally viewed as the most credible (Thøgersen, 

2010), but they might be reluctant because of the challenges of meaningfully communicating 

such a complex concept and scheme and the risk of being misunderstood (Janßen & Langen, 

2017; Kaphengst et al., 2009). Examples of reasons for misunderstandings are a poor label 

design (Ölander & Thøgersen, 2014) or a uniform label design across countries, such as the 

EU Ecolabel, that has been understood differently across countries (Eberle et al., 2011; Engels 

et al., 2010). Institutions that currently manage and represent sustainability labels might 

perceive a new meta sustainability label as a threat to their authority, making them hesitant to 

change (Dendler, 2014; Teufel et al., 2009). Producers and retailers might be reluctant based 

on the assumption that a meta sustainability label reduces product differentiation (Dendler, 

2013). This is supported by examples from the past where producers rejected sustainability 
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labels even though their products were living up to the standards (Dendler, 2014; Revermann 

et al., 2015).  

There was mention of a few further impediments that might indirectly affect the 

implementation of a meta sustainability label scheme, including doubts about the required 

methods and processes in general (Baedeker et al., 2005; Dendler, 2014) and specifically for 

sustainability aspects not yet considered in sustainability labelling (Eberle, 2001; Nikolaou & 

Tsalis, 2018). Also, the lack of a coherent legislative framework in European law was 

mentioned as an impediment for a meta sustainability label scheme (Revermann et al., 2015). 

We provide a summary of the potential facilitators and impediments in Table 3. 

 

5. DISCUSSION  

Existing sustainability labelling schemes are criticized for inadequately supporting 

sustainability-involved consumers in their decision-making. Sustainability labels differ not 

only on the aspects of sustainability covered but also on the criteria or standards and related 

obligations, the amount, type, and clarity of information, the certifying body and related 

certification and monitoring processes, all of which influence the perceived overall credibility 

of the label (Castka & Corbett, 2016; Janßen & Langen, 2017). It seems likely that information 

overload, confusion, and skepticism among consumers increase with the number of different 

sustainability labels (Bratt et al., 2011; Nuttavuthisit & Thøgersen, 2017; Sharma & Kushwaha, 

2019). Therefore, due to too much, too complex, too similar, and too ambiguous information, 

the existing sustainability label landscape has been accused of contributing to consumer 

confusion rather than effectively supporting consumer decision-making in a more sustainable 

direction (Chen & Chang, 2013; Turnbull et al., 2000).  

Furthermore, it is problematic that current sustainability labelling schemes focus on a 

single-issue only and do not reflect the variety of goals for sustainable development expressed, 

for example, in the global SDGs. When focusing on single items in isolation, how important 

that issue might be, there is  the risk  that solutions that are  preferred in  terms of this  particular 

issue are detrimental in terms of other important sustainable development goals (Fuso Nerini 

et al., 2019).  
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Table 3. Facilitators and impediments of a meta sustainability labelling scheme 
 

FACILITATORS  IMPEDIMENTS  

Traditional labelling at a tipping point Feasibility of a meta sustainability label scheme in 
question 

existing 
sustainability 
labelling schemes 
reach saturation 
point 

Acquaye et al., 2015, 
Dendler, 2013, Dendler et 
al., 2014, Kaphengst et al., 
2009, Nikolaou et al., 2018 

too complex Baedeker et al., 2005, Dendler, 
2013, Dendler et al., 2014, 
Eberle, 2001, Eberle et al., 
2011, Janßen et al., 2017, 
Nikolaou et al., 2018, 
Revermann et al., 2015, Teufel 
et al., 2009 

  too lengthy 
 

Dendler et al., 2014 

  too expensive Engels et al., 2010 

  too data intensive Acquaye et al., 2015, Baedeker 
et al., 2005, Dendler et al., 
2014 

Increasing sustainability focus opens a window 
of opportunity 

A meta sustainability label provokes a new set of 
problems 

consumer Baedeker et al., 2005, 
Engels et al., 2010, 
Kaphengst et al., 2009, 
Teufel et al., 2009 

consumer 
 

Dendler, 2013, Dendler et al., 
2014, Eberle et al., 2011, 
Engels et al., 2010, Revermann 
et al., 2015, Teufel et al., 2009, 
Tobi et al., 2019 

government Baedeker et al., 2005, 
Dendler, 2013, Teufel et al., 
2009 

government 
 

Dendler et al., 2014, Eberle, 
2001, Eberle et al., 2011, 
Engels et al., 2010, Janßen et 
al., 2017, Kaphengst et al., 
2009 

non-government 
organizations 

Dendler, 2013, Engels et al., 
2010, Revermann et al., 
2015 

label institutions 
 

Dendler et al., 2014, Engels et 
al., 2010, Teufel et al., 2009 
 

industry Dendler, 2013, Engels et al., 
2010 

industry 
 

Dendler, 2013, Dendler et al., 
2014, Engels et al., 2010, 
Revermann et al., 2015, Teufel 
et al., 2009 

Further facilitators 
(indirectly affecting consumers) 

Further impediments 
(indirectly affecting consumers) 

existing 
infrastructure 
 
 

Kaphengst et al., 2009 missing pre-
conditions  

Baedeker et al., 2005, Dendler 
et al., 2014, Eberle, 2001, 
Nikolaou et al., 2018, 
Revermann et al., 2015 
 

no legal barriers  Revermann et al., 2015 no coherent 
legislative framework 

Revermann et al., 2015 

 

Therefore, true sustainability labelling should be built on an integrated, multi-

dimensional approach to support the development of all SDGs and not promote solutions to a 

sustainability problem at the expense of other SDGs. Also, consumers increasingly adopt a 
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more integrated and multi-dimensional understanding of sustainability and want to take the 

different and intertwined facets of sustainability into account when making their buying 

decisions (Bangsa & Schlegelmilch, 2020). In practice, this is currently reflected in products 

being labeled with different sustainability labels, such as organic and Fairtrade. However, as 

the current, multi-faceted understanding of sustainability develops, so does the need for an 

integrated, multi-dimensional sustainability labelling scheme that considers all the different 

sustainability goals.  

To transform the consumption behaviour of individuals so that it contributes to the 

sustainable development goals and to the well-being of people and the planet, requires an 

upgraded set of policy instruments. One of the upgrades proposed in the scientific literature is 

to improve the guidance of consumers by means of meta sustainability labelling. Here, the 

potential of meta sustainability labelling is discussed as a further development of sustainability 

labelling, adjusted to the demanding but also pressing goal of a wider sustainable development 

of production and consumption worldwide. Research on meta sustainability labelling is 

systematically reviewed to clarify the meaning of the concept and to outline arguments for and 

against this idea. One important observation is that the scientific literature on this issue is 

surprisingly sparse. Besides, the arguments mustered for and against meta sustainability 

labelling are somewhat vague and inconclusive, which calls for more research before the 

potential of the concept can be conclusively determined. 

Dendler (2014) defined a meta sustainability label as a scheme that integrates existing 

sustainability labels and other communication measures into an overarching message enabling 

consumers to better align purchase decisions with the Sustainable Development goals. We 

added the possibility that a meta sustainability labelling scheme could be created from scratch, 

covering existing sustainability labels as well as possibly new sublabels for sustainability 

aspects that are currently not labeled. However, the literature revealed that meta sustainability 

labelling is termed and understood differently and rarely in a very clear way. Hence, it is an 

important contribution of this article that we identified four characteristic elements of a meta 

sustainability label: multi-dimensionality, meta, multi-level, and universal. Whereas we deem 

the two former characteristics necessary and sufficient for defining a meta sustainability label, 

the two latter are optional. As a further clarification, we propose a distinction between a meta 

sustainability label scheme and an integrated sustainability label scheme, the distinguishing 

characteristic being the (graphical) communication to the consumer. We propose to reserve the 
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term meta sustainability labelling to the labelling of different sustainability issues with a 

common visual identity. As illustrated in Figure 5, the key expected advantage of a meta 

sustainability label scheme appears to be its potential to reduce consumer confusion, especially 

the confusion stemming from the large amount and lack of integration of stand-alone single-

issue sustainability labels. However, there is no consensus in the literature about the likelihood 

of actually achieving this goal. Some argue that the introduction of a meta sustainability label 

is likely to increase consumer confusion. The same disagreement appears for other advantages 

and impediments mentioned in the literature. Some believe that a meta sustainability label will 

add to issue salience or facilitate learning, others the opposite. Note, though, that the potential 

effect regarding meta sustainability labelling on decoupling or greenwashing, we only found 

positive assessments. Nobody seems to expect negative side effects in this regard.  

 

Figure 5. How the benefits of a meta sustainability labelling scheme are supposed to lower 
consmer confusion 

 

We also identified facilitators and barriers to implementing such a scheme. Current 

sustainability labelling approaches may not be entirely up to the task. Still, they have opened a 

window of opportunity for policymakers towards a more effective approach to support 

individual consumer decision-making in a more sustainable direction. At the same time, the 

feasibility of a meta sustainability label is doubted with reference to other – some yet unknown 
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– challenges, fed by the caution that it is better to keep running with familiar problems than to 

risk a vast and costly failure. 

 

5.1. Limitations 

Our focus on a meta sustainability label scheme as a potential improvement to the sketched 

problems of current sustainability labels also entails limitations. Just like sustainability 

labelling is only one instrument for facilitating sustainable consumption, among others, meta 

sustainability labelling is only one of several possible ways of reducing consumer confusion. 

An alternative approach to a meta sustainability label, which was not discussed systematically 

in this article, is the further development of existing sustainability labels to represent more 

aspects of sustainability (Eberle, 2001; Revermann et al., 2015). This approach could facilitate 

stepwise learning by consumers who know and understand an existing label. As the 

sustainability label evolves step by step towards a holistic sustainability label, consumers could 

be educated about more and more aspects of product sustainability. Learning and understanding 

sustainability in all its facets is a fundamental prerequisite for sustainable development. To 

change voluntarily to a more sustainable consumption pattern, people first need to understand 

what it means. However, this does not mean that a meta sustainability label could not be a 

useful tool. A new and fresh start in communicating what product sustainability is, could help 

reduce consumer confusion. Both approaches, a “new” meta sustainability label and further 

development of existing sustainability labels to become a meta sustainability label, would allow 

the integration of relevant sustainability dimensions that are not yet labeled. Both approaches 

might start by integrating existing single-issue sustainability labels and by means of new 

sublabels gradually extending their scope to sustainability aspects yet missing. However, a “co-

branding” with existing and popular sustainability labels might also benefit existing sublabels 

that are currently outside the focus of consumers’ attention. 

 

5.2. Conclusions and suggestions for research and policy 

Extant literature on meta sustainability labelling leaves more questions than answers and does 

not yet allow firm conclusions on the usefulness of meta sustainability labelling for consumers. 

Much to our surprise, we found that there are relatively few published studies focusing on meta 
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sustainability labelling from a consumer perspective, despite political interest in the topic. 

Hence, there is an urgent need for more research on this topic.  

First, more research is needed on how consumers understand and evaluate a meta 

sustainability label. As our review revealed, arguments both in favor and against a meta 

sustainability label have been brought forward, and there is a lack of empirical evidence settling 

the issue. Contradicting arguments regarding benefits and disadvantages must be settled to 

create a sufficient foundation for policy: Will consumers perceive a meta sustainability label 

as confusing, or will it reduce their confusion about sustainability labelling? Will a meta 

sustainability label help consumers make more sustainable decisions? Will it be less or better 

understood as compared to existing labels? Will it raise consumer skepticism or be an answer 

to the demand for clearly sustainable products?  

In particular, the literature review revealed a lack of empirical research on meta 

sustainability labelling. To date, the majority of research publications are conceptual, involving 

discussions, literature reviews, or case studies on existing labels. Empirical research is almost 

exclusively limited to qualitative interviews with experts. However, to further advance insights 

into the meta sustainability label concept, it is time to engage in large-scale empirical work. 

This is a requisite to provide answers to the questions mentioned above.  

Besides the general question of whether a meta sustainability label would support 

consumer decision-making, consumer policy and in particular consumer protection 

considerations are also important. Unethical and manipulative marketing (greenwashing) is 

easier when there is a confusing variety and number of sustainability labels. Rule rationality 

(Aumann, 2019) and the expectation that sustainability labels normally provide relevant 

information – the rule – suggest that consumers may not expect greenwashing and therefore 

not recognize it as a problem. This could decrease their perceived need for a meta sustainability 

label while at the same time increasing the actual need for consumer protection against 

misleading information by sustainability labelling.  

Based on the facilitators and impediments identified, it also remains unclear if a meta 

sustainability label is feasible at all (Dendler, 2013; Eberle, 2001; Nikolaou & Tsalis, 2018). 

The main challenges include institutional barriers (Baedeker et al., 2005; Eberle et al., 2011; 

Revermann et al., 2015) and that meta sustainability labelling is extremely complex, lengthy, 

expensive, and data intensive (Janßen & Langen, 2017). However, if there is a resolve, it ought 
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to be possible to overcome these impediments. Freezing sustainability labelling in its current 

state might quickly lead to a dead-end, not facing the required changes for the needed future-

oriented sustainable development of consumer choices. Hence, more systematic feasibility 

studies of meta sustainability labelling are needed as a cornerstone of future research – both 

conceptually and empirically. 

Note that some of these challenges might call for brand new, innovative approaches 

and out-of-the-box thinking. For example, starting entirely from scratch or building on an 

existing sustainability label might not be the only two options for a meta sustainability labelling 

scheme. A third possible alternative might be to build on an existing sustainability framework 

and communication package, such as the globally communicated graphical branding of the 

United Nations’ Sustainable Development goals. 

Supporting consumers to make sustainable consumption decisions is what 

sustainability labelling is all about. However, this goal is threatened by consumer confusion 

and fraudulent marketing. Meta sustainability labelling holds the potential to reduce these 

threats. This literature review shows that the debate regarding meta sustainability labelling is 

still in its infancy and lacks a proper evidence base. Thus, we encourage marketing and 

sustainability researchers to continue investigating meta sustainability labelling as a potentially 

useful tool for sustainability transformation.  
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ABSTRACT 

The current sustainability labelling landscape is accused of too much, too complex, too similar, 

and too ambiguous information. Maybe even more important, current sustainability labelling 

does not address the overall sustainability performance of products, offering insufficient 

support for sustainability-concerned consumers. Meta sustainability labelling has been 

proposed as a means to reduce consumer confusion and support sustainability transformation. 

However, there is a lack of evidence about whether a meta sustainability label would do a better 

job than existing sustainability labelling schemes. We provide evidence on the effect of a meta 

sustainability label on sustainable consumer choices based on an online survey including a 

choice experiment. Five hundred eighteen consumers in the USA and 520 in Germany 

participated after being screened for responsibility for their household’s shopping and 

consuming the case product (coffee). We randomly allocated respondents to one of four 

different sustainability labelling conditions: (1) traditional labelling, (2) a new labelling in a 

family design line, (3) traditional labelling with an accompanying meta sustainability label, 

and (4) a new labelling in a family design line with an accompanying meta sustainability label. 

The study revealed a general preference for sustainability labelled products (and low prices) in 

both countries. In the USA sample, the  new labelling (including both, a family design line and  

a meta label) outperforms the traditional labelling. However, adding a meta label to the new 

labelling in a family design line actually reduced the effect. In the German sample, none of the 

different label conditions outperformed the others. Hence, it appears that changing traditional 

labelling into a new label family design or adding a meta label does not necessarily affect the 

effectiveness of the labelling, neither positively nor negatively, at least in the short run. 

However, we found that the key results in USA sample are replicated for German consumers 

scoring high on relevant moderators. We conclude that coordinated label design and meta 

labelling may improve the effectiveness of sustainability labelling, at least in some contexts. 

This study has delivered first, but not sufficient evidence on a meta sustainability label’s 

usefulness to drive sustainable consumer choices in regular shopping environments. We hope 

that future researchers will add further understanding of a graphically communicated meta 

sustainability labelling as a tool for sustainable transformation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Sustainability labels are proliferating in the marketplace. Since the introduction of the first 

sustainability label in Germany in 1978, the number of sustainability labels worldwide has 

grown to over 450 (Delmas & Lessem, 2017). At first sight, this seems to be good news. After 

all, sustainability labels have demonstrated their value as a tool to drive individual consumption 

decisions in a more sustainable direction (Thøgersen, Jørgensen, & Sandager, 2012). However, 

research suggests that the increasing plurality in the sustainability labelling landscape may lead 

to consumer confusion, reducing their effect on sustainable product choices (Grunert, Hieke, 

& Wills, 2014; Horne, 2009; Lyon & Montgomery, 2015). 

Sustainability labels differ in many ways: It´s specific focus, the underlying criteria, 

standards and related obligations, the label type and its target group, the clarity of information 

displayed, the certifying body and related certification, as well as the monitoring processes 

(Janßen & Langen, 2017). Some of these dimensions affect consumers’ perceived credibility 

of the label (Castka & Corbett, 2016). The proliferation of sustainability labels means that 

consumers sometimes feel they are confronted with too many, too complex, too 

indistinguishable, and/or too ambiguous information, which leaves them confused (Chen & 

Chang, 2013). If consumer confusion increases above tolerable levels, they may respond in 

unfortunate ways, such as ignoring sustainability labels, engaging in impulsive buying 

(Mitchell, Walsh, & Yamin, 2004), or paralyze in inaction (Fitzgerald, Russo Donovan, Kees, 

& Kozup, 2019).  

A meta sustainability label is a promising way to counter this consumer confusion and 

the associated negative consequences. According to Dendler (2014, p. 81) a meta sustainability 

label scheme “condenses existing product-labels and other communication measures into an 

overarching Sustainability message in order to enable household consumers better to align 

purchase decisions with Sustainable Development goals.” Like traditional sustainability labels, 

a meta sustainability label can be graphically communicated to the consumer on the product at 

the point of purchase. However, a meta sustainability label allows consumers to experience a 

label that accounts for and connects relevant sustainability dimensions by uniting the 

communication of single-issue labelling as sub-labels of an overall meta sustainability labelling 

scheme. Accordingly, a meta sustainability label scheme holds the potential to reduce 

consumer confusion by increasing clarity, consistency, and simplicity in sustainability 

communication (Torma & Thøgersen, 2021). 
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While the concept of meta sustainability labelling is increasingly recognized in the 

literature, there is disagreement regarding its ability to reduce consumer confusion. Whereas 

some scholars argue that a meta sustainability label would indeed reduce consumer confusion 

(Bernard, Bertrandias, & Elgaaied, 2015; Dendler, 2013; Kaphengst, Ma, & Schlegel, 2009), 

others argue the opposite, that it would further increase consumer confusion (Eberle et al., 

2011; Ge & Brewster, 2016; Tobi et al., 2019).  

An example of an actually introduced meta label was the Danish quality label “Den Blå 

Lup” (in English, the Blue Magnifier) in 1998. It was a label that represented different 

dimensions of a domain nearly as complex and multi-dimensional as sustainability: food 

quality. The Danish “Blå Lup” label became a miserable failure, and the label was withdrawn. 

Consumers’ did not understand the label and felt confused due to its complexity, and maybe 

due to a lack of sufficient information and marketing of the label (Juhl, Høg, & Poulsen, 2000). 

This illustrates the risk that consumers might perceive a meta label as confusing if too many 

criteria are combined in the label, and if it is not communicated clearly enough. 

However, until now, the debate on the impact of a meta sustainability label on consumer 

confusion has been purely theoretical, lacking empirical evidence. This study is the first 

contribution to fill this gap and provide empirical evidence. Specifically, we qualify 

speculations on the impact of a meta sustainability label on sustainable consumer choices 

compared to the current situation with only stand-alone single-issue sustainability labels. 

Our article proceeds as follows. First, we discuss the usefulness of sustainability 

labelling and argue that the existing landscape of stand-alone and single-issue sustainability 

labels has reached a critical threshold. Then we introduce meta sustainability labelling and 

discuss how such a scheme can be communicated to consumers to make sustainable product 

choices simpler and clearer while taking stock of the available evidence to answer our research 

question: Is a graphically communicated meta sustainability label likely to facilitate more 

sustainable product choices? After that, we introduce the method and report and discuss the 

results. Finally, we reflect on the study’s limitations and propose further research on meta 

sustainability labelling. 
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2. BACKGROUND 

Janßen and Langen (2017) suggest that a meta sustainability label could replace the diverse 

single-issue sustainability labels included in their study, satisfying 84% of the consumers. 

However, the whole idea of a meta sustainability label is controversial. A recent, systematic 

literature review finds that, from a consumer point of view, extant research on a theoretical 

level on meta sustainability labelling leaves more questions than answers and does not allow a 

firm conclusion regarding its usefulness  (Torma & Thøgersen, 2021). For example, some 

argue that a meta sustainability label will be perceived as salient among existing single-issue 

labels, others that it will be just yet another label on the market or product (Dendler, 2014; 

Teufel et al., 2009). Some believe it will be perceived more meaningful as a general 

sustainability label covering all dimensions of sustainability, others that the meta label would 

be interpreted as greenwashing because sustainability criteria would be accused of being too 

soft or too abstract to be trusted (Ge & Brewster, 2016; Gruère, 2015).  

In this study, we address key questions raised in prior research, namely how consumers 

value a meta sustainability label (Asioli, Aschemann-Witzel, & Nayga Jr, 2020) and whether 

such a label will help consumers make more sustainable decisions (Torma & Thøgersen, 2021).  

Especially the issues of salience, recognition, and familiarity represent challenges for 

testing a new meta sustainability label. Salience and recognition depends on a design that is 

appealing to the consumer, even if not being familiar with the new label (Teisl, Rubin, & 

Noblet, 2008). Also, consumers seem to prefer simpler product labels (Grunert & Wills, 2007). 

Recognition and familiarity are connected to subjective knowledge of the label. Consumers 

tend to be sceptical about unfamiliar sustainability labels (Sirieix, Delanchy, Remaud, Zepeda, 

& Gurviez, 2013). Obviously, knowing a sustainability label is a prerequisite for making use 

of it, even for the motivated consumer (Grunert et al., 2014). Research has documented that a 

sustainability label can substantially increase the likelihood that sustainable buying intentions 

are transformed into behaviour, but only among consumers who know the label (Thøgersen, 

2005). Hence, it seems likely that the more familiar consumers are with existing sustainability 

labels, the less likely it is that a new and unfamiliar meta sustainability label will outperform 

the existing sustainability labels. In other words, lack of familiarity is a comparative (but 

perhaps a temporary) disadvantage of a new label, even if it has other qualities that benefit 

consumers. 
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2.1 Sustainability labelling under critique 

Governments, NGOs, and companies use product labelling to support consumer choices that 

improve individuals life quality and the society in general (Cioffi, Levitsky, Pacanowski, & 

Bertz, 2015; Reisch, Sunstein, & Gwozdz, 2017). The label is supposed to influence consumer 

decisions of what-(not)-to-buy, when noticed, understood and valued by consumers. 

Specifically, a sustainability label is supposed to offer timely, effective, and efficient support 

for the sustainably-involved consumer to identify sustainable product alternatives at the point 

of purchase (Thøgersen et al., 2012). In contexts without relevant sustainability labelling, these 

consumers face high time and effort barriers for transforming their attitudes and intentions into 

sustainable choices and behaviour.  

Product labelling is considered an effective tool to reduce the information asymmetry 

between seller and buyer regarding credence attributes (Darby & Karni, 1973), such as 

sustainability (Acharya, 2020; Bratt, Hallstedt, Robèrt, Broman, & Oldmark, 2011). Because 

they are challenging to assess at any point in time, the idea of product labelling is to change 

credence attributes with high pre-buying information costs into search attributes with low pre-

buying information costs. A credible sustainability label makes the product’s sustainability 

performance a search attribute, removing or substantially reducing the information asymmetry. 

The label’s summarized information on the product’s sustainability performance ideally gives 

full disclosure to the consumer (Frydendal, Hansen, & Bonou, 2018). Therefore, sustainability 

labelling is arguably an enabler of more sustainable consumption choices. 

Existing sustainability labelling schemes are criticized for not sufficiently meeting 

society’s global challenges and for not sufficiently supporting sustainably-involved consumers 

in their decision-making (Dendler, 2014). The most common type of sustainability labelling is 

a single-issue label such as the Marine Stewardship Council certification or the Forest 

Stewardship Council certification. This type of sustainability labelling typically has the 

following characteristics: “consumer facing, focused on a single issue, oriented to renewable 

resources (food, agriculture, or forest products), run by a non-profit voluntary organization, 

does not use life-cycle analysis, is not focused on product-level processes and production 

methods, is based in Europe or North America, and has a national scope” (Lyon & 

Montgomery, 2015, p. 240). The rise of (mostly eco- and social) sustainability labels indicates 

a movement towards a more sustainability sensitive society and a more sustainable lifestyle. 

However, it is problematic that sustainability labelling schemes focus on a single issue only, 
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which can lead to “waterbed effects” where one sustainability problem is reduced in a way that 

increases other sustainability problems, and which does not reflect the variety of sustainable 

development goals as expressed, for example, in the United Nations’ Sustainable Development 

Goals (United Nations SDGs).  

Furthermore, the existence of a plethora of different sustainability labels has been 

accused of increasing confusion and scepticism among consumers (Bratt et al., 2011; Nikolaou 

& Kazantzidis, 2016). Due to too much, too complex, too indistinguishable, and too ambiguous 

information, the existing sustainability label landscape may contribute to consumer confusion 

by undermining the clarity and understanding of the labelling. This, in turn, may have negative 

effects on sustainable product choices. Hence, there is a risk that the high and growing number 

of stand-alone single-issue sustainability labels undermines the basic purpose of these labels 

(Chen & Chang, 2013; Turnbull, Leek, & Ying, 2000). 

  

2.2 Meta Sustainability labelling 

According to Torma and Thøgersen (2021), the two basic characteristics of a meta 

sustainability label are “multi-dimensionality” and “meta”. Multi-dimensionality means that 

the labelling scheme reflects more than just one dimension of sustainability. Hence, a meta-

label stands in contrast to most current sustainability labels (Acquaye, Yamoah, & Feng, 2015; 

Bratt et al., 2011; Golden et al., 2010; Teufel et al., 2009). Thereby, it reduces the risks of 

greenwashing and waterbed effects, potentially accounting for the product’s performance on 

keysustainability dimensions. Multi-dimensionality is primarily embedded in the labelling 

scheme’s underlying regulations, mirrored in the specific criteria for 

assessment and compliance verification requirements.  

“Meta” refers to a labelling scheme that ties single-issue labels together, also termed a 

“label family” in the branding literature (Baedeker et al., 2005; Dendler, 2014; Ge & Brewster, 

2016; Kaphengst et al., 2009). From a consumer point of view, a brand does the same to a 

product as a label: it adds quality assurance to a product that differentiates it from other 

products, which can simplify consumers’ decision-making (Keller, Parameswaran, & Jacob, 

2011). The American Marketing Association (AMA) defines a brand as “a name, term, design, 

symbol or any other feature that identifies one seller’s good or service as distinct from those of 

other sellers” (American Marketing Association). One could use nearly identical wording to 

describe a sustainability label: a name, term, design, or symbol that identifies a sustainable 
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good or service as distinct from other goods or services. The transformation of a credence 

attribute (a product’s sustainable production and consumption characteristics) to a search 

attribute requires that the attribute is easily identifiable and verifiable. Whereas a brand 

identifies a specific seller’s goods or services, a sustainability label (in general) does not. 

Instead, a sustainability label allows to differentiate products with specific sustainability 

characteristics from those without such a label. However, a meta sustainability labelling 

scheme can be seen as functioning  similar to a family or umbrella brand (De Pelsmacker, 

Geuens, & Van den Bergh, 2007). 

The primary purpose of a meta sustainability label is to reinforce and extend the benefits 

of sustainability labelling. A meta labelling scheme needs to be graphically communicated to 

the consumer to fulfil this purpose, like any other product label. However, unlike single-issue 

sustainability labels, a meta sustainability label accounts for and connects relevant 

sustainability dimensions and thereby unites single-issue labelling communication, for 

example, as sub-labels in an overall (meta) labelling scheme. Qualifying single-issue labels can 

be graphically communicated to consumers as part of a meta sustainability labelling scheme in 

three ways: (1) by adding an accompanying meta label, (2) by transferring the single-issue label 

into the label family design line of the meta sustainability labelling scheme, or (3) a 

combination of both (see Figure 1). 

 

 

Figure 1. Ways to communicate a meta sustainability labelling scheme graphically 
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2.3 Consumer confusion  

In this article, we understand consumer confusion as the antonym of consumer clarity and 

understanding. As argued, a large number of single-issue sustainability labels in the market 

may create consumer confusion. A meta sustainability label strives to integrate and simplify 

and in this way increase consumer clarity and understanding of the sustainability of available 

products. 

In broad terms, clarity and understanding have been described as a general human need 

related to satisfaction and reduced tension (Lyons, 1971). However, it is mostly not consumer 

clarity but its antonym consumer confusion that is discussed in the context of sustainability 

labelling. Consumer confusion is defined as ”consumer(s) failure to develop a correct 

interpretation of environmental features of a product or service during the information 

processing procedure” (Turnbull et al., 2000, p. 145), which refers to an “objectively correct” 

understanding of sustainability labelling. However, in daily life, confusion is often understood 

“subjectively”, as the feeling of confusion. Here, we understand consumer clarity and 

understanding of sustainability labels as their subjective, perceived clarity and understanding 

during information processing. 

In a context characterized by an increasing number of choice options in the shopping 

environment, three types of consumer confusion sources have been distinguished: misleading 

or ambiguous information, information overload, and brand similarity (Mitchell, Walsh, & 

Yamin, 2005). Building on this classification and the work of Moon, Costello, & Koo (2017), 

we propose three types of consumer confusion in the context of sustainability labelling: 

Label ambiguity confusion (unclear information) occurs when the consumer 

experiences unclear or misleading information on sustainability labels. Ambiguity creates a 

need for the consumer to re-evaluate and revise beliefs or assumptions about a label or labels. 

In contrast, clarity and understanding of a label are enhanced when perceived as unambiguous 

and clear information regarding the product’s sustainability performance. 

Label overload confusion (too much information) is caused by the consumer being 

confronted with too much information and an overly selection-rich environment with too little 

processing time available to fully understand, and be confident in, the relevant labels. In 

contrast, clarity and understanding of a label are enhanced when it is perceived as simple 

information on the product’s sustainability performance that reduces or eliminates the need to 
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process and understand a multitude of unconnected pieces of information (including single-

issue sustainability labels). 

Label similarity confusion (too similar information) we define as a lack of 

understanding and potentially incorrect label interpretation caused by the perceived design 

similarity of different and unconnected product labels or (usually less serious) multiple labels 

providing the same or similar information (e.g., a product being labelled with two organic 

labels, such as the Danish and the European organic label). In contrast, clarity and 

understanding of a label are enhanced when it is perceived as an overall, clearly distinguishable 

cue to the overall sustainability performance of the product that reduces or eliminates the 

difficulty of distinguishing between multiple single-issue sustainability labels. 

 

2.3.1. Meta Sustainability Labelling reducing ambiguity confusion 

The majority of sustainability labels are stand-alone single-issue labels that focus on 

sustainability’s environmental aspects (van Dam & van Trijp, 2011). Single-issue labels lack 

an overall perspective on sustainability, usually ignoring two of its three interlinked pillars - 

social, economic, and environmental (Goodland, 1995). Concerning the UN’s Sustainable 

Development Goals, existing environmental, social, and ethical labels are typically limited to 

only one or a subgroup of the possible goals. Generally, sustainably-involved consumers are 

attentive to the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals’ societal issues and are positive towards 

solutions to these issues (Weber, 2017).  

However, even these consumers may experience label ambiguity confusion when 

exposed to single-issue sustainability labels because they cannot assess a labelled product’s 

overall sustainability performance. “Waterbed effects” and greenwashing attempts are serious 

threats within the existing sustainability label landscape, which consumers cannot easily 

identify and avoid (Eberle et al., 2011; Engels, Hansmann, & Scholz, 2010; Golden et al., 2010; 

Gruère, 2015; Revermann, Petermann, & Poetzsch, 2015; Schlegel, Kaphengst, & Cavallieri, 

2008).  

Waterbed effects among sustainability dimensions appear when a product is beneficial 

in terms of one sustainability dimension but detrimental for other sustainability dimensions. 

For example, buying local may be beneficial in terms of climate impacts of transportation but 

detrimental for the goal of reducing poverty in exporting countries. Hence, products carrying a 
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sustainability label may be unsustainable in other dimensions (Dendler, 2013). Besides, due to 

their single-issue focus, current sustainability labels can fragment the sustainability concept in 

consumers’ minds, with the different sustainability issues being decoupled and perceived as 

unrelated (Reisch, Eberle, & Lorek, 2013). This can lead to label competition, where 

sustainability labels compete for consumer attention (Eberle et al., 2011; Schebesta, 2016).  

“Greenwashing” refers to misleading claims that the consumer cannot assess at the 

point of purchase (Parguel, Benoît-Moreau, & Larceneux, 2011). “Green” itself is an example 

of a vague and ambiguous term, often used as a sustainability claim and rarely understood by 

consumers (Galarraga Gallastegui, 2002). However, also terms that are quite well regulated by 

law, such as the term “organic”, can still be misunderstood (Ge & Brewster, 2016). If 

consumers experience that a sustainability label is unclear, they may try to find more credible 

information about the label, but there is a high risk that they will enter a mode of inaction 

(Mitchell et al., 2005).  

In the following, we will argue that informed consumers are likely to perceive a 

graphically communicated meta sustainability labelling scheme as less ambiguous and, 

therefore, less confusing, compared to multiple single-issue sustainability labels. Hence, 

informed consumers are reassured that a product with the meta sustainability label and/or with 

a qualified label recognizable by the meta label family design line has been assessed on its 

overall sustainability performance. Specifically, a meta sustainability label can act as a salient 

family label, allowing the consumer to make fewer label comparisons with less ambiguous or 

unclear stimuli, compared to a situation where multiple sustainability aspects are labelled with 

stand-alone single-issue labels. Consequently, it is likely that consumers will perceive a meta 

sustainability label as a clearer and less ambiguous signal about the product’s overall 

sustainability performance, reducing doubts and questions regarding waterbed effects and 

greenwashing attempts. 

 

2.3.2. Meta Sustainability Labelling reducing overload confusion  

The increasing number of sustainability labels, for example, appearing on the directory website 

ecolabelindex.com, is often mentioned as a source of consumer confusion (e.g. Gruère, 2015; 

Grunert et al., 2014; Harbaugh, Maxwell, & Roussillon, 2011). Even when label competition 

is viewed as a means to achieve better standards (Gruère, 2015; Li, 2020), positive label 

competition requires that consumers understand the differences between them and can 
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distinguish them from each other (Karl & Orwat, 1999). Difficulties in comprehending the 

different labels can add to information overload (Brécard, Hlaimi, Lucas, Perraudeau, & 

Salladarré, 2009; Grunert, 2011). 

For example, using a sample of more than thirty sustainability labels that an average 

North American consumer could easily face in a shopping situation, Heyes et al. (2020) 

question the assumption that consumers or even experts know what specific sustainability 

labels actually mean and how they differ from each other. Other studies also found that the 

increasing number of sustainability labels leads to overload confusion (Langer & Eisend, 2007) 

and that consumer confusion is bigger in industries where the number of sustainability labels 

is higher (Moon et al., 2017).  

When there are too many stimuli, including sustainability labels, in the surroundings, 

consumers try to simplify (Sunstein, 2013). We, therefore, argue, that a meta sustainability 

label scheme can deliver meta information in the form of a family brand of qualified 

sustainability labels. Thereby it offers a means for the consumer to reduce the number of 

different sustainability labels they need to screen, reducing information overload. Instead of 

needing to pay attention to a plethora of sustainability labels and making sense of their meaning 

and differences, a meta sustainability label or an interconnecting label family design line can 

potentially reduce the choice set to two: being part of the meta labelling scheme or not. Hence, 

if a meta sustainability labelling scheme is correctly perceived as an overarching framework, 

we assume that a family labelling scheme allows the consumer fewer label assessments and 

less information overload, leading to more consumer clarity about the overall sustainable 

performance of a product. 

 

2.3.3. Meta Sustainability Labelling reducing similarity confusion 

Not only is there an increasing number of sustainability labels, but many of them look similar, 

especially when designed by firms as so-called private copy-cat labels (Moon et al., 2017). A 

physical similarity may further increase consumer confusion because it becomes more 

challenging to distinguish sustainability labels from each other (Chen & Chang, 2013). 

However, sustainability labels can also look different but refer to the same or similar 

sustainability issue on the same or different products, such as the Nordic Swan and EU’s 

Flower. The experienced uncertainty adds to the confusion regarding what specific 

sustainability performance criteria are met by the label.  
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Also, the same sustainability label on (or not on) products can cause uncertainty, 

specifically in the case of voluntary labels. Harbaugh et al. (2011) argue that consumers can 

face uncertainty about a product’s quality because they do not know how to assess a 

sustainability label’s presence or absence. They further state that some firms use consumers’ 

uncertainty about labels strategically, for example, by labelling their “bad” products to benefit 

from spillover effects from “good” products being labelled with the same sustainability label. 

Again, this may exacerbate consumer uncertainty and confusion about the label.  

Intended or not, when unconnected sustainability labels are similar, this can make the 

consumer not only confused but also ashamed about their inability to assess differences 

between sustainability labels (Mitchell et al., 2005). This negative emotion might provoke the 

choice of a non-labelled product to avoid difficult trade-offs (Dhar, 1997). A meta 

sustainability label can achieve perceived uniqueness among the stand-alone single-issue labels 

(Fitzgerald et al., 2019). Furthermore, a meta sustainability labelling scheme that encompasses 

specific-issue sustainability labels belonging to the same family design line can also enhance 

clarity for the consumer regarding the overall and the specific sustainability focus of the 

product. 

 

2.4. Increased clarity and understanding with Meta Sustainability Labelling 

Meta sustainability labelling builds on the idea of interconnection between different labels by 

a consistent label design or by adding a meta label. Both approaches aim to communicate the 

multi-dimensionality of sustainability graphically and to support thereby a better understanding 

and learning of the qualified single-issue sustainability labels (Revermann et al., 2015). For 

increased exposure to translate to a higher salience compared to stand-alone single-issue labels, 

the meta sustainability label’s design should be simple and comprehensible (Dendler, 2014). 

Like existing sustainability labels, a meta sustainability label’s credibility will also depend on 

high sustainability standards and a trusted organization behind the label certification (Gruère, 

2015). When a meta sustainability label signals a qualified level of sustainability performance, 

it allows the consumer to distinguish single-issue labelled products within the meta labelling 

scheme from those outside the meta labelling scheme (Engels et al., 2010). 

When single-issue sustainability labels are recognized as part of a meta label family, 

this can facilitate a better understanding of the differences between those specific labels (Teufel 

et al., 2009). Besides, a meta sustainability label and its sub-labels may facilitate learning about 
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the multi-dimensional concept of sustainability in general (Carlson & Palmer, 2016). Stand-

alone single-issue sustainability labels may foster the impression that sustainability dimensions 

are decoupled or unrelated, even if they are not (Reisch et al., 2013). A meta sustainability 

label and/or a qualified label recognizable by the meta label family design line graphically 

communicates the qualified label’s interrelatedness and reassures consumers that (in principle) 

impacts on all key sustainability dimensions are taken into account, even when outside of the 

actual focus of a single-issue label.  

In sum, these arguments suggest that a graphically communicated meta sustainability 

labelling scheme can be an effective support of consumers’ decision-making. The overall 

objective of such a label is to help consumers better to navigate the vast and confusing 

landscape of sustainability labelling. Hence, our fundamental hypothesis is that a meta 

sustainability labelling scheme can reduce (unnecessary) consumer confusion and increase 

clarity and understanding of sustainability labelling for the consumer. Therefore, products are 

more likely to be chosen when labelled with a label graphically communicated as within a meta 

sustainability labelling scheme than with an unconnected stand-alone single-issue 

sustainability label.  

H1: Consumers are more likely to choose a product labelled regarding a specific sustainability 

issue when the label belongs to a meta sustainability label family design line than when 

a stand-alone single-issue label is used. 

The qualification of a single-issue label for a meta sustainability labelling scheme can 

be graphically communicated to the consumers by using the label family design line of the 

meta sustainability labelling scheme for qualified single-issue labels or by adding a meta label 

to the qualified single-issue labels on the product to signal that these labels have qualified for 

the meta sustainability labelling scheme. We expect that, no matter how the meta labelling 

scheme’s qualification is graphically communicated on a product, consumers are more likely 

to choose that product compared to the same product labelled with an unconnected stand-alone 

single-issue sustainability label. 

H1a: Consumers are more likely to choose a product labelled regarding a specific 

sustainability issue with a label family design line than when a stand-alone single-issue 

label is used. 
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 H1b: Consumers are more likely to choose a product labelled regarding a specific 

sustainability issue with a meta sustainability label than when only a stand-alone single-

issue label is used. 

In this study, we test the effect of a graphically communicated meta sustainability 

labelling scheme on consumer choice. We assume that sustainability-concerned consumers 

perceive a graphically communicated meta sustainability labelling scheme as more helpful for 

making more sustainable product choices in the shopping situation. Therefore, we compare the 

effect of a graphically communicated meta sustainability labelling scheme with existing stand-

alone single-issue sustainability labels. We assume that a meta sustainability label will be 

perceived as clearer and simpler, and salient due to its family brand characteristic. We assume 

further that a similar family design line will support a less ambiguous and misleading 

interpretation of qualified sub-labels. See Figure 2 for the theoretical model. 

 

 

Figure 2. Theoretical model 

 

3. METHOD 

3.1. Data collection and sample 

To study the effects of meta sustainability labelling (compared to single-issue sustainability 

labels) on sustainable consumer choices, we employ a choice-based conjoint (CBC) experiment 

embedded in an online consumer survey in the USA (N=518) and Germany (N=520). Germany 

was chosen because it is the first European country that introduced a sustainability label, and 

it has a well-established sustainability labelling landscape. The USA were chosen as a non-

European country, where sustainability labelling is also well-established (Delmas & Lessem, 
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2017; Lyon & Montgomery, 2015). Studying two countries makes it possible to investigate the 

cross-country validity of findings across European and American contexts.  

Data were collected in November 2020 using an online survey based on a Qualtrics file 

supplied by the authors. The questionnaire was developed in English, translated into German, 

and back-translated. An ISO 27001 certified market research company, Qualtrics, handled the 

survey’s administration, the sampling of the participants from their ESOMAR approved partner 

panels and the presentation of the data in SPSS files. Participants were informed about the 

study’s aim and background and had to give their written consent for the study (Appendix 1). 

The samples were drawn to be representative of the country in terms of gender, age (18 years 

old or more), and region. The samples’ profiles on selected background characteristics are 

summarized in Table 1.  

To ensure the participants perceive the key choice task as a natural one, they were 

screened to be at least partially responsible for their household’s shopping and to have bought 

ground coffee or coffee beans in the past 12 months. Screening is deemed necessary because 

participants for whom the behaviour in question are irrelevant are likely to either skip many 

questions or provide answers with low ecological validity (Thøgersen, Pedersen, & 

Aschemann-Witzel, 2019). Besides, we screened for response quality using two exclusion 

criteria: (1) Answering the survey in less than five minutes, and (2) answering an attention 

check question incorrectly (“It is important to pay attention to this survey, so please select 2 

for this answer.”). Before the choice experiment, we asked participants about familiarity and 

visual appearance with the labels. After the choice experiment, we asked about attitudes and 

traits that could influence their responses and additional socio-economic background 

characteristics.  
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Table 1. Sample characteristics by country 

 USA Germany 
N 518 520 
Gender, % (Female/Male) 51.7/48.3 50.4/49.6 
Age, %  18-88 y/o 18-81 y/o 
18-34 30.9 25.0 
35-49 29.5 26.7 
50-64 20.1 35.8 
65-more 19.5 12.5 
Education, %a   
Less than high school 1.9 44.01 
High school 18.1 26.7 
Further education up to bachelor’s degree 56.8 11.0 
Master’s degree or higher 23.2 18.2 
Household size, mean 3.06 2.27 
Children (<18y/o) in household, mean 1.88 1.42 
Household income, %b   
Level 1 12.5 2.9 
Level 2 17.4 3.5 
Level 3 15.1 12.5 
Level 4 11.6 12.3 
Level 5 7.7 14.6 
Level 6 9.7 14.4 
Level 7 3.3 11.0 
Level 8 5.6 6.3 
Level 9 3.3 2.7 
Level 10 3.9 3.1 
Level 11 1.5 4.0 
Level 12 4.9 6.2 
Don’t wish to say 3.3 5.0 
Don’t know .4 1.5 

a USA: What is your level of education? (1) Less than high school, (2) High school graduate, (3) Some college, (4) 2 year 
degree, (5) 4 year degree, (6) Professional degree, (7) Doctorate 
German: Welches ist Ihr höchster Bildungsabschluss? (1) Hauptschulabschluss oder qualifizierender Hauptschulabschluss, 
(2) Mittlerer Schulabschluss / Realschule, (3) Fachhochschulreife / Fachabitur, (4) Abitur, (5) Bachelor/Vordiplom, (6) 
Master, Diplom, Magister, (7) Promotion 
b USA (yearly): (1) Less than $20.000, (2) $20.000-39.999, (3) $40.000-59.999, (4) $60.000-79.999, (5) $80.000-99.999, (6) 
$100.000-119.999, (7) $120.000-139.999, (8) $140.000-139.999, (9) $160.000-179.999, (10) $180.000-199.999, (11) 
$200.000-219.999, (12) $220.000 or more. Germany (yearly): (1) Less than EUR 5.000, (2) EUR 5.000-9.999, (3) EUR 
10.000-19.999, (4) EUR 20.000-29.999, (5) EUR 30.000-39.999, (6) EUR 40.000-49.999, (7) EUR 50.000-59.999, (8) EUR 
60.000-69.999, (9) EUR 70.000-79.999, (10) EUR 80.000-89.999, (11) EUR 90.000-99.999, (12) EUR 100.000 or more. 

 
1 We checked statistics on German education to see if the German sample is biased towards a lower educated German population. However, 

the statistical data cannot be compared directly because school and work education are listed separately. Nevertheless, the measures on the 
higher education, such as Master and Promotion are almost similar to our sample. We therefore assume that the difference between USA and 
Germany on this point is primarily a matter of different classifications of the different education systems. Sources for statistical data were 
German Federal Statistical Office, https://www.destatis.de/DE/Themen/Gesellschaft-Umwelt/Bildung-Forschung-
Kultur/Bildungsstand/Tabellen/bildungsabschluss.html;jsessionid=4205962CEDE4DA6799144D2A02C16AAB.internet8732 and Statista, 
https://de.statista.com/statistik/daten/studie/1988/umfrage/bildungsabschluesse-in-deutschland/. 
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3.2. The choice-based conjoint experiment 

Choice-based conjoint (CBC) experiments are used widely in marketing and consumer research 

to estimate the value of product attributes to consumers and predicting how consumers will 

react to changes in price, formulation, or design of different attributes (Hempel & Hamm, 2016; 

Orme, 2010; Schjøll, 2017; Thøgersen et al., 2019; Xie, Gao, Swisher, & Zhao, 2016). 

Especially, CBC experiments are often used to predict demand for new products or product 

attributes that do not yet exist in the market. In a CBC experiment, participants make repeated 

choices between products with different levels on selected product attributes assembled in 

choice sets. A CBC experiment allows to “disentangle” participants’ revealed product 

preferences into preferences for levels of the different product attributes (Green & Srinivasan, 

1990). Instead of simply declaring their preference or willingness to pay for a product or 

specific product attributes, participants react to a hypothetical purchase scenario and their 

choices reveal their preferences (Allenby, Hardt, & Rossi, 2019). Participants are arguably less 

affected by social desirability and other biases when making these choices than when directly 

stating their preferences (Auger & Devinney, 2007).  

As previously mentioned, to make sure participants were able to make meaningful 

choices, we screened them for relevant experience. Following general survey design principles 

(Diamond, 2000), a lot of effort was put into formulating questions in a way that was 

unambiguous and easy to understand. The questionnaire was pre-tested, and necessary 

adjustments were made in formulations, layout, and the number of choice sets (we first worked 

with twelve choice sets with three choice options per set (incl. none of these) and then changed 

it to eight choice sets with four choice options (incl. none of these)). Regarding the hypothetical 

purchase scenarios, participants were asked to imagine a regular shopping situation. To 

increase realism, the CBC experiment varied four attributes – labelling, country of origin, 

roasting, and price - which sufficiently represent a realistic product choice for the studied fast-

moving consumer good. To account for remaining product attributes that might be important 

but were not included, a no-choice option was provided in each choice-set (Janssen & Hamm, 

2012). 

Furthermore, we asked respondents to imagine that the alternatives were all their 

favourite or usual brand (Allenby et al., 2019). Obviously, the more familiar participants are 

with the product, the more likely they have well-developed preferences that can be activated, 

and the less likely they will engage in constructing preferences in the situation (Allenby et al., 
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2019). This is another reason for screening participants for past product purchases or 

experiences. 

 

3.3. The Sustainable Development Goals as a family branding 

The United Nations General Assembly set the SDGs in 2015 (United Nations SDGs). The 

SDGs are graphically represented and promoted with 17 individual SDG icons and the SDG 

colour wheel (see Appendix 2). This is an example of a family brand, where the joint design 

line signals that all icons belong together. The branding of the SDGs provides a unique 

opportunity to use the SDG design to replace existing sustainability labels and signal that they 

belong together in a sustainability labelling scheme, whereas the colour wheel might be used 

as a meta label (Torma & Thøgersen, 2021). Using the existing SDG branding as point of 

departure for the design of new sustainability labels can also benefit from the SDGs being 

already conceptualized as an integrated and multi-dimensional approach to sustainable 

development and from the global promotion of the SDGs since 2015. In 2019, 74% of 19,517 

surveyed adults across 28 countries had at least heard of the UN’s Sustainable Development 

Goals, and 26% claimed to be very or somewhat familiar with the SDGs (Boyon, 2019; Ipsos, 

2019; Tedeneke, 2019). Further, whereas formerly the guidelines for the use of the SDG logos 

excluded any commercial purpose, the current guidelines allow restricted commercial use 

under specific circumstances (Sustainable Development Goals, 2019). This adds realism to the 

idea of using the SDG logos and the wheel as a point of departure for meta sustainability 

labelling.  

Another argument for using an already established label design for testing a common 

branding of sustainability labels and/or a meta label are the implementation costs of a new 

sustainability label design or scheme (Prieto-Sandoval, Alfaro, Mejía-Villa, & Ormazabal, 

2016). In general, implementing a sustainability labelling scheme is a cost-intensive process of 

conceptualizing, designing, implementing, and communicating. Also, additional running costs 

of certification and adjustments to the label must be considered. The process of implementing 

a sustainability label is also time-consuming. The time needed to be recognized by consumers 

takes years, which is a further argument to test an existing and already communicated label 

design. 
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3.4. The choice tasks and the label design 

We chose coffee as a product category because it is consumed by most consumers and a product 

that is often labelled with more than just one sustainability label (Birkenberg, Narjes, 

Weinmann, & Birner, 2021; Thøgersen & Nielsen, 2016). Participants were randomly assigned 

to one of four choice experiments, each with a different sustainability labelling design (see 

Table 2). In condition one, the traditional labelling, we chose established versions of a country-

specific organic label (Janssen & Hamm, 2014) and a fairtrade label. In condition two, the new 

design, we created a new designed organic and fairtrade label, both based on the SDG design 

as a family branding. Condition three, the traditional plus a meta label, is the same as condition 

1 with an additional meta label. The meta label is also based on the SDG design and is 

represented by the colour wheel. Condition four, the new design plus a meta label, is the same 

as condition 2 with the additional colour wheel meta label. 

To level out prior (lack of) familiarity of the respective sustainability labels in the four 

conditions, and especially compensate for the lack of familiarity with the newly designed 

labels, we asked questions about familiarity and evaluation of the labels presented in the 

condition right before the choice experiment. Therefore, we first presented a picture of the 

respective labels used in the condition and then asked two questions on familiarity and one 

question on each label’s visual appearance (see Appendix 3).  

In addition to (1) labelling, we varied (2) country of origin (COO), (3) roasting, and (4) 

price to create a realistic choice environment. Sustainability labelling had two levels: either the 

labels used in the respective condition or no labelling. COO was either Colombia or Ethiopia, 

which are common in both the USA and Germany. Roasting was either dark roasted or medium 

roasted. The price had three levels: the regular price of conventional coffee in the country, 20 

percent lower or 20 percent higher (see Table 2). With 2 × 2 × 2 × 3 levels, these attributes can 

be combined in 24 different ways. We chose to include three alternatives in each choice set 

(plus the option of not wanting any of the three alternatives). The number of different sets of 

three products that can be created from these 24 options is 2024 (n! / [ m! * (n-m)!], where n = 

24 and m = 3). Therefore, we used SAS JMP, to calculate a fractional factorial design based 

on the principles of minimum overlap and level balance setting the number of choices to eight. 

SAS JMP, pronounced "jump", is a software for statistical analysis. We applied it to create our 

choice design to be able to reduce the number of choice sets to an acceptable number. 

Participants were presented the eight choice sets in random order. The product presentation 
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included a picture of a generic bag of coffee and a cup of coffee. An exemplary choice set from 

each country is shown in Appendix 4. 

 

Table 2. Attributes and attribute levels in the choice experiment 

Attribute Levels USA Germany 

Label 

 
 

Label 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Traditional 

 
New design 

 
Traditional + meta label  

 
New design + meta label 

 

Traditional 

 
New design 

 
Traditional + meta label 

 
New design + meta label  

 
No label   

Country of origin 

 

Colombia Colombia Kolumbien 

Ethiopia Ethiopia Äthiopien 

Roasting 

 

Dark Dark roasted Dunkle Röstung 

Medium Medium roasted Mittlere Röstung 

Price 

 

 

Low $6.27 per 1lb 6,65 € per 500g 

Medium $7.84 per 1lb 8,31 € per 500g 

High $9.40 per 1lb 9,98 € per 500g 

 

 

3.5. Statistical method 

To predict participants’ (stated) preferences from the alternatives’ characteristics, we use an 

extended multinomial logit model (MNL), which allows the inclusion of the alternatives’ 

characteristics as explanatory variables (McFadden, 1974). The model is estimated by means 

of Latent Gold Choice 5.1 (LGC) (Vermunt & Magidson, 2016).  
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For the study of preference heterogeneity and response patterns, LGC uses a latent class 

(LC) or finite mixture structure employing a non-parametric variant of the random-coefficient 

or mixed conditional logit model (Andrews, Ainslie, & Currim, 2002; Vermunt & Magidson, 

2016). Specifically, we use this procedure to identify participants whose choices are not related 

to the alternatives’ attributes at all but seem to be random (Vermunt & Magidson, 2016), which 

we interpret as a type of “mischievous responding” (Hyman & Sierra, 2012). Random 

responders can be modelled as a separate latent class for whom the utilities of all levels of each 

attribute are equal (Vermunt & Magidson, 2016). Prior research has found that the proportion 

of random choosers can be quite substantial, which can lead to biased parameter estimates if 

not controlled (Grunert, Loose, Zhou, & Tinggaard, 2015). Therefore, a separate “random 

responder” class was specified in all models reported in the following. 

 

4. RESULTS 

We first introduce how differently the labels were perceived regarding familiarity and visual 

appearance in the USA and Germany. Next, we present the results of an aggregate-level 

analysis for the USA and Germany, identifying similarities and differences between the two 

countries in how labelling, COO, roasting, and price influence consumer choices of coffee. 

Finally, we analyse the possible differences in labelling’s effect on participants’ choices 

between the four different label conditions. 

 

4.1. Familiarity and liking of the different labels 

The country-level familiarity and evaluation of the visual appearance of the different labels are 

presented in Table 3. The traditional Fairtrade label is less familiar and liked in the USA than 

in Germany. In the USA, the traditional organic label is more familiar and liked than the 

traditional Fairtrade label. Secondary data also suggests a very high familiarity in Germany, 

but due to an error in the survey (see comment in the note to Table 3), we are not able to 

compare the familiarity and evaluation of the traditional organic label between the two 

countries. 
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Table 3. Familiarity and visual appearance of the different labels for each country, mean 
values, and standard deviations (in parentheses) 

Items, mean (SD) USA Germany t p 
n 518 512    
Familiarity - Sustainable Development Goals      
Have you seen these visuals of the Sustainable 
Development Goals before? 

2.94 (2.21) 2.24 (1.79) 5.57 .000 

How familiar are you with the Sustainable 
Development Goals, developed and introduced 
by the United Nations? 

3.00 (2.26) 2.54 (1.68) 3.79 .000 

Visual Appearance - Sustainable 
Development Goals 

    

How much do you like the visual appearance of 
the labels used to represent the Sustainable 
Development Goals? 

5.11 (1.72) 4.74 (1.72) 3.46 .001 

Familiarity - Traditional Labelling  257 256   
Have you seen this label before? 
- Organic 
- Fairtrade 

 
5.19 (1.98) 
3.33 (2.19) 

 
N/Aa 
5.87 (1.74) 

 
N/A 
-14.52 

 
N/A 
.000 

How familiar are you with this label? 
- Organic 
- Fairtrade 

 
4.90 (2.03) 
3.29 (2.13) 

 
N/Aa 
5.70 (1.76) 

 
N/A 
-13.96 

 
N/A 
.000 

Visual Appearance - Traditional Labelling 257 256   
Do you like the visual appearance of this label? 
- Organic 
- Fairtrade 

 
5.39 (1.55) 
4.79 (1.61) 

 
N/Aa 
5.59 (1.51) 

 
N/A 
-5.77 

 
N/A 
.000 

Familiarity – New design 261 256   
Have you seen this label before? 
- Organic 
- Fairtrade 

 
3.47 (2.21) 
2.90 (2.22) 

 
2.16 (1.74) 
2.75 (2.22) 

 
7.47 
0.79 

 
.000 
.430 

How familiar are you with this label? 
- Organic 
- Fairtrade 

 
3.43 (2.26) 
2.94 (2.28) 

 
2.14 (1.68) 
2.83 (2.24) 

 
7.33 
0.54 

 
.000 
.592 

Visual Appearance – New design 261 256   
Do you like the visual appearance of this label? 
- Organic 
- Fairtrade 

 
5.34 (1.54) 
5.00 (1.82) 

 
4.64 (1.67) 
4.72 (1.85) 

 
4.97 
1.72 

 
.000 
.086 

Familiarity – Meta label 260 255   
Have you seen this label before? 2.57 (2.13) 1.62 (1.27) 6.17 .000 
How familiar are you with this label? 2.60 (2.17) 1.60 (1.24) 6.36 .000 
Visual Appearance – Meta label 260 255   
Do you like the visual appearance of this label? 4.61 (1.92) 3.98 (1.92) 3.68 .000 

Note: Measures on familiarity and visual appearance were all on a 7-point scale from (1) 1 = Definitely never seen to 7 = Have seen it many 
times, (2) 1 = Very unfamiliar to 7 = Very familiar, (3) 1 = Dislike it a great deal to 7 = Like it a great deal.  

a Measures on the familiarity and visual appearance for the German organic label are not available due to an error in the survey. Statistical 
data from July 2017 shows that the German organic label is well known in Germany where 86.4% stated that they know the label, suggesting 
a high familiarity, see https://de.statista.com/statistik/daten/studie/705842/umfrage/umfrage-zur-kenntnis-von-bio-siegeln-in-
deutschland/.  
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In both countries, the new Fairtrade label that we designed for this study is perceived 

as unfamiliar. The new organic label is also not perceived as familiar, especially in Germany. 

The new meta label is also perceived as unfamiliar in both countries, again especially in 

Germany. However, in both countries, the new labels are positively evaluated in terms of visual 

appearance, and more so in the USA (new organic label and meta label). Also, the Sustainable 

Development Goals’ overall branding is perceived as more familiar and liked in the USA than 

in Germany.  

In sum, as should be expected, the new label design is perceived as less familiar than 

the traditional design. On a country-level, the traditional labelling is more positively evaluated 

(Fairtrade) in Germany, whereas the new design is more positively evaluated in the USA 

(Organic). 

A comparison of the traditional and the new Fairtrade label’s familiarity and visual 

appearance within countries is presented in Table 4. In the USA, both designs were perceived 

as similarly familiar and liked whereas the traditional Fairtrade label was perceived as 

significantly more familiar and liked than the new designed Fairtrade label in Germany. This 

suggests that the Fairtrade label has a substantially stronger position in the minds of consumers 

in Germany than in the USA. 

 

4.2. Cross-national similarities and differences in consumer preferences and choices 

The key country-level results of the choice experiments within countries for “non-random 

responders” are presented in Table 5. The estimated share of the sample apparently making 

random choices is 11 percent in both countries, which is within the range seen in prior studies 

(e.g., Grunert et al., 2015; Thøgersen & Alfinito, 2020; Thøgersen et al., 2019). In both 

countries, the fit of the model improved by adding a random responder class as reflected in a 

substantial drop in BIC(LL) (USA from 9686.0216 to 9362.1781; Germany from 8440.8719 to 

8162.4911). 

The relative importance of an attribute for participants’ choices is reflected in the span 

between the highest and lowest coefficient for levels of an attribute (Peschel, Grebitus, Steiner, 

& Veeman, 2016; Vermunt & Magidson, 2016). (Attributes with only two levels are coded as 

dummy variables, which means that the reference category is 0; the price is coded as continuous 

and, hence, its coefficient is the slope, showing the utility effect of an increase in price from 
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low to medium or medium to high.) Overall, labelling and price appears to make the biggest 

difference for participants in both countries when choosing among the alternatives offered. 

Labelling being slightly more important than price in the US, price being slightly more 

important than labelling in Germany.  COO and roasting, and especially the latter, appear to be 

less important to participants. Note, however, that the relative importance of attributes 

calculated this way depends on the alternatives offered (e.g., the price unit or the actual CsOO 

included).  
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Table 4. Familiarity and visual appearance of the Fairtrade label for traditional and new design, mean values and standard deviations (in 
parentheses) 

Items, mean (SD) USA Germany 

 Traditional 
Labelling 

New design t p Traditional 
Labelling 

New design t p 

n 257 261    256 256    
Familiarity         

Have you seen this label before? 

- Fairtrade 

 

3.33 (2.19) 

 

2.90 (2.22) 

 

-2.20 

 

.028 

 

5.87 (1.74) 

 

2.75 (2.22) 

 

-17.67 

 

.000 

How familiar are you with this label? 

- Fairtrade 

 

3.29 (2.13) 

 

2.94 (2.28) 

 

-1.82 

 

.069 

 

5.70 (1.76) 

 

2.83 (2.24) 

 

-16.10 

 

.000 

Visual Appearance         

Do you like the visual appearance of this label? 

- Fairtrade 

 

4.79 (1.61) 

 

5.00 (1.82) 

 

-1.36 

 

.173 

 

5.59 (1.51) 

 

4.72 (1.85) 

 

-5.81 

 

.000 
Note: Measures on familiarity and visual appearance were all on a 7-point scale from (1) 1 = Definitely never seen to 7 = Have seen it many times, (2) 1 = Very unfamiliar to 7 = Very familiar,  
(3) 1 = Dislike it a great deal to 7 = Like it a great deal.  
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In both countries, participants prefer a sustainability labelled, medium roasted coffee 

from Colombia at the lowest price. Hence, most participants prefer a sustainability-labelled 

product over a non-labelled product. The German participants are more price sensitive than 

participants from the USA, who put relatively more weight on the COO (see Table 5).  

 

Table 5. Multinomial logit model estimates for the choice of coffee, USA (n=518), and 
Germany (n=512), controlling for random choosersa 

Variables USA   Germany   

 R2=0.18 d   R2=0.30 d   

 B z-valueb Rel. 

Importance 
B z-valueb Rel. 

Importance 
       Labelling   0.19   0.34 

Label 0.81 20.38***  1.52 30.60***  

No label       

       
Country of origin   0.10   0.05 

Colombia 0.43 11.47***  0.22 5.06***  

Ethiopia       

       
Roasting   0.05   0.03 

Dark roasted -0.20 -5.45***  -0.14 -3.58***  

Medium roasted       

       
Price   0.17   0.37 

Per unitc -0.36 -

14.61*** 

 -0.89 -

28.33*** 

 

       
None -2.84 -

17.94*** 

0.5 -2.80 -

18.61*** 

0.21 

a Parameter values for random choosers are fixed to zero, by definition. Hence, they are omitted. The proportion 
of random choosers, estimated by means of latent class analysis: US: 0.11; Germany: 0.11. 
b All significant, ***p < .001. 
c One price unit in this study is a price difference of 20%. 
d R2 for Class 1 (the “non-random choosers”). 
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4.3. Attribute effect interdependencies  

In the next step, we extended the model reported in Table 5, adding the two-way interaction 

between labelling and label conditions.2 These analyses reveal that participants in the USA 

were more sensitive to the labelling manipulation than the German participants (Table 6).  

 

Table 6. Multinomial logit model estimates for the choice of coffee, USA (n=518), and 
Germany (n=512), with direct attribute effects and interaction with labelling conditions, 
controlling for random choosersa  

Variables USA  Germany  
 R2=0.18 d  R2=0.30 d  
 B z-valueb B z-valueb 
     
Labelling     
Label 0.81 20.43*** 1.52 30.54*** 
No label     
     
Country of origin     
Colombia 0.43 11.46*** 0.22 5.07*** 
Ethiopia     
     
Roasting     
Dark roasted -0.20 -5.46*** -0.15 -3.60*** 
Medium roasted     
     
Price     
Per unitc -0.36 -14.58*** -0.89 -28.32*** 
     
None -2.85 -18.14*** -2.79 -18.53*** 
     
Interactions with labelling     
Condition 1 (traditional) -0.08 -1.21ns 0.07 0.37ns 
Condition 2 (new design) 0.20 2.91** -0.06 0.46ns 
Condition 3 (traditional + meta) -0.13 -2.05* 0.04 0.56ns 
Condition 4 (new design + meta) 0.01 0.19 ns -0.05 0.46ns 

a Parameter values for random choosers are fixed to zero, by definition. Hence, they are omitted. 
b ns=not significant, *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001. 
c One price unit in this study is a price difference of 20%. 
d R2 for Class 1 (the “non-random choosers”). 
 

 

 
2 We also estimated models including interactions between the other attributes and the different label conditions. 
As expected, they were not significant. The LGC output from these calculations can be acquired from the 
corresponding author. 
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In the USA sample, there is a significant interaction between labelling and label 

conditions (Wald = 10.49, 3 df., p = .015). The effect of the labelling is higher in condition 2 

(new design) and condition 4 (new design + meta label) than in condition 1 (traditional) and 

condition 3 (traditional + meta label). This is consistent with the hypothesized (1a) positive 

impact of a new label family design compared to the traditional stand-alone single-issue label. 

However, Hypothesis 1b is not confirmed. It appears that adding the meta label to either the 

traditional or the new label family design reduced the effect of the labelling. However, 

Hypotheses 1 is not confirmed in Germany. Here, the interaction between labelling and label 

conditions is not significant (Wald = 1.67, 3 df., p = 0.64). Hence, despite their clear preference 

for sustainability labelling, German participants did not respond more favourably to any of the 

different label conditions. Hence, changing the traditional labelling into a new label family 

design or adding a meta label appear to have no effect on consumer responses to the labelling 

in a German context.  

 

5. DISCUSSION 

Some believe that meta sustainability labelling has the potential to improve, others the potential 

to reduce the benefits of sustainability labelling from a consumer point of view. However, this 

has mostly been a theoretical discussion since past research has not offered much in terms of 

empirical evidence on this increasingly important topic. Therefore, this article’s main objective 

has been to provide the first empirical evidence on how consumers respond to a meta 

sustainability label. Specifically, we investigated the impact of graphically communicated meta 

sustainability labelling on consumer choices, compared to stand-alone, single-issue 

sustainability labels. This was done in the context of a comparative study in the USA and 

Germany of consumer choices of bags of coffee beans or ground coffee varying in typical 

product attributes and with random allocation to four different sustainability labelling 

conditions. 

Overall, in both countries, sustainability labelling was of high relative importance 

among the four varied product characteristics when choosing among alternative coffee 

products. This confirmed prior research finding that sustainability is important for consumer 

choices and that sustainability labelling supports sustainable consumer choices, both regarding 

coffee (Birkenberg et al., 2021; Hainmueller, Hiscox, & Sequeira, 2015; Thøgersen & Nielsen, 

2016) and other products (Bradu, Orquin, & Thøgersen, 2014; Ní Choisdealbha & Lunn, 2020; 
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Thøgersen et al., 2019). To test if meta sustainability labelling would increase or decrease the 

effects of sustainability labelling on sustainable product choices, we compared existing 

labelling to three ways of communicating meta sustainability labelling to consumers: (1) 

adding a meta sustainability label to traditional sustainability labels, (2) changing qualified 

traditional sustainability labels into a common family design line, or (3) both.  

In the USA, it was confirmed that the meta sustainability labelling outperformed the 

traditional labelling (Hypothesis 1). However, whereas changing qualified sustainability labels 

into a common family design line led to a significant increase in the utility of sustainability 

labelling (confirming Hypothesis 1a), there was no positive effects of adding a meta label 

(rejecting Hypothesis 1b). In Germany, the differences between the different labelling 

conditions were not significant. Hence, although sustainability labelling was of high relative 

importance to participants in Germany and in the USA, German participants were not sensitive 

to the design of the labelling. We can only speculate why sustainability labels’ design appears 

to be more important in the USA than in Germany. It may be because the SDGs were more 

familiar and visually liked in the USA than in Germany. It may also be, because if familiarity 

and trust of existing sustainability labels in a country is already high, it can benefit familiarity 

and trust of new sustainability labels (Janssen & Hamm, 2012). Future research should further 

investigate the country context dependence of the reported findings and investigate potential 

moderators to answer this question.  

Even though the new design was less familiar than the traditional design – something 

which we could only compensate for in a limited way in the survey – respondents in the USA 

appeared to appreciate the meta sustainability labelling when qualified traditional sustainability 

labels were changed into a common family design line with no additional label added. 

However, adding one more label in the form of a meta sustainability label seems to mostly 

create confusion, which is consistent with the predictions of some scholars (Eberle et al., 2011; 

Ge & Brewster, 2016; Tobi et al., 2019). 

Future research should also investigate more detailed whether meta sustainability 

labelling actually can reduce consumer confusion, as assumed in this study. This might be done, 

for example, by testing the impact of more ambiguous, more similar, or just more labels on 

perceived confusion and how this influences sustainable consumer choices. It should also be 

investigated whether the importance of a meta sustainability labelling depends on other aspects 

of the label, such as its perceived usefulness and/or characteristics of the consumer, such as 
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sustainability concern or relevant knowledge. For example, it could be that more sustainability-

concerned consumers are already influenced by sustainability labelling to such a high degree 

that they are insensitive to label design. It also seems that many consumers could be more 

sceptical of a new meta label due to lack of familiarity. 

In general, we hope that others will follow our example and further explore the unique 

opportunity for branding a meta sustainability labelling scheme represented by our case. The 

SDGs’ branding lays an intriguing ground for this purpose, with its family design line of the17 

SDGs and a uniting colour wheel. The SDGs branding was initially developed by Trollbäck + 

Company3, a branding agency in New York. The use of the SDG branding material is free but 

regulated (Sustainable Development Goals, 2019). So far, the main focus has been to get 

people, businesses, and organizations around the world informed and engaged in reaching the 

SDGs. A recent change opened the regulations, extending its potential use from only non-

commercial to restricted commercial use. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first research 

on utilizing this branding for sustainability product labelling. According to Thøgersen (2002), 

there are three prerequisites for successful sustainability labels: consumer receptiveness of and 

belief in the offered information, producers’ and retailers’ willingness to adopt a new 

sustainability labelling scheme, if it is not mandatory, and sufficient promotion of the labelling 

scheme. Building on the existing SDGs framework is especially promising with regard to the 

last two criteria. An increasing number of campaigns aim to inform the public about and raise 

their awareness about the SDGs, which is bound to gradually increase familiarity and 

knowledge. There are also already certification companies that certify compliance with the 

SDGs,4 which is a prerequisite for labelling and documents our case’s practical relevance. 

Hence, we firmly believe that SDG branding offers huge potential for further research, 

especially as it is designed for global application. For example, a global sustainability labelling 

scheme could reduce the trade barriers that are experienced by many countries trying to export 

to the EU, where European sustainability labels are often given preference (D'Souza, Taghian, 

& Lamb, 2006; Sharma & Kushwaha, 2019). 

 

 
3 https://trollback.com 
4 https://www.bureauveritas.dk/en/certification-basis-and-criteria-certification-towards-17-goals  
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5.1. Limitations 

As all self-reported measures, the obtained measures might be biased, even though arguably 

less than the response scales most often used in surveys with no choice-based conjoint 

experiment (Auger & Devinney, 2007). Among the limitations of choice-based conjoint 

experiments is the hypothetical nature of choices, where participants are only exposed to a 

limited number of attributes and levels. Even though we carefully chose the attributes to match 

a realistic choice situation of a product such as coffee, the limited number of attributes might 

lead to a higher attention towards them as compared to an actual shopping environment. Still, 

the limited number of salient attribute and levels are a realistic reflection of consumer choices 

of fast-moving consumer goods, such as coffee (Thøgersen et al., 2012). 

Whereas the existing single-issue labels have been used in the market for a long time, 

the tested meta label and family design are unknown. To compensate for the lack of familiarity 

with the new labels, we included pictures of the labels and a few questions designed to make 

participants pay attention to and reflect on the labels just before the choice experiment. Thereby 

we hoped to create at least situational familiarity with the unknown labels. Still, it is a limitation 

that we did not pre-test how effective these questions were to increase perceived familiarity. 

Furthermore, presenting and asking participants about familiarity and visual appearance with 

the labels before the choice experiment has potentially influenced respondents to focus more 

on sustainability in their product choice then on other product attributes. This has to be 

considered, when discussing the primary importance of sustainability labels found in the 

experiment. 

Another limitation is that we only tested the new labels with one product and in two 

countries. Coffee was chosen as a common fast-moving consumer good, which is offered with 

several sustainability labels in the two countries, and the two countries were chosen to create a 

maximum contextual difference within developed countries where sustainability-labelled 

products are common. However, the different findings regarding the sensitivity of labelling 

effects to labelling conditions suggest the need to study these effects on more products and 

more countries.  

Also, the contextual role needs to be investigated in more detail. How much a meta 

sustainability label can facilitate more sustainable choices also depends on the existing single-

issue labels and their familiarity and trust in the population. Notably in Germany there is 

evidence that if an existing (voluntary) single-issue label enjoys high level of trust and 
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familiarity, as the German governmental organic label does, the introduction of a new 

(mandatory) sustainability label such as the EU organic label has been, might also benefit from 

that trust (Janssen & Hamm, 2012). This is also supported in our data, where the level of 

familiarity and visual appearance of the two existing US labels was lower than in Germany. As 

Janssen and Hamm (2012, p. 446) further note “Another notable finding of (…) (their) present 

study is that different consumer segments preferred different organic labels.” This supports that 

different consumer segments perceive labels in different ways and might not automatically feel 

confused by the variety of labels (Verbeke, 2005). 

Regarding the applied method, it is important to note that a discrete choice experiment 

does not allow for statistical power analysis. Traditionally a discrete choice experiment is used 

in within-subject designs and not designed to test between-subject effects. Therefore, future 

studies on meta sustainability labelling should also test other experimental designs gain insights 

into effect sizes such as how much the different labels increase or decrease consumer 

preferences. 

  

5.2. Conclusion and implications 

For consumers to make sustainable consumption choices, credible information on the product's 

sustainability, a credence attribute, needs to be available at the point of purchase. Product 

labelling is a common, convenient and popular way to achieve this. Therefore, it is a good thing 

that new sustainability labels are introduced where they are missing. However, there is a risk 

of increased consumer confusion due to too many, too ambiguous, and too similar sustainability 

labels. Furthermore, stand-alone, single-issue sustainability labels do not represent all facets 

and key dimensions of sustainability.  

Meta sustainability labelling is a potential tool to facilitate quality information about 

sustainability in an overarching, interconnected, and easily comprehensible way. However, it 

is crucial that consumers value such a meta sustainability label and that it facilitates more 

sustainable consumer choices in practice. Hence, to save costs and avoid failures, research and 

pre-tests are needed on how consumers will perceive a new label design or a meta label and 

how it will affect sustainable choices. A special focus on familiarity issues with existing and 

new label designs is needed to enable useful recommendations for policy makers. 
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This study has delivered important, but not sufficient evidence on a meta sustainability 

label’s usefulness to drive sustainable consumer choices. We hope that future researchers will 

add further understanding of a graphically communicated meta sustainability labelling as a tool 

for sustainable transformation. 
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Appendix 1: Consent form at the beginning of the survey 

 

Dear participant, 

Welcome to a survey about choices of food products. This study is funded and conducted by 

Aarhus University, Denmark.  

Participating in this survey is voluntary. You can stop any time without needing to give a reason 

for doing so. Aarhus university guarantees that your answers will be treated anonymously and 

confidentially in accordance with the personal data protection legislation. The summarized 

findings will be used for scientific knowledge dissemination only, such as publication in 

research journals. 

It will take about 15 minutes to complete the survey. There are no right or wrong answers, so 

please answer all questions as personally and honestly as possible. 

I am a PhD researcher from Aarhus University in Denmark. If you have any questions or 

concerns, please feel free to e-mail me: [e-mail of the researcher]. 

I very much appreciate your support. 

Kind regards, 

[name of the researcher] 

Department of Management 
Aarhus BSS, Aarhus University 

Fuglesangs Allé, 8210 Aarhus V, Denmark 

  

Mail: [e-mail of the researcher] 

 

O Yes, I consent. 

O No, I do not consent. 
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Appendix 2: Sustainable Development Goal poster (United Nations SDGs) 
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Appendix 3: Introduction of the labels before the choice experiment 

 

All labels were introduced before the choice experiment followed by the questions regarding 

the labels familiarity and visual appearance (see formulations in Table 3). 

USA, condition 1, 2, 3 or 4, SDG branding 

Please carefully look at the visual of the Sustainable Development Goals, developed 
and introduced by the United Nations (UN) and indicate your opinion below.

 

 

USA, condition 1 or 3 (traditional design), organic label 

This sustainability label can only be used on products that have been certified by an 
authorized control agency. Please indicate your opinion regarding the label below. 

 

 

USA, condition 1 or 3 (traditional design), fairtrade label 

This sustainability label can only be used on products that have been certified by an 
authorized control agency. Please indicate your opinion regarding the label below. 

    

 

USA, condition 2 or 4 (new design), organic label 

This sustainability label can only be used on products that have been certified by an 
authorized control agency. Please indicate your opinion regarding the label below. 
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USA, condition 2 or 4 (new design), fairtrade label 

This sustainability label can only be used on products that have been certified by an 
authorized control agency. Please indicate your opinion regarding the label below. 

    

 

USA, condition 3 or 4, meta label 

This recently designed holistic sustainability label certifies an overall positive 
performance of the product on all sustainability dimensions. Sustainability labels 
certified by this holistic sustainability framework can be identified by this label, 
the rainbow circle. It can only be used on products that have been certified by an 
authorized control agency. Please indicate your opinion regarding the label 
below. 
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Appendix 4: Examples of choice sets 

 

USA, condition 1 (traditional) 

 

Germany, condition 2 (new design) 

 

Germany, condition 3 (traditional + meta) 

 

USA, condition 4 (new design + meta) 
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7. AN INTEGRATIVE DISCUSSION

The papers’ findings provide various inputs to address this thesis’s core question: How to 

enable consumers to self-drive their sustainable consumption behaviour. In what follows, I 

reflect on the individual findings and how they connect in a broader context: The fair 

contribution space framework. Thereby, the fair contribution space framework is the outcome 

of linking the papers to the comprehensive framework combining planetary boundaries with a 

societal perspective on what defines a safe and just space for humanity, introduced in Chapter 

1. Notably, to be consistent with the thesis’s focus on the individual, the fair contribution space

framework moves away from the societal perspective and focuses on the individual perspective

on tackling sustainable transformation.

In what follows, I first summarise each paper’s findings individually by illustrating how 

they contribute to solving the same problem: How to support sustainability-involved 

consumers’ attempts to drive their consumption behaviour into a more sustainable direction, 

before I discuss the thesis as a whole. Next, I introduce the fair contribution space framework. 

I argue that together the four papers advance our understanding of how to support 

sustainability-involved consumers’ by reflecting on two complementary questions: How to 

drive sustainable consumption? and How much to contribute?  

7.1. Contributions of the research papers 

The main contribution of Paper 1 is the development of a taxonomy of coping strategies for 

individual consumers dealing with unsustainable consumption behaviour. The study identified 

two types of coping strategies: Contributing aimed at maximising sustainable consumption and 

accommodating aimed at minimising perceived tension. 

The contributing strategies (of measuring & comparing impact, simplifying by rules of 

thumb, finding benefits, contributing on a higher level, and exerting influence) allow 

consumers to identify and reduce their unsustainable behaviour and identify and pursue more 

sustainable ones. The contributing strategies support consumers in two ways. First, they 

support consumers’ contribution to sustainable consumption behaviour to at least reach a 

minimal fair contribution level. Second, contributing strategies support consumers to maximise 

their positive impact on environmental resources. 
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The accommodating strategies (such as asking for support, venting, avoiding, 

distancing oneself, and denying influence) support consumers to keep up their contribution in 

the form of sustainable behaviour or to reduce (temporarily) their engagement in sustainable 

consumption behaviour to minimise the tension that could affect their well-being critically. 

Together, both types of coping strategies support customers’ ability to cope with a crucial 

aspect of everyday consumption decisions: To maximise contribution while at the same time 

minimising perceived tension and threats to well-being. Overall, Paper 1’s findings detail the 

coping strategies in two significant—yet distinct—aspects of how and how much to contribute 

for the individual and the greater good.  

Paper 2 highlights that businesses can support consumers in driving their sustainable 

consumption behaviour more successfully through specific product or service offerings. Such 

offerings can create novel opportunities for consumers to deliberately drive their sustainable 

consumption behaviour by minimising tensions in everyday shopping situations. The 

phenomenon of consumers deliberately using products or services to change their choice 

architecture intentionally is referred to as self-nudging. The case of self-nudging in Paper 2 is 

signing up for a sustainable (organic) meal box delivery scheme. This specific example 

illustrates how a marketplace offer can open up individual consumers' opportunities to drive 

their sustainable consumption behaviour by consciously choosing a limited product range. By 

signing up, consumers deliberately transfer the question of what to buy and eat from a low 

involvement short-term decision (e.g., daily grocery shopping in a supermarket) to a high 

involvement long-term decision (e.g., meal box delivery scheme). Put differently, the signing 

up reflects the transfer of a typical system 1-decision into a system 2-decision. By signing up 

for a sustainable food subscription scheme, consumers reduce the perceived tension resulting 

from the many conflicting product attributes they regularly face in regular and re-occurring 

shopping situations. Furthermore, Paper 2 shows that consumers can act as their own choice 

architects. To drive sustainable consumption behaviour in their best interest, consumers can 

consciously transform system 1-decision-making into system 2-decision-making to drive 

sustainable consumption behaviour in their best interest. 

Paper 3 and 4 both focus on meta sustainability labelling. Scholars have long proposed 

that a meta sustainability labelling scheme may reduce problems associated with single-issue 

sustainability labelling schemes. Problems surrounding single-issue sustainability labelling 

schemes impair considerably the potential support sustainably-involved consumers may 
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receive in their decision-making. As such, single-issue sustainability labelling schemes may 

fall short in their support to meet global challenges.        

The systematic literature review in Paper 3 lays the foundation for understanding what 

meta sustainability labelling is and how the literature assesses the benefits and disadvantages 

and facilitators and impediments for implementing such as labelling scheme. On this basis, 

Paper 4 contributes to filling a key identified research gap, answering empirically if meta 

sustainability labelling is better at facilitating sustainable choices compared to common single-

issue sustainability labels. Overall, a mandatory meta sustainability labelling scheme is 

arguably a choice architecture that can foster more sustainable choices in everyday shopping 

situations on a large and global scale. Of specific interest is the aim of a meta sustainability 

label to reflect sustainability criteria across (in principle) all sustainability dimensions. In doing 

so, a meta sustainability labelling scheme tries to avoid waterbed effects. If meta sustainability 

labelling reduces these threats, it can also reduce perceived tensions by increasing clarity. As 

a result, it can support individuals’ sustainable consumption choices.  

Product labelling is an essential part of the choice architecture in everyday shopping 

situations and can support sustainability-involved consumers making sustainable choices and 

minimise their perceived tension due to potentially fraudulent or misleading marketing. A 

better understanding of a meta sustainability labelling scheme's potential is crucial for 

policymakers who want to support more sustainable decision-making. 

Together, the thesis provides an integrative perspective on the topic of sustainable 

consumption and advances our understanding of what consumers who care about sustainable 

behaviour and want to adjust their consumption behaviour can do themselves. On a meta-level, 

the contribution of the thesis is to explore different coping strategies in the context of 

sustainable consumption. In particular, the thesis contributes to the literature by focusing on 

“contributing strategies” in two different choice environments, namely “retailer specializing in 

sustainable products and services” and “choice context where sustainable and unsustainable 

products are offered side by side.” 

The taxonomy of coping strategies developed in this thesis sets the basis for a broader 

understanding of how sustainably-concerned consumers can drive their sustainable 

consumptions. Importantly, it highlights that changing behavior towards more sustainable 

consumptions it not only a matter of contributing but also of dealing with experienced tensions. 

Accordlingly, the coping strategy taxonomy provides firtile ground for future research and 
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policymakers. With regards to future research, the obvious next step is to use large-scale 

surveys to investiage to what extent and in what situations the different strategies are applied 

by consumers. Keeping in mind, that the taxonomy was developed based on expert-interviews, 

it would also be important to understand whether and how coping strategies of non-experts are 

similar or different. Moreover, the taxonomy provides a starting point for policymakers to 

reflect on their downstream interventions. Policymakers need to explore to what degree their 

messages on how to drive sustainable consumption behavior is actually aligned with the 

contributing strategies identified in this thesis. They may also investigate how individuals 

engaging in accommodating strategies can be supported. Over time, a more holistic concept of 

policy interventions could emerge by combining knowledge interventions with information on 

specific choice environemnts and associated policy changes that allow for more sustainable 

consumption decisions. 

Following the strand of contributing strategies, the thesis highlights two different 

choice environments that support individuals in making more sustainable consumption 

decisions.  The concept of self-nuding developed in this thesis seems promising. The thesis has 

shown that consumers—under certain conditions—are willing to deliberately enter choice 

environments with a limited set of sustainable choices. As such, the thesis highlights the crucial 

role of businesses in providing products and services that enable consumers to nudge 

themselves, that is, engage in a high-involvement long-term decision. Future research should 

move beyond the product investigated in this thesis (sustainable foodbox subscription scheme) 

and identify products and services, to which the concept of self-nudging can be applied. Along 

with research investigating potential applications of the self-nudging concept, researchers 

should also study why consumers may or may not be willing to engage to nudge themselves. 

For businesss and policymakers, the concept of self-nudging has far reaching implications. 

Businesses can use the insights provided by this thesis regarding coping strategies at large and 

the concept of self-nudging in particular to develop appropriate products and offerings. At the 

same time, policymakers need to support businesses in the development and supply of products 

and offerings that enable consumers’ self-nudging. Doing so will benefit all involved parties: 

The policymaker, as more sustainable consumption is achieved; the businesses, as consumers 

engage in high-involvement long-term decisions, which translates into long-term relationships 

with the respective business; and the consumer, as the intention of more sustainable 

consumption is fulfilled. 
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Finally, the thesis contributes to the literature in moving forward the concept of meta-

sustainability labelling. The thesis highlights that although the concept has been subject to 

research for an extended period, the discussion so far has largely remained a theoretical one. 

Beyond mapping the intellectual landscape of the current discussion on the concept of meta-

sustainability labelling, the thesis makes an important contribution by providing the first 

empirical study involving meta-sustainability labelling. We argued that a meta sustainability 

labelling could be a potential tool to facilitate quality information about sustainability in an 

overarching, interconnected, and easily comprehensible way. In the USA sample, respondents 

appeared to appreciate the meta sustainability labelling when qualified traditional sustainability 

labels were changed into a common family design line as one specific type of graphically 

communication a meta sustainability labelling scheme. However, in the German sample, the 

differences between the different labelling conditions were not significant. This study has 

delivered important, but not sufficient evidence on a meta sustainability label’s usefulness to 

drive sustainable consumer choices. Given that the study in the present thesis is the first of its 

kind, there is certainly no dearth of future research opportunities. More consumer studies 

involving different products and performed in different context are needed before any definite 

conclusions can be drawn with regard to the usefulness of meta-sustainability labelling. Beyond 

the consumer perspective, future research should also investigate whether a meta-sustainability 

labelling schema can be effective in terms of producer behavior, for example, by luring 

producers to disclose their products’ and services’ impacts across all three dimensions of 

sustainability. Moreover, it is subject to future research to uncover whether a meta-

sustainability labelling scheme governed by an internationally recognized body actually 

reduces the number of ‘pseudo’ or ‘wannebe’ sustainability labels.    

7.2. The fair contribution space 

The doughnut model introduced in Chapter 1 represents a framework that highlights the need 

for more sustainable behaviour. Importantly, however, the doughnut model is on the societal 

level. As such, it highlights that humanity needs to conserve and protect earth’s resources. 

Exceeding the environmental ceiling of our planet’s resources inevitably yields critical natural 

damages. At the same time, the doughnut model also stresses that humanity needs to use earth’s 

resources to ensure a societal foundation that prevents critical human deprivations. Together 

the two demands represent the boundaries of the so-called “safe and just space”. Hence, the 
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safe and just space represents the area within which humanity can navigate, ensuring the 

planet’s and the people’s well-being at the same time.  

The doughnut model has proven to be a useful graphical communication framework for 

driving an understanding of the key insight: Humanity needs to ensure a balance between the 

preservation and the consumption of earth’s resources. However, despite the critical message 

the doughnut model communicates, its societal level perspective conceals the implications for 

the individual consumer. As Ryberg, Andersen, Owsianiak, and Hauschild (2020, p. 2) have 

reasoned: When aiming to achieve a sustainable transformation of human consumption, „we 

are left with questions of how to split the burden of collectively staying within the PBs  

(Planetary Boundaries).” To address this difficult question, it seems promising to consider 

contribution ethics. Contribution ethics highlights that individuals pay their share and expect 

access to a collective good proportional to the collective effort of all individual shares. 

(Guagnano, Dietz, & Stern, 1994; Kahneman, Ritov, Jacowitz, & Grant, 1993; Thøgersen & 

Crompton, 2009). From this perspective, decision-making situations involving sustainable and 

unsustainable behaviour may be conceptualized as situations, in which consumers adjust their 

share proportionally to what they perceive to be their “fair” individual contribution. As 

Guagnano et al. (1994, p. 411) state, “the possibility exists that WTP for small, localised, 

concrete, or familiar problems will be equal to or greater than WTP for larger, more abstract, 

or less familiar ones.” Hence, what is required is to take the perspective of the individual 

consumer and focus on an individual’s fair contribution space. The fair contribution space is 

the individual-level counterpart to societal-level safe and just space. The boundaries of the fair 

contribution space are obtained by inverting the boundaries of the societal-level safe and just 

space, as illustrated in Figure 1. From an individual perspective, the inner circle marks the 

minimum necessary level of contribution in terms of sustainable consumption. Summed over 

all individuals, it symbolises the required societal-level of sustainable consumption that 

together with other collective sustainable efforts on the societal-level conserves and protects 

earth’s resources. In case an individual’s contribution falls below the inner circle, that is, the 

minimum level of sustainable contribution, the individual has not contributed a fair share to 

the necessity of conserving and protecting earth’s resources. The outer circle represents the 

maximum level of sustainable contribution; an individual’s ceiling of sustainable contribution, 

marking the point at which an individual’s well-being is at risk due to the extent of contribution. 

Together, the minimum level of sustainable contribution (see right side of Figure 1, marked 

orange) and the maximum sustainable contribution (see right side of Figure 1, marked blue) 
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define the fair contribution space. Within the fair contribution space individuals accomplish 

their individual share of the collective task of sustainable transformation while ensuring their 

well-being. 

 

 

Figure 1. An individual perspective on what defines the individual fair contribution space 

juxtaposed with the societal perspective on what defines the safe and just space for humanity 

based on Rockström (2009) and Raworth (2012) 

 

The individual-level framework can support individuals in locating their current 

sustainable consumption behaviour. It can help them understand how and how much they can 

contribute when they seek to reduce the current imbalance of overconsumption of the planet's 

resources while at the same time recognising their own needs of living and well-being.  

In the fair contribution space, an individual can only navigate if space exists. If there is 

no fair contribution space or the space is negative, the perceived abilities and/or opportunities 

are not sufficient. The outer circle can be discussed as an objective state and/or a subjective 

impression. However, systemic changes can address objectively missing opportunities; tailored 

interventions can address an individually perceived lack of abilities to drive individual 

sustainable contribution. Both can prevent or lower critical contradictions or tensions. The 

individual magnitude of fair contribution spaces differs among individuals, depending on their 

life circumstances and individual characteristics. Questions regarding the underlying principles 

of equality and equity of such a framework arise naturally but are beyond this thesis's scope 

(Ikeme, 2003; Walker, 2010; Whitmee et al., 2015).  
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The idea of the fair contribution space framework is to support individuals in assessing 

their fair contribution share to a sustainable development and offering a range of strategies and 

tools on how and how much to contribute.  

All four papers contained in the present thesis aim to offer a better understanding of 

how to navigate in the fair contribution space. The papers take an individual-level perspective 

asking what consumers can do themselves to drive their sustainable consumption behaviour. 

Paper 1 identifies a set of coping strategies that each individual can potentially make use of. 

The contribution strategies identified can help individuals ensuring a behaviour that is above 

the minimum level of sustainable contribution. Conversely, the accommodating strategies can 

inform individuals to secure or even extend the individual ceiling. Paper 2 investigates the 

phenomenon of self-nudging that turns classical paternalistic nudging approaches upside down, 

into deliberately chosen self-nudging approaches. Deliberately entering shopping 

environments with limited, but more sustainable options can help individuals to ensure that 

their fair contribution surpasses the minimum. At the same time, the self-nudging, for example 

in the form of a subscription, can help consumers avoiding negative effects on their well-being 

they may encounter in regular shopping environments. Papers 3 and 4 can be linked to regular 

shopping such as supermarkets. The papers investigate meta-sustainability labelling as a 

higher-level product label that potentially allows consumers to assess a product’s overall 

sustainability performance, when deciding what (not) to buy. Hence, together the thesis 

advances our understanding of how sustainability-involved consumers’ attempts to drive their 

own consumption behaviour into a more sustainable direction can be supported with regards to 

two complementary questions: How to drive sustainable consumption? and How much to 

contribute? 
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